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GOVERNOR'S ADVISORY COMMISSION ON AGRIPROCESSING 

INTRODUCTION 

Forty percent of the State's economy is directly or indirectly 

dependent upon agriculture. Thus, we commend the Governor for his 

initiatives in seeking recommendations to enhance agricultural 

processing in Minnesota for both domestic and international trade. 

Twenty-two members served on this Commission. They represent 

the agri-processing industry, both private and cooperative; state 

government, both the executive and the legislative branch; 

educational institutions; financing institutions; farm 

communicators; farm organizations; a big-eight accounting firm and 

a farmer who has been involved for a long time in promoting 

Minnesota agriculture. 

The Commission members are concerned about conservation, 

research, education, financing, the family farm, international 

trade and transportation and are interested in new ideas to 

promote Minnesota agriculture. Their task force reports reflect 

these concerns and they submit these reports as a first step in 

drawing to the Governor's attention some recommendations to 

promote not only agri-processing but agriculture in general in 

Minnesota. 

This Commission stands ready to continue to develop these 

recommendations, to support any legislation activity needed and to 

help the Governor implement them in a spirit of cooperation 

between government and industry. 
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GOVERNOR'S ADVISORY COMMISSION ON AGRIPROCESSING 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

WHAT NEW INITIATIVES SHOULD STATE GOVERNMENT BE CONSIDERING TO 
FOSTER THE GROWTH OF THE INDUSTRY? 

l . Financing Initiatives 

We recommend that the State of Minnesota establish a Minnesota 
Agri-Processing Financing Authority to encourage development of 
agri-processing in Minnesota. Such an Authority would possess 
great flexibility in financing authority including: 

providing loan guarantees to secure financing for 
agri-processing facilities, 

making of direct loans subordinated to other loans 
incurred on the same agri-processing facility; 

making of direct equity investments in agri-processing 
companies involved in constructing facilities in the 
State of Minnesota; and 

negotiating with other government units for tax 
incentives considered necessary. 

It would be an independent Authority governed by a 15 person board 
composed of financial people, agri-processing people, government 
representatives, farmers and labor. Day-to-day operations would 
be directed by an experienced agri-processing financial executive 
director hired by the board. 

We also recommend that the State of Minnesota fund the Authority 
directly with a minimum of $30 million which could be leveraged 
five times to aggregate $150 million. 

Assistance would be available to small, medium and large 
agri-processing operations to utilize Minnesota agricultural 
commodities and to expand employment. 

Multi-State Consortium on Agriculture 

We recommend that the Governor take the initiative in the 
convening and organizing of a multi-state consortium on 
agriculture. 
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Its purpose would be to: 

3. 

promote the sale of Upper Midwest farm commodities (raw 
and finished) for both the domestic and international 
markets; 

study the impact of federal and state legislation on this 
region; 

seek a more unified approach to solving the problems of 
the region in the following areas as well as others: 

marketing activities, domestic and international 
agricultural finance 
transportation; rail, truck, waterway 
education and research; and 

build upon and not duplicate those efforts that are 
underway by other multi-state organizations involved with 
agriculture. 

Ethanol and Rural Energy Parks 

The use of corn in the dry milling manufacture of ethanol, 
distillers dry grain and carbon dioxide is the best near term 
agri-processing operation that could be developed in the State of 
Minnesota. However, certain tax incentives would be required from 
the State. 

Economic minimum size plant would be five million gallons annual 
production. This size plant would use two million bushels of corn 
annualy and would cost about $15 million. 

The ethanol would be used as a motor fuel substitute blended with 
gasoline 1 to 4 and as a replacement octane enhancer for Tetra 
Ethyl Lead. L 
Distillers Grain (DOGS) is an excellent livestock feed and has a 
strong growing market in international trade. 

Estimated initial market for ethanol is 20 million gallons within 
the State and 10 to 15 million gallons in adjoining states. 

To be viable the industry would require 4¢/gallon state tax 
forgiveness for super unleaded gasoline with ethanol. A loan 
guarantee program would also be required of the state. 

Thirty states have reduced state taxes on alcohol fuels to 
encourage its use and resultant benefits to their state. 

All assumptions regarding economic viability, competition and 
industry capacity will be verified. 
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4. Veaetable Oils--Other Uses 

We recommend the following in order to promote the use of 
vegetable oils in both the domestic and international markets: 

5. 

The Governor should work with other Governors and the 
congressional delegation to urge the Federal Government 
to negotiate changes in GATT so as to eliminate the 
inequities that vegetable oils contend with in the export 
market; 

continue to support the University of Minnesota and other 
research institutions in working towards higher producing 
oilseeds; and 

enlist the help, financially and otherwise, of the 
various commodity organizations involved in oilseeds in 
further research and development of vegetable oils as an 
extender for diesel fuel, as a carrier for chemicals and 
other potential uses. 

Agricultural Research and Technology Transfer 

Minnesota's most important economic resource is its agriculture 
which comprises 40% of the state's economy. It is becoming 
increasingly a hi-tech industry deriving most of its productivity 
improvements from agricultural research and the agricultural 
experiment station. Because of the weak economic conditions and 
reduced enrollments the funds from the state to the University of 
Minnesota will be reduced in the next few years. 

It is imperative that the funding for agricultural research and 
the agricultural experiment station be exempt from these cuts. 
Instead funding for these programs should be increased by a 
guideline in excess of inflation if we are to improve our total 
state economy and our agricultural economy. 

Specifically, the Minnesota Legislature should: 

restore the funds to the 83-85 biennial budget that were 
reduced for the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station; 

fund in full the 1983-85 bienniel request of the 
Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station; 

provide funding to support the University of Minnesota 
Biotechnology Center to support research which would 
directly benefit Minnesota based agriculture and 
processing. 

Also, the College of Agriculture and The Extension Division should 
increase their budget for marketing farm products and Minnesota 
produced agricultural products. 
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6. Keeping the Producer in Business 

While all of the recommendations of this Commission will be of 
eventual benefit to the Minnesota farmer if enacted, there needs 
to be some suggestions for the immediate improvements in the farm 
economy. 

One suggestion was the adoption of the Minimum Price Commodity 
Bill. While the Commission feels that the discussion of this 
issue has been very valuable in drawing attention to the farmers 
plight, the individual members have not had time as yet to fully 
read and understand the bill and its ramifications. 

A second suggestion was to promote Minnesota specialty crops such 
as wild rice, maple sugar, honey, edible dry beans, among others. 

A third suggestion was to provide in the Agricultural Department 
additional resources to fund feasibility studies of a number of 
agri-procesing projects. Some possible projects are: 

7. 

Introduce beef hide tanning in Minnesota. 

Develop a project within the Metropolitan Airport 
Commission for exporting high value perishable products 
such as fish and fresh meat by air cargo. 

Direct sale of agricultural products in international 
trade such as cattle, swine, sheep, turkeys, specialty 
crops, bagged commodities and barrelled vegetable oils. 

Develop more interest in the sheep industry in Minnesota. 

Sunflower oil as fuel ingredient. 

Investigate rabbit processing for Minnesota. 

Investigate UHT Aseptic packaging of milk and milk 
products. 

State Support of Federal Legislation Re Agriculture, 
International Trade, Etc. 

We recommend the establishment of a Governor's Agriculture Policy 
Advisory Commission (hereinafter ''Commission") to address the 
shortcomings of the Concurrent Resolutuon: limited availability, 
limited impact on Washington and limited legislative resources. 

Commission membership would represent a broad cross-section of 
participants in Minnesota's agricultural economy: producers, 
ag-transport, ag-processors; ag-financers, state executive and 
legislative personnel. 
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The Commission would be responsible for providing the Legislature 
with a draft Concurrent Resolution (say in late January of each 
year and from time-to-time thereafter as necessary) that: 

Identified specific federal legislative or regulatory 
proposals which have a proportionately greater (positive 
or negative) on Minnesota's economy than on other states 
(reactive); 

identified specific proposals for federal policy 
initiatives (legislative or regulatory) which would 
positively impact Minnesota's economy; 

identified specific proposals for state policy 
initiatives (legislative or regulatory) whch would 
positively impact Minnesota's economy; and 

prioritized all identified proposals for action. 

It is also recommended that if this Advisory Commission is 
appoined, it be directed to work with any multi-state consortium 
on agriculture that may be in place. 

8. Dairy Processing and Research 

1 We recommend the support of research into more efficient 
~ production, processing and distribution of dairy products and 

financing incentives on a short-term basis when economically 
1 viable in the long-term in the following areas as well as others: 
J 
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Developing and/or evaluating genetic engineering 
technolocy directed at increasing milk production, 
increasing the more valuable milk components and 
improving culturing of commercial milk products such as 
cheese, yogurt and so forth. 

Economic research and computer modeling for hauling 
systems related to picking up milk on farms and 
delivering it to production or milk-utilization 
facilities. 

The hauling costs of milk being used for manufacturing 
could be reduced substantially with a respective 
improvement in farmers' revenues through the use of new 
technology which would eliminate a significant portion of 
the water in milk at the farm level. This technology, 
known as membrane technology, uses specialized membranes 
to separate the water from the valuable milk solids that 
are in milk. The reduced cost of hauling or transporting 
these concentrated solids to the milk manufacturing 
plants would provide an economic benefit to the dairy 
industry and particularly the dairy farmer. 
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Whey proteins are a relatively low-valued and priced 
component of milk and result as a by-product of basic 
cheese production. Research into the utilization of whey 
proteins as a base in flavored or recreational drinks 
would substantially increase the value of the whey 
protein and provide a significant nutritional benefit to 
those that would be normally drinking soda-types of soft 
drinks. 

Railroad Bonding 

We recommend the support of a Railroad Bonding bill to implement 
the adoption of Amendment No. 4 to the Minnesota constitution and 
provide the financing for the rehabilitation of railroads that are 
essential to service our rural communities. 
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February 10, 1983 

FINANCING INITIATIVES 

The committee on financing incentives has undertaken to review a vari~ty of different 

structures and financing arrangements that might be undertaken by the State of 

Minnesota. The objective of these incentives is to be an inducement to companies 

and individuals to locate new agri-processing facilities within the State of 

Minnesota and to induce the owners of existing facilities to upgrade those 

facilities and remain as corporate citizens of the State. 

Analysts of industrial location decision making advance the theory that the process 

involves several stages. Factors taken into account in selecting a general area -

the first stage - are substantially different from those considered in site 

selection - the second stage. In the first stage, selection is based on operational 

prerequisites such as markets, labor market conditions, raw materials, and transpor

tation. Regional differences in construction, energy and labor cost are generally 

too large to be outweighed by any difference in state and local taxes or fiscal 

incentives. The subordinate role of taxes at this stage is borne out by a 

composite case history of new facility location based on responses to a comprehen

sive questionnaire prepared by The Industrial Development Research Council. Re

spondents on manufacturing projects idenfied taxes as a minor item in total 

annual cost at the location of the project.On a composite basis, the median tax 

cost represented 3% of annual cost, a~d the modal tax cost reached 4% of annual 

cost. 

For most manufacturers, labor costs can be many times larger than state and local 

i----] tax payments. A very small wage differential then becomes as important as a much 

greater tax differential, underscoring the significance of identifying other cost 
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factors relevant to location decisions. While regional manufacturing wage rates 

have been converted toward the national average, differentials of as much as 10% 

of the average remain and, along with right-to-work laws, probably exercise 

greater influence on location decisions than do state and local tax and fiscal 

incentive differentials. 

All other aspects of the decision of plant location being equal, the committee 

believes that the following recommendations will provide substantial inducements 

for companies to locate planned facilities in Minnesota and to the birth of new 

Minnesota companies in the agri-processing industry. 

The committee believes that the State of Minnesota should establish a Minnesota 

Agri-Processing Financing Authority as a public nonprofit corporation with a 

wide range of purposes in financing authority, including but not necessarily 

limited to: 

a. Providing loan guarantees to secure financing for agri

processing facilities. 

b. Making of direct loans subordinated to other loans incurred 

on the same agri-processing facility. 

c. Making of direct equity investments in agri-processing 

companies involved in constructing facilities in the 

Stat~ o{ Minnesota. 

d. Negotiating with other government units for tax 

incentives considered necessary. 
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3 

Oversite 

We recommend that the Authority be governed by a fifteen person board consisting 

of three state government officials (Secretary of Agriculture, Chairman of the 

Minnesota Senate Agricultural Committee, and Chairman of the Minnesota House 

Agricultural Committee), three representatives of the Minnesota financial 

community, three representatives of Minnesota agribusiness (agri-processing) 

community, and three members of Minnesota labor unions with bargaining units in

J valved in agri-processing. 

The Board should hire a qualified business financial consultant with agri-processing 

experience to act as Executive Director who would be responsible for day-to-day 

operations of the Authority. Staff assistants would be added when and as needed. 

Funding 

We recommend that the State of Minnesota fund the Aughority with a minimum of 

millions of dollars which in the opinion of certain experts in financing could be 

leveraged times to aggregate million dollars in benefits to the 

agri-processing industry in Minnesota. We further recommend that consideration be 

given to negotiations with pension fund trustees of Minnesota labor unions with 

bargaining units in agri-processing to provide funding, possibly through low 

interest loans, to the Authority for purposes of supporting direct subordinate loan 

c~d direct equity investments. 

The Minnesota Agri-Processing Financing Authority should be granted authority 

to issue bonds secured by collateral or revenues generated through its activities. 

Consideration should be given to whether these bonds can be guaranteed by the 

State of Minnesota. 
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Guidelines 

In addition to normal prudent investment criteria, guidelines will necessarily 

need to be established by the Board of the Authority to be based, among other things, 

on the number of jobs projected to be established in relation to the dollars to be 

invested by the Authority and the investor (company). 

Loans Guarantees 

Loan guarantees to secure financing for the construction or significant renovation 

of agri-processing facilities should be available. Such guarantees should be 

available for commercial borrowings or for industrial revenue bond issues. Such 

[ 

[ 

r 

[ 

[ 

r 
L. 

guarantees should be to cover not more than % of loans in excess of$ _____ ,( 

Y percent of loans between$ ------ and $ ----- and Z percent of loans less 

than$ --------

For established companies loan guarantees are encouraged to provide probable lower 

interest rates for the borrowings to the company. For new companies, loan 

guarantees would not only affect the interest rate on the loan but also assist in 

underwriting the safety of the loan to the lending institution (enhancement of 

collateral) and affect the level or amount of the front-end equity required. 

These guarantees can be coupled with the tax exempt status of industrial revenue 

bonds to further reduce cost of the necessary loans for construction of the 

facilities. 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

..., 

The loan guarantees will necessarily need to cover the interim construction period ~ 

-~ 
of financing as well as the permanent loan on the facility. Additionally, we 

believe the guaranteed loans must be marketable, that is they must be transferrable [ 

to another institution if the guaranteed loan is sold. 
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MULTI-STATE CONSORTIUM ON AGRICULTURE 

TASK FORCE REPORT 



\.le recommend that Governor Perpich work in unison with other Upper 

Mid~estern governors to initiate a b0ld new approach to proruoting the region, 

its products ,rnd assets: a multi-states consortiwn on agricu]ture. 

The purpose of this effort izi Lo promote Upper HiJ,..;est farm corr~.odities 

(raw and finished), to study the impact of state and federal legislation on 

this region, and to seek a more :.mified approach to solving the :region's 

problems. 

The cor,soi-tium should ~Ludy, develo11 and expand upon exi~ting multi-state 

eff0rts; stek new alternatives in Lhe interest areas of agricultural 

tranrportation, international marketing, finance, alcohol fuels, in-staLe 

proce~~ing, edi1cation/research; and consider other topics of mutual interest. 

\..'e a~k that Goverrwr Perpicb t.Jke the lead in initiating this consortium. 

!·Jany slcite!J, including }linnesota, have 3lready begun working on problems 

of ~utual interest. A multi-states consortium would benefit all states 

involved by reducing dLlplication of efforts arid pooling resources for mutual 

benefit. 
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Direct Subordinated Loans 

In certain instances, it may be appropriate for the Authority to provide a limited 

amount of direct, low or non-interest bearing subordinated loans to a company or 

individual to facilitate their ability to secure adequate credit from connnercial 

sources for the construction of an agri-processing facility. Granting of such a 

direct subordinated loan should not preclude a direct guarantee of other loans 

incurred for construction of the facility. The amount of such loans should be 

subject to established guidelines and the loan should be made for a limited time 

not to exceed ____ years. 

Direct Equity Investment 

Direct equity investment should be permitted in amounts not to exceed$ ------
which shall constitute not less than 20% nor more than 50% of the equity of the 

investee. Such equity investments should contain a 'put' option. This option would 

permit the Authority to require the other equity investors of the corporation to re-

purchase such shares after vears. Direct equity investment should preclude ---
direct subordinated loans but not loan guarantees. 

Success of the investee corporation accrues to the equity holders and the Authority 

will benefit directly from any risk taken on successful ventures. 

Negotiation With Local Government Units 

Certain tax incentives may be necessary ~o induce a potential employer to locate 

anagri-processingfacility in certain locations. We believe that the Executive 

Director of the Authority should be authorized to negotiate with local units of 

government for a grant of property and other local tax abatement and tax increment 

financing when considered to that government unit's advantage. Such authority 

should include the negotiation with the Tax Authority for issuance of tax exempt 

bolds for purposes of financing the facility. 



Initial]y, the c0nsorti1L11 should includP North Dakota, South D.:hoL1, 

Iuw«:1, Nebrd:.ka, Kansas, 11i::~ouri, \·lbcon~in, lllinois, Indiana, and Minnesota. 

These states have been chosen for several reasons: 

*All have a substantial agricultural bazc. 

*The consort.inm may help down?lay a perceived rivalry wHhin 

the region. 

*Industry is more lil~e]y to participate ~ith the larger 

population centtrs some· state~ may offer. 

*We foresee an increasing need for transportation links 

to the east Lhat are provided through Chicago and otber 

eastern cities included within the~e states; and through 

Kansas City to the south and wcGt. 

Direct involvement of each g 1)veruor is absolutely ~ecessary, at least in 

the early stages, to make the consnrtitm1 ~roductive. The governors can give 

the activities of tr~e consortiwn needed visibility and iruportance. After the 

consortium is a de qua te ly es Ubl ished, each gcvernor may choose ~'hether to 

personally conLinue or to JesignJte a represent3tive on his or her bel1alf. 

It is fiOt 011r intent to create a ne~ agEncy in each state to deal with 

the consort:iurn. Rather, \le 2nticipate that each departmf:Dt of agriculture 

will tal~e a le.::d resp(1:-.sitility '..'ith the surport of the tC-unumic development 

,:g1:-ncy. Tii:is p·)licy ~Lc,uld not discoiirage the 1,::dicipati.on of other state 

.ige:nries. It is j,::~inrt2,,t, ho-..;ever, Lh.1t e.:ch sl.ltC gi\'e the con.:::ortiwn ~q_LLll 

high pdorit.y, 



,. 

The consortium should lieconie a quasi-governmental agency, with the needed 

support ~nd visibility lent by government and the flexibility afforded by the 

pri~.-ate sector. Frcrn time to time, the consort:iu..11 may find it adv,rntagcous 

riut to be limitt::<l by federal State Department and 0ther guidelines. 

LOCATION AND FUNDING 

\.-1e ask that Gc.,ve rno r Perpi d1 call 2n or gani~ct ti ona 1 meeting of the 

consortillf.1 within a reasonable time frJr.ue after receiving this report. 

Because Minne~oca is a recognized policy leader, the governor is re~uested to 

o f f e r lo ho us e a co wrn rt i um o f f j cc i n Mi 1 me sot a c1 n d J pp o int c1 n in it i a 1 s ta ff 

person to act a:=; coordinator until mo.re permanent arrangements may be made. 

We strongly believe a central office and limited prof~ssicnal staff is 

~eeded to coordinate efforts (to help focus and eliminate duplication) of all 

participating scates. 

The consorti u.rn should be in close communi ca Lion \,.,j th the Hid\..-es t-

Jiorthi,'est Congres::;ioncil C.1ucus, but should noL require appr0val from the 

caucus for cousortiU.ifi acr.ivities. 



] 

*\·,\! suggest that p:..1rticipalirig stales consider pooling at lea5t a portion 

of funding already allocated within their own buJgPts for the areas of rese~rch 

and prornotion inJer.tified hy the group. 

·1:Jndustry and trade groups may wish to contribute funds for specific 

activities beneficial to all concerned. Special projects may be taken on wiLh 

the approval of a wajority uf states, with funds douated for that purpose. 

The con!.i0rt i wn off ice staff must have the f i.na l responsibility for 

carrying out or delegating activities. Industry and each state may contribute 

to tLe staff ~nd t0tal resources, both in financing 211d through iirkind 

contritutions. 

Perh2.ps one of t.he majur contributions iudustry cou]d n1ake would be Lhe 

lo;:n of eY.}ierts to work on specific projects, t..rain constorilli:1 roer.:ber-s, or 

carry out research. 

rlPRKITING ACTIVl TIES 

A fuwfamental 2ctivity of the consorlium should be the marl:eting of the 

region's agricultural products, Loth internation~lly and ~ithin the U.S. This 

r c.:: q u i res a to t ~ 1 reg i o :-1 <l l e f f o rt : f i r: ,. ;1 c i c; 1 , t y p e of co mrn o d i Ly , and other 

C' 0 n s i de r 0 t ions IT, 1..1 s t b c de c id r.: d by wlJ a t j s be: s t for t. b := en t i re reg j on . Thi s 

niarl:cting effort sl1ould j1icludc:.: but n1A !-ie li111ilf:(l to (Jc-veioping a marketing 

lecni to rep!·e~e;it. tlie Uppc:r Mi dv-:est. 'fe,.:.rn mc.·H,L,:::rs r.~u!.:·t t;e- chosen foe their 



in hene fit ing a ra 1.·ti cuLH state. 

SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR ACTION 

The folloKing pages list several questions that may be of interest to the 

con~ort ium me~nhcrs. They are 0ffered as topic; for discussion and possible L 
action: 

[_ 

... L 
Int e mat i 0na 1 tla d:e t i_E_g 

[ 
A. What lechni ca 1 and/ or legal obs tacl c~ con£ rnn l multi -s t.:=.i te grain 

agreements with foreign countries? 
[ 

[ 
B. w1-Lat are<1s need to be researched first in order to target products 

from this region for marketing iH sr,ecific countries? Have the needs of each u 
country been properly considered? [ 

C. How may the expe¥ience of edch state, interested companies, and L 
trade groups be utilized in this effort? 

l L 
J 

D. How can the consurti~ \..'urk to insist on being consulted when L 
euibargoes aHd othr-::r e;.;port rcstricti,:;n~; are Leing considered by the U.S. St3te 

tou1d such an effeirl be of Lcnefit. to tlte Secu~L1ry of Agriculture?[ 

L 
l' 



J 
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p roJuc ts e.:-.po rleJ to fort~ igu C( 1 un tries? 

F. ll<JW can L!ie c011sorti1....'Tl be~t tdi lor MiJi...'e.sl products to the nef~ds of 

the inte rna ti ona 1 m~H--ke t? 

A11ricultun1l fjnance 

A. Recognizing that some Upper Midwest states have state sponsored 

financing avai]able for qualified young farmt:rs, \.:hile others do not, is it 

reasoriable to assume that the e.:-,;:perience of such progroms might greatly 

improve tbe charices to have siu1ilar legislation app:-oved in other states? 

R3il Transportat)on 

A. faiil transportation r0utes to the West. Coast seem to extend farther 

east each year. Is this trerhi likely to contiuue to eventually include 

Mirinesota acct=1ss to the West Coa~t'? If so, \;;hat inipact wi 11 this shift have 

en the Purt of Duluth dS ~i major grain shipment terminal? 

B. During tr1e late 1970s, pu:limiIJary plans were considered t.o develop 

a high speed rJ i 1 ] i rie f rori.i t1 inEe sr)t.a Lo Lrn.s <ls Ci Ly to ~'1'l1nru~ve ve~r-round - ·1 .L. ., 

grain shipinent.. Is this option st.ill a -vjaLle rlan and c;nc that the 



lin['.S that are currently 1~1:ir1g cc.n~iJercd for abar1donmcnt? 

D. Shoultl the cunsortiU!:1 develop a puLlic policy to retain railroad 

be.ds (slow aba1,donment) until ,dternate, workable transportation is available 

tu our rural CG11L'1Junities? 

E. Is tliere a need for a multi-state group to work with rail companies 

so that rail lines crossing state boundaries are iffiproved to be of equal 

qu£Jlity? 

A. \..1-iat could the consortiu..rTJ do to get additional federal funJs to 

extend tl"ie shiJJping season on the Great Lakes and the upper Mississippi River? 

B. Is then~ .'.li.:.h:qu;1te re~son to expand the c11rrent U.S. - CJnadian 

agreements concerning grain shipment un the Great Lakes? Could the consortium 

promote 11 Great Lal:esu delivery systems to result in extra grain ship,Lcuts on 

the Lakes? 

C. !lave Upper t1i c\.-les tern s ta tcs done f::nough to oppose :inc n·a s e<l user 

fe~s ;:ind/or ir:equita1>le fees on the Mississippi River .J:id Great Lakes? Should 

\•;e he m0re vnca 1 in oppos :i ng use: r f ces on the grounds that the shipment of 

Cpr,2r hiJ;.·E·stern gra:in is a 1,:2tter of rdtiooal s::curity ~nd therefore the 
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Al rul101 P rodun it)n Jnd H~i on~d Processing ------·---·----- -

A. S inc c fa ,m e:•:po rt!; ,ire considered impo rL1nt to our ua l i ona 1 ba 1 a nee 

of trade ratio, and farmers and farm gr0ups continue to seek the highest 

poss.ilde price of those e~ports, what steps could the consortium t3ke to 

promote "value added" farm products? 

B. Is alcolicl fuels development a matter to be pursued on a regional 

L.::.isis? • 

Education/Research 

A . Are our s t ~ t e gov e r nm en ts sh ,Hi n g enough in f o rm at i on on a g r i cu 1 t u r a 1 

B. With dee 1 iaing po~ t high school enroll iiien ts, is it time to encourage 

each sLate lo start targeting some of their resc~rch efforts to specific 

areas, so that the total Upper Midwestern region would cover all topics> but 

not duplicate efforts? 

C. How can the consorliwn encourage rPsearch on the following topics of 

interest to the entire region: 

*value ddded processing. 

Loth \~· i th in the U . S . rw d i n tern~ t i on a 11 y . 



n. }i(;\...' C~Il ·n·P 11,,Jl.C l.H'llt~r u:..;e of llu: l('.,1chjn,r; !jpccLdjz.1t.10ILS oi 

i usti tnU c.,n~ ,d thin the rq:;ion? 

S Liti!-L-lli Y 

Preservation of the family farrnine bystem is one of the primary concerns 

of this group. The enti 1-e rura 1 community i,.;i 11 bene fi l f r0rn the work of this 

consortium. Family farms and the rural community should be a mi!jor 

consideration in activities of the conscrtium, wlJC:lher they be location of 

processing plants, promotion of region~l prodLlcts, etc. Rural small 

businesses are vital to LHnily faraners and to the regiou as a \d10le. 

In addition to the bw~ ines s side of the ru ra 1 curH,Tiuni ty, the human side 

must be considered. The impact of <iflY cons 0rt i um a ct i vi t y on edu2a ti en of 

rural children, road development, and m;rny otter "quality of life" 

considerbtions must be taken into accoent. 

Overall, we reqtii::St that the cons0rtill!n iJentify a need 1n each area of 

intere~t :it ent.ers; t!1.Jt pruper research into the subject be undertaken before 

acticn is started; ~nd tl1at all activities be con~ider~d for the good of the 

region. It is th.:.- unified apprcach thZlt \..'ill rr,akc the consortium a stable, 

r,,,·orkable cor.tri.hution tc the Upper l1iO\.t'cst. 



f<e:;p(:clfuJ.ly sul.Jl1iitteci by i..hc Sul.H.:Ot1r11ittee on Agriculture on the Upper 1·1id-...e:~,t 
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Cy Carpenter, Minnesota Farmers Union President 
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Al Baldus, Goverrunental Affairs Managf:r, Farmers Union Central Exchange, Inc. 

Marcia Copeland, Betty Crocker Food Services Director, General Mills, Inc. 

Merlyn Lokensgard, Minnesota Fann Bureau Federation President 

Eldon Wylie, Vice President and Director Country Services, Farmers Union Grain 

Terminal Association 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Production of ethanol and its byproduct high protein feed provides the 
most immediate and significant agri-processing opportunity for 
Minnesota. The Subcommittee recommends an aggressive and practical 
State program to capture these opportunities for Minnesota. 

The production of ethanol from grain can be viewed from two important 
perspectives. First, ethanol production is a significant new addition 
to agri-processing. Minnesota needs new agri-processing facilities to 
process its agricultural crops into products of higher value to improve 
Minnesota's interstate balance of payments. Agri-processing no larger 
includes only foods, feeds and oils. Now a wide variety of chemicals 
can now be produced from agricultural crops for fuel and industrial 
uses. This creates an important new market for Minnesota agricultural 
products. Second, ethanol production is a major part of the emerging 
biomass energy technologies. Development of biomass energy is the 
State's most significant opportunity to decrease Minnesota's absolute 
dependence on imported energy. Minnesota has a serious need for both 
agri-processing plants and methods of energy production from State 
resources. Ethanol's ability to address both these critical needs 
makes this industry very important to Minnesota's future. 

Minnesota needs an active economic development program which encourages 
the processing of the State's agricultural resources into products of 
higher value prior to export. This program must encourage the 
development of Minnesota's energy resources within the State. 
Development of the ethanol industry would strengthen Minnesota 
agriculture and benefit the State's high technology, manufacturing and 
construction industries. Most important, processing in Minnesota will 
improve our overall interstate balance of payments and return jobs and 
incomes to the State. 

The petroleum shortages in the late 1970's created a great demand for 
Gasohol which used ethanol as a fuel extender for gasoline. The 
millions of miles driven on Gasohol proved in actual use in just a few 
years the value of ethanol not only as a fuel extender, but as a 
gasoline octane enhancer. Today, ethanol has been proven and approved 
as a widely applicable, cost effective, and environmentally safe octane 
enhancer. 

Two recent U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) actions 
dramatically increase the opportunities of ethanol enhanced fuels. 
First, the new EPA lead phasedown regulations will require refiners to 
reduce total lead usage by over 34 percent on an industry-wide basis. 
In 1984 and 1985 alone, the required lead reduction of 7 .1 and 11. 9 
billion grams is the octane equivalent of 1.42 and 2.38 billion gallons 
of ethanol, respectively (Herman & Associates). Second, the EPA has 
recently denied approval for use of methanol as an octane enharcer 
without co-sol vents ( the primary available co-sol vent being ethanol). 
This leaves ethanol as one of the major proven environmentally safe 
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octane enhancers available in sufficient quantity to replace lead 
enhancers. Of course, ethanol's fuel extending capabilities may once 
again prove extremely valuable should petroleum shortages reappear as 
the world-wide recession abates. 

Over 100 ethanol plants have been built in the past 4 years, primarily 
in the Midwestern U.S., totaling nearly $1 billion of new plant 
construction (Information Resources, Inc.). Considering the depths of 
the recession over this period, this is a truly remarkable capital 
expansion. Also, considering the generally unfavorable position taken 
by the Federal Office of Management and Budget, this growth is 
extraordinary. Ethanol blended fuel sales are up over 160% in the past 
year despite declines in gasoline prices (Federal Highway 
Administration statistics). In addition to the broad based support 
from the agricultural communi½Y, major agri-business and energy 
companies are currently capturing the opportunities presented by this 
rapid growth industry in other states. 

According to a report prepared by Resource Planning Associates, Inc. , 
for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the production of 50 million 
gallons of alcohol per year can result in an annual increase in 
Minnesota's economic activity of $241 million, and a net increase of 
$27. 3 million in direct local and state tax receipts. According to 
another study by Employment Research Associates, also prepared for the 
DOE, construction of processing plants to produce 50 million gallons of 
alcohol per year would result in roughly 1,330 construction jobs, 1,750 
related industrial jobs, 325 jobs in the services sector, and 590 high 
quality full-time permanent operating and maintenance jobs - for a 
total of nearly 4,000 full-time positions. 

These are dramatic economic impacts when the effect on a rural 
community is considered. This income will be spread throughout the 
community, from the local service station, the truckers, the family 
farm, local merchants, etc. Also, since many of the jobs are high 
quality technical and craft positions, these opportunities have 
considerable potential to stop the out-migration of youth from the 
rural community. 

One of the most striking elements of this industry is that virtually 
none of this growth is taking place in Minnesota. Technically and 
economically this is difficult to explain. Many of the most active 
firms in the ethanol industry are headquartered or have major offices 
in the State. Many of the industry pioneers are from the State. 
Minnesota is a major grain producer. The State has abundant water, 
land, raw materials, infrastructure and transportation systems. Iowa, 
South and North Dakota are all the sites of major development. By all 
accounts, Minnesota should be a center of this industrial expansion. 
It appears that a major impediment to this industry's growth in 
Minnesota has been the lack of State sponsored incentives. The record 
would indicate that this lack of incentives has been a formidable 
barrier to the growth of this industry in Minnesota. The main focus of 
this Report is to lay the groundwork for an aggressive, yet practical, 
program to recruit this rapidly growing industry to Minnesota. In 
other words, it's time Minnesota got a "piece of the action". 
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As of January, 1983, 32 states have some form of excise tax exemption 
for ethanol/gasoline blends ranging from 1¢ per gallon in Connecticut 
to lOt per gallon in New Mexico. As of August, 1980, nine states 
provided some type of sales tax forgiveness on sales of 
ethanol/gasloine blends. Also, nine states provide property tax 
deductions or exemptions. Four states provide incane tax credits. 
Minnesota provides none of these benefits. The lack of these 
incentives has put Minnesota at a severe competitive disadvantage and 
has stunted the growth of this industry in Minnesota. 

In addition, plants considering Minnesota locations face higher capital 
costs due to sales tax on process equipment and higher taxes on 
construction labor, higher business taxes, inflexible environmental 
regulation, shortages of capital, and a lack of coordinated state 
agency review and support. For example, a total of 33 different 
permits with 21 different state and federal agencies are required of an 
ethanol project in Minnesota. Arlything less than the most cooperative 
and supportive agencies results in extreme difficulty in completing the 
permitting process. Certain State agencies have clearly demonstrated a 
less than enthusiastic support for ethanol plant development in 
Minnesota. 

The Subcommittee recommends that the Minnesota Legislature pass 
legislation to support the following four needs of the ethanol industry: 

o 1) provide excise tax exemption for ethanol/gasoline blends, 
o 2) establish a loan guarantee program for plants built in the State, 
o 3) establish a permit expediting authority (or Onbudsman) to 

support firms planning new facilities in the State, and 
o 4) provide sales tax forgiveness for major process equipment 

installed in the ethanol plant. 

The excise tax exemption should provide a 4¢ per gallon exemption for 
gasoline/ethanol blend patterned after the federal law. This exemption 
should be phased into effect with a 21i exemption starting as soon as 
possible and an additional 2t starting two years later. The phasing of 
the exemption will minimize the impact of imported ethanol in the State 
and allow Minnesota's own industry the incentive and the time to catch 
up with other states. The loan guarantee program should establish a 
$20 million reserve fund that can be leveraged through investor equity 
and private debt to develop $130 million in ethanol projects. The 
permit expediting authority will not relax environmental regulations, 
but will accelerate the review process and reduce many of the 
bureaucratic barriers facing developers. A limited sales tax exemption 
should be granted on main process equipment permanently installed in 
the plant. This is similar to the real estate exemption. 

Implementation of the Subcomni t tee's recommendations will allow the 
State to capture the substantial opportunities presented by this new 
rapid growth industry. 
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IL INTRODUCTION 
A. PREFACE 

In January, 1983 Minnesota Governor Perpich appointed a special 
commission on agricultural processing to make recommendations for a 
State program .to support the :development of agri-processing plants in 
Minnesota. The Commission, Chaired by Ralph Hofstad of the Land 0' 
Lakes Cooperative, established a subcomnittee to investigate processing 
Minnesota agricultural crops into ethyl alcohol (ethanol) for fuel and 
industrial use. The Subcommittee was also to assess the feasibility of 
rural energy parks. The Ethanol and Rural Energy Parks Subcommittee is 
chaired by Burton M. Joseph, President of I. S. Joseph Company. The 
Subcommittee is comprised of senior members of Minnesota's farm 
cooperatives and agri-processors, the Governor's office, and Minnesota 
based research, engineering and construction firms (see Appendix D for 
brief background of Subcommittee members). 

The focus of this Subcommittee Report is ethanol production from 
grain. The Subcommittee did not consider Rural Energy Park development 
in this Report due to the urgent need for information regarding pending 
ethanol legislation. Consideration of Rural Energy Park development 
will be the subject of future Subcommittee study. 

B. OBJECTIVES OF SUBCO~~ITTEE AND REPORT 

The objectives of the Subcommittee were determined to be threefold o 

First, to examine the opportunities in Minnesota for ethanol production 
from agriculture. Second, to provide basic information about the 
ethanol industry to the agricultural, political and business leaders of 
the State. Third, make specific recommendations for legislative and 
administrative action by the State to capture these opportunities for 
Minnesota. 

The Subcommittee Report which follows identifies the opportunities for 
Minnesota, provides an economic and financial analysis of ethanol 
production, analyzes the need for a State participation in development 
of this industry, and makes specific recommendations for a Minnesota 
program. The appendices contain responses to the most frequently asked 
questions regarding the ethanol industry, a description of a typical 
ethanol plant and the Report Bibliography. 
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C. SUBCOMMITTEE FINDINGS 

As the followirg quote demonstrates, the need for development of an 
ethanol i rdustry was apparent nearly 50 years ago: 

"We must • alter our internal economy by processirg surplus farm 
crops into alcohol to be mixed with gasoline in the proportion of 
10 percent ... we will be able to establish a balanced agriculture, a 
balarced irdustry and preserve for ourselves the greatest market in 
all the world, namely, the market in our own land for our own 
people. It is a kind of diversification through which we can 
preserve an internal prosperity and rid ourselves of a dangerous 
dependerce on the other nations." (Representative Everett Dirksen 
(R-Ill), January 28, 1935, Corgressional Record, Vol. 79, part 1, 
p.1099.) 

iT rs THE UNANil"OUS CONCENSUS OF THE SUBCCM\1ITTEE THAT PRODUCTION OF 
ETHANOL AND ITS BYPRODUCT HIGH PROTEIN FEED PROVIDES THE ~ST Ifv1MEDIATE 
AND SIGN IF I CANT AGR I-PROCESS I NG OP PORT UN I TY FOR MINNE SOT A, IT IS THE 
OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF THE SJBCOVMITTEE TO INITIATE AN AGGRESSIVE, YET 
PRACTICAL, STATE PROGRAM TO CAPTURE THESE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MINNESOTA, 

The production of ethanol from grain can be viewed from two important 
perspectives. First, ethanol production is a significant new addition 
to agri-processing. Minnesota needs new agri-processing facilities to 
process its agricultural crops into products of higher value to improve 
Minnesota's interstate balance of payments. Agri-processing no longer 
ircludes only foods, feeds and oils. Now a wide variety of chemicals 
can now be produced from agricultural crops for fuel and industrial 
uses. This creates an important new market for Minnesota agricultural 
products. Second, ethanol production is a major part of the emerging 
biomass energy technologies. Development of biomass energy is the 
State's most significant opportunity to decrease Minnesota's absolute 
dependence on imported energy. Minnesota has a serious need for both 
agri-processing plants and methods of energy production from State 
resources. Ethanol's ability to address both these critical needs 
makes this industry very important to Minnesota's future. 

MINNESOTA rs A STATE POOR IN FOSSIL FUELS, ~ A RESULT, THE STATE IS 
HEAVILY DEPENDENT ON ENERGY PRODUCED BY OTHER STATES AND COUNTRIES, 
0uR LOCATION AT THE END OF THE ENERGY PIPELINE IS EXPECTED TO RESULT IN 
A DRAIN OF MORE THAN $460 BILLION FROM THE MIDWESTERN ECONOMY OVER THE 
NEXT FIVE YEARS AS A RESULT OF ENERGY IMPORTS, (MIDWEST GOVERNOR'S 
CoNFERENCE- 1982) THE MINNESOTA ENERGY AGENCY HAS ESTIMATED THAT THIS 
EXPORT OF FUNDS COULD COST APPROXIfv1ATEL Y 95,COO FULL -TIME JJB 
EQUIVALENTS IN THE STATE OF MINNESOTA ALONE (MIIJr/EST GoVERNOR'S 
CONFEREOCE-1982), 
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Minnesotans have already begun to feel the costs of hiah fuel bills 
plant relocations, deferred plant expansions, and industries not 
opening new businesses in Minnesota. Businesses are directing their 
plant expansions to the energy-rich southern and western states. This 
exodus to energy-rich states has been elevated to crisis proportions by 
the perception of a difficult business climate in Minnesota. 

AT THE SAME TIME THAT MINNESOTA IS LOSING INCOME, JOBS AND INDUSTRIAL 
GROWTH TO OTI-iER STATES, TI-iE STATE IS ALSO NEGLECTING ITS OWN GREAT 
ENERGY POTENTIAL IN PRODUCING ENERGY FROM BIOMASS, Minnesota is rich 
in many forms of biomass, such as agricultural crops, agricultural and 
forest residues, and peat. It is important to understand that many 
products that can be produced from petroleum can be produced from 
biomass. It is simply the relationship of the cost of raw materials to 
the cost of processing the raw materials into products that determines 
which technology dominates the production of a particular product. 
This relationship has already turned in favor of production of ethanol, 
n-butanol, isopropyl, and acetone from biomass rather than the 
conventional method using petroleum and natural gas. There are many 
other chemicals and fuels which may also have great potential to be 
produced from biomass. Converting Minnesota's biomass resources with 
existing or developing technologies will give the State the capacity to 
produce a significant portion of its own energy needs while developing 
additional products for export. It only requires the application of 
new technology and capital to produce many additional products from 
biomass. 

Unless the State develops a strong agri-processing program, Minnesota 
will continue to act as an underdeveloped country by shipping out raw 
materials to be processed into products of higher value elsewhere. As 
a result, the economic, social and political advantages of the 
prosperity generated from this value-added processing will be 
increasingly lost by Minnesota and its citizens. 

The State contains the headquarters for many corporations capable of 
sponsoring major ethanol and other agri-processing facilities. 
However, these companies have located processing facilities elsewhere 
in recent years. A careful examination of two of Minnesota's three 
resource based industries, agriculture and mining, shows that major 
companies in these industries have become largely transportation 
companies. Most of Minnesota's major grain and mining companies are 
primarily dedicated to move the raw materials out of the state with as 
little processing as possible. 

There is a general feeling that Minnesota's problems are temporary and 
simply a subset of the Nation's economic problems. Clearly, the 
worldwide recession has hit Minnesota. f-bwever, the loss of raw 
material processing industries represents a fundamental structural 
shift in the State economy. One clear example is how poorly the State 
has weathered this recession relative to previous national recessions. 
Analysis shows that with each successive economic cycle, Minnesota's 
ability to resist economic downturn has declined. 
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MINNESOTA NEEDS AN ECONCTv\IC DEVELOPMENT POLICY WliICH ENCOURAGES THE 
PROCESSING OF MINNESOTA RESOURCES TO PRODUCTS OF HIGHER VALUE PRIOR TO 
EXPORT, THIS MUST ALSO BE A POLICY WHICH ENCOURAGES THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
MINNESOTA'S ENERGY RESOURCES WITHIN THE STATE, SUCH A POLICY WILL HELP 
RETURN MINNESOTA I S ECONOMY TO A POSITION OF STRENGTH AND PROSPERITY, 
Development of an ethanol industry could substantially strengthen 
agriculture, which is an historic mainstay of the Minnesota economy. 
Development of the ethanol industry in Minnesota will also benefit the 
State's high technology and construction industries, and strengthen our 
overall inter-state balance of payments. Minnesota's response to the 
opportunities presented by the ethanol industry is a test case of the 
State's resolve to reverse this trend toward economic obscurity. 

D. OPFORTUNITIES FOR MINNESOTA 

The petroleum shortages in the late 1970's created a great demand for 
Gasohol which used ethanol as a fuel extender for aasoline. The 
millions of miles driven on Gasohol proved in actual use- in just a few 
years the value of ethanol not only as a fuel extender, but as a 
gasoline octane enhancer. The Gasohol movement, largely supported by 
American agriculture, saved perhaps 10 or more years of necessary 
testing and permitting to have ethanol established as a main line 
octane enhancer. Today, ethanol has been proven and approved as a 
widely applicable, cost effective, and environmentally safe octane 
enhancer. 

THE CRITICAL NEED TO REDUCE LEAD AS AN OCTANE ENHANCER IN GASOLINE HAS 
CREATED A SUBSTANTIAL OPPORTUNITY FOR ETHANOL USE AS AN OCTANE 
ENHANCER. Ethanol's gasoline octane enhancing market is distinctly 
different from the Gasohol' s gasoline extender market. Ethanol as an 
octane enhancer is valuable even in times of petroleum surplus. 

T'tKJ RECENT U.S. ENVIROMNTAL F?OTECTION AGENCY (EPA) ACTICT'1S 
DRA/V1ATICALLY INCREASE THE OPPORTUNITIES OF ETHANOL ENCHANCED FUELS, 
FIRST, THE NEW EPA LEAD PHASEOOWN REGULATIONS WILL REQUIRE REFINERS TO 
RECUCE TOTAL LEAD USAGE BY OVER 34 PERCENT ON AN INDUSTRY-WIDE BASIS, 
In 1984 and 1985 alone, the required lead reduction of 7 .1 and 11. 9 
billion grams is the octane equivalent of 1.42 and 2.38 billion gallons 
of ethanol, respectively (Herman & Associates). Second, the EPA has 
recently denied approval for use of methanol as an octane enharcer 
without cosolvents (the primary available cosolvent being ethanol). 
THIS LEAVES ETHANOL AS ONE OF THE MA.JOR PROVEN ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE 
OCTANE ENHANCER AVAILABLE IN SUFFICIENT QUANTITY TO REPLACE LEAD 
ENHANCERS, Of course, ethanol's fuel extending capabilities may once 
again prove extremely valuable should petroleum shortages reappear as 
the world wide recession abates. 
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vVER 100 ETHANOL PLANTS HAVE BEEN BUILT IN TI-iE PAST 4 YEARS, PRifvlARILY 
IN TI-iE MIDWESTERN U.S., TOTALING NEARLY $1 BILLION OF NEW PLANT 
CONSTRUCTION (Information Resources, Inc.). Considering the depths of 
the recession over this period, this is a truly remarkable capital 
expansion. Also, considering the generally unfavorable position taken 
by the Federal Office of Management and Budget, this growth is 
extraordinary. ETI-iANOL BLENDED FUEL SALES ARE UP OVER 160% IN THE PAST 
YEAR DESPITE CECLINES IN GASOLINE PRICES (Federal Highway 
Administration statistics). In addition to the broad based support 
from the agricultural community, major agri-business and energy 
companies are currently capturing the opportunities presented by this 
rapid growth industry in other states. 

According to a report prepared by Resource Planning Associates, Inc., 
for the U.S. Department. of Energy (DOE) ,THE PRODUCTION OF 50 MILLION 
GALLONS OF ALCOHQ PER YEAR CAN RESULT IN AN ANNUAL INCREASE IN 
MINNESOTA'S ECONOMIC ACTIVITY OF $241 MILLION, AND A NET INCREASE OF 
$27 ,3 MILLION IN DIRECT LOCAL AND STATE TAX RECEIPTS. According to 
another study by Employment Research Associates, also prepared for the 
DOE,CONSTRUCTION OF PROCESSING PLANTS TO PRODUCE 50 MILLION GALLONS OF 
ALCOHOL PER YEAR v.OULD RESULT IN ROUGHLY I,330 CONSTRUCTION JOBS, I,750 
RELATED INDUSTRIAL JOBS, 325 JOBS IN THE SERVICES SECTOR, AND 5S() HIGH 
QUALITY FULL-TIME PE~NENT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE JOBS - FOR A 
TOTAL OF NEARLY 4,C()() FULL-TIME POSITIONS. 

These are dramatic economic impacts when the effect on a rural 
community is considered. This income will be spread throughout the 
community, from the local service station, the truckers, the family 
farm, local merchants, etc. Also, since many of the jobs are high 
quality technical and craft positions, these opportunities have 
considerable potential to stop the out-migration of youth from the 
rural community. 

Until three years ago, the industry was dominated by small "grass 
roots" local developers who were generally under-capitalized and 
highly-leveraged. A major impediment to an even more rapid expansion 
of the industry has been this grass roots nature of many of the 
developers. If these developers could generate the hundreds of 
projects formed in these early years, the results are expected to be 
impressive with stronger corporate entities entering the industry. In 
the last three years, several agri-processing and energy firms have 
ventured into ethanol production. Table II-1 contains a list of major 
corporations that are already investors in the fuel and industrial 
ethanol industry. 
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Firm 

Texaco Oil Company 

Ashland Oil Company 

Publicker Industries 

Ohio Farm Bureau 

Chevron Oil Company 

Corn Products Company 
(CPC International) 

Archer Daniels Midland 

A.E. Staley 

E.F. Hutton 

Midwest Solvents 

Kentucky Farm Bureau 

TABLE II-1 

MAJOR CORRJRATE PARTICIPANTS 
IN THE ETHANOL INDUSTRY 

Involvement 

Co-owner of 50 million gallon per 
year (mmgpy) plant in Pekin, 
Illinois. 

Co-owner of 60 rnmgpy plant in South 
Point, Ohio. Announced plans for 
another 60 mmgpy plant in a location 
to be announced ( Minnesota is being 
considered) . 

Co-owner of 60 mmgpy plant in South 
Point, Ohio. 

Co-owner of 60 mmgpy plant in South 
Point, Ohio. 

Co-owner of a 50 mmgpy plant under 
construction in Kentucky. 

Co-owner of 50 mmgpy plant operating 
in Pekin, Illinois. 

Owns and operates 220 mmgpy of plant 
capacity in Illinois and Iowa. 

Owner of 50 mmgpy plant recently 
completed in Loudon, Tennessee. 

Raised over $30 million and invested 
$15 million of own funds for 
co-ownership in the 50 mmgpy plant 
in South Bend, Indiana. 

Operates plants in Atchison, Kansas 
and Pekin, Illinois producing 20 
mmgpy. 

Co-owner of Chevron Oil Plant at 
Franklin, Kentucky. 
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All of the plants listed in Table II-1 relied on State and Federal 
supports including energy tax credits, loan guarantees, excise tax 
exemptions and project development support from local authorities. 
These projects are now commercially successful businesses providing 
jobs, income and taxes for the community. Other major corporations 
such as Cargill, Peavey, U.S. Industrial Chemicals, and Union Carbide 
are known to be considering building similar plants in states other 
than Minnesota. 

The following quote from a February 17, 1983 Minneapolis Star & Tribune 
article on Ashland Oil's consideration of a plant in Minnesota exhibits 
the importance of a Minnesota support program; "Ashland Oil, Inc. is 
considering building a $140 million ethanol plant in Washington 
County ... The Ashland facility would create a new market for 24 million 
bushels of corn a year and would generate 500 construction jobs and 200 
permanent jobs. In its first year alone, the state would harvest $7 
million in state sales taxes ... A key component of the discussions has 
been the possibility of state-backed loan guarantees." 

All of the ethanol plants owned by major companies are successfully 
operating and profitable. Even a majority of the smaller poorly 
constructed, under-capitalized projects continue to operate. It is 
estimated that over 50 major projects ( each exceeding $20 million in 
capital cost) are currently in the final planning stages (USDA, DOE and 
miscellaneous industry sources). ETHANOL PRODUCTION IS EXPECTED TO 
INCREASE TEN FOLD FROM THE CURRENT 225 MILLION GALLONS TO 2 BILLION 
GALLONS OVER THE NEXT FOUR YEARS. Actual production figures are always 
considerably less than plant capacity figures since the ethanol 
production capacity of corn wet milling plants is idle during much of 
the year while the corn starch is converted into other products such as 
fructose sugar. Anyone would be hard pressed to name another industry 
that has shown such growth over the past four years. 

However, one of the most striking elerrents of this industry is that 
virtually none of this growth is taking place in Minnesota. 
Technically and economically this is difficult to explain. Many of the 
most active firms in the ethanol industry are headquartered or have 
major offices in the State. Many of the industry pioneers are from the 
State. Minnesota is a major grain producer. The State has abundant 
water, land, raw materials, infrastructure and transportation systems. 
Iowa, South and North Dakota are all the sites of major development. 
By all accounts, Minnesota should be a center of this industrial 
expansion. IT APPEARS TI-lAT A MAJOR IMPEDIMENT TO 71-iIS INDUSTRY'S 
GROWTH IN MINNESOTA HAS BEEN THE LACK OF STATE SPONSORED INCENTIVES. 
THE RECORD ~10ULD INDICATE THAT THIS LACK OF INCENTIVES HAS BEEN A 
FORMIDABLE BARRIER TO THE GROWTH OF THIS INDUSTRY IN MINNESOTA, 

The ethanol industry has proven itself technically and financially in 
the short-run and is rapidly proving itself in the long-run. There is 
little any governmental program can do in the long run to distort the 
fundamental economics of an industry. In the case of ethanol 
production, the fundamental economics are being proven every day. 
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However, a governmental program can impact the timing and location of 
new commercial development. MINNESOTA CAN DEVELOP A PROGRAM TO 
ACCELERATE THE GROWTH OF THIS INDUSTRY AND INSURE ITS LOCATION IN 
MINNESOTA, THE MAIN FOCUS OF THIS REPORT IS TO LAY THE GROUNDWORK FOR 
AN AGGRESSIVE, YET PRACTICAL, PROGRAM TO RECRUIT THIS RAPIDLY GROWING 
INDUSTRY TO MINNESOTA, IN OTHER WORDS, IT'S TIME MINNESOTA GOT A 
"PIECE OF THE ACTION", 

~. ETHANOL IN PERSPECTIVE 

It is important to realize that ethanol is not a "flash-in-the-pan" 
remnant of the energy crisis. Ethanol production is the first step in 
a greatly expanded agri-processing and bianass energy program for 
Minnesota. 

It is widely recognized that industrialized and developing economies 
desperately require fuels, chemicals and protein feeds. These 
chemicals and fuels are often referred to as petrochemicals. 
Petrochemicals are used in chemical products such as plastics, printing 
inks, paints, solvents, etc., and as liquid fuels, such as gasoline and 
diesel fuel. Protein feeds come in the form of animal, grain or 
processed proteins. Protein feeds can be used for feeding livestock, 
such as cattle, hogs, and poultry, and as human consumable protein 
supplements and substitutes. 

The long term price instability and uncertain availability of petroleum 
and natural gas, coupled with growing world hunger, has created a 
substantial opportunity to capitalize on the microbiological conversion 
of carboyhdrates (in the form of renewable biomass) into fuels, 
chemicals and protein feeds. The production of ethanol from 
carbohydrate crops, such as corn, is one form of biomass energy. There 
are over 20 major industrial chemicals which can be produced by the 
microbiological conversion of carbohydrates (see Figure II-1 and Table 
II-2). 

\ . 
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FIGURE II-1 

CHEMICALS FROM CORN 

Bad news for OPEC. 
Good news for 
the chemical industry. 

"'\any organic chemica!<i :hat are rr.ade trom f)etro,i,e,,.rrn can also 
be l'nZlde from com starcn or otner can:x:,.t"tydrates 

At current high 011 pnces.. the economics of usm9 c<!f'OOhydrates 
are t>ea1nnmg to 1CQ,o; more at"..radJ~ '.c: r:hemic-al rn.3nJ¥turers 

Ith.as been esamated o-. many e."(v!:rts that :;-v : 98J cne-mJCals 
made from com ..,IJ be s1..,~noally c!')ejp,er tri~n t'°IO'Sc' Mad~ from 
crude od 

~.nd. of course. •.nere s O"'le ~uest1on of ava1lab1Lr\ a.~ 1usi aoout 
e-,.,eryone .-cno~- the A.raos produce the i.arges1 shar':! d '::"\-e ·.i,,orkfs 
01i-ci0s-e to 40 µ.ere-em 

But /e',I,· peopie reauie thaL 1n a sero~. A.mencan ·.!:-:.ers -!re the 
·.,,,osolcom 

Oose to 5() percent Cl ::he wor1d'5 cJm 15 gro~ ·r. ~"'"'"lenca its 
our single MOS{ import.am agncultura; commod11\ ,;3n.; f ~!ready on 
its ,,.:av to becoming one of .A_.'roe'ncan 1ndu~t.r./s bds.c -~•urce!:I 

And as ne"" proc~ses cont.inuail'.• 1"'\r:rec1':>e the ·,1~ 0f 
chemi<:als from cart>0h;d .. ate feedstock.5. the e-::onu,...,«~ ,:it us:ng 
,:am-oen~ C3roonydrates iOOK bener and oener 

Far a fre-? s.amp,e of com-denvea carbohydrate~ c:.!I. :oll•tree. 
at)().63 l 1666. or \lo1'1te to Com Product.s. lntematJona: ~ 
Enq~ Cl1f5 ""lJ 07632 

Com Products 
-.· ... ,~,u-J<"\.d t 

r\~ ~, ,w E: •- J.:•, -~W..«''.:'"., ··c 

This advertisement appearing in chemical industry 
magazines represents a major effort to market 
carbohydrates as a substitute feedstock for petroleum a 

The advertisement summarizes the chemical industry's 
emerging view of opportunities facing bioindustrial 
chemical technologies. ( Reprinted by permission of 
Trout and Ries Advertising.) 
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TABLE II-2 

CHEMICALS FROM FERM::NTATION FROCESSES 

CHEMICAL CHEMICAL 

Ethanol Methanol 

N-Butanol Gluconic acid 

2.3-Butylene glycol 2-Keto-gluconic acid 

Glycerol Itaconic acid 

Acetic acid Tartaric acid 

Acetone Py'ruvic .acid 

Isopropanol d-Keto-glutaric acid 

Fumaric acid L-Isocitric acid 

Succinic acid L-Alloisoacetic acid 

Citric acid 5-Keto-gluconic acid 

Lactic acid D-Araboascorbic acid 

Propionic acid Koji acid 

Malic acid 0-Xylonic acid 

Carbohydrates can be found in all forms of plant material, such as 
grains and other crops, agricultural residues, food processing wastes, 
forest residues, etc. After processing, carbohydrates can be 
substituted for petroleum as a feedstock (raw material) in the 
production of many fuels and chemicals. Also, the byproducts of 
carbohydrate processing are high protein feed products. These high 
protein feeds provide as much, or more, food value as the original 
feedstock when combined with animal feed rations. As a result, the 
ability of carbohydrate conversion technologies to replace many 
petroleum conversion technologies presents an unprecedented opportunity 
to meet the most pressing energy and nutritional needs of the future. 
(See Figure II-2 and II-3) 
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FIGURE II-2 Several sources of carbohydrates 
(Clockwise from the top) - peat, sunflower hulls, nee 
hulls, grain sorghum ( milo) , corn, barley, flour mill 
waste, sawdust; Center) - molasses ana wood chips. 

FIGURE II-3 - Several uses of bioindustrial products. 
Shown are ethanol uses such as printing ink, vinegar, 
hairspray, industrial solvents, photographic supplies, 
gasoline octane enhancers, toiletries and other general 
chemical uses. Also shown are corn oil, yeast, protein 
feed, CO2 ana fructose (used in soft drinks) which are 
a few of the many valuable co-products of bioindustrial 
process technologies. 
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In addition, greatly expanded technical opportunities will result from 
genetic engineering developments in the microbiological conversion 
process. These biotechnology developments are rapidly creating new 
enzymes and micro-organisms capable of inexpensively converting 
carbohydrates to a variety of fuels, chemicals and protein products. 
The biotechnology industry already has a good start here in Minnesota. 
The University of Minnesota is very active in biotechnology and several 
new biotechnology firms are located in the State. 

Biomass conversion technologies are already making steady inroads into 
the world energy stream. Biomass boilers are commonplace in the forest 
products industry. In just four years, use of liquid fuels from 
biomass has grown to represent over 2% of our Nation's fuel supply. 
Further, biomass derived ethanol is virtually eliminating petroleum 
derived ethanol in the industrial chemical market. Currently, biomass 
conversion technologies are estimated to produce as much useful energy 
as nuclear power. (DOE Report to Congress, 1982) 

The uncertain supply of petroleum signals the beginning of an age of 
capital investment in new energy conversion processes. There has never 
been a energy shortage, or a shortage of raw materials for energy 
production in this Country. There is a shortage of processing plants 
required to produce liquid fuels and chemicals from the abundant 
sources of hydrocarbons available in the form of renewable biomass. 

The choice facing the Minnesota and the U.S. is to anticipate the 
capital formation needs and to structure a smooth transition from 
absolute petroleum dependence. The various governmental bodies of the 
U.S., including the State of Minnesota, can act to insure that this 
alternative energy conversion capital formation takes place in a timely 
and orderly fashion. 

In conclusion, the establishment of an ethanol production industry in 
Minnesota is the first step in developing a biomass energy program and 
an expanded agri-processing industry. THE POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING THE 
STATE'S BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, MINIMIZING THE STATE'S DEPENDENCE ON 
IMPORTED ENERGY, AND CREATING A WIDE DIVERSITY OF PROCESSING INDUSTRIES 
IN THE STATE PROVIDES STRONG IMPETUS FOR AN ACTIVE STATE INCENTIVE 
PROGRAM, THIS WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED WHILE CONTINUING TO EXPORT PROTEIN 
FEEDS AND REVITALIZING THE FARM ECONOMY, 0TI1ER BENEFITS If\CLUDE USE OF 
AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY, PROVEN COfvVvERCIAL VIABILITY, MINIMUM ADVERSE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES, AND THE USE OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES. 
QEARLY, THERE IS MUCH MORE TO ETHANOL PRODUCTION THAN ENVISIONED BY 
THE GASOHOL MOVEMENT, 
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IIL ETHANOL MARKETING & 
PRODUCTION ECONOMICS 

A. MARKETING OF ETHANOL AND BYFRODUCTS 

In order for an ethanol production venture to be successful, a thorough 
analysis of the potential markets for all products produced at the plant 
is required. 

THE DEMAND FOR ETH MOL ON A NAT I 0"1'W I DE BASIS HAS INCREASED MORE THAN 
160% OVER THE LAST 12 MONTI,S DUE TO AN INCREASE IN THE DEMAND FOR PREMIUM 
OR OCTANE ENHANCED UNLEADED FUELS WHICH USE ETHANOL, AND DUE TO AN 
INCREASE IN THE FEDERAL EXCISE TAX EXEWTION ON AGRICULTURALLY DERIVED 
ETHANOL C FROM $. 04/GAL. TO $. 05/GAL. ) . ETHANOL I NCR EASES THE OCTANE 
RATING OF UNLEADED FUEL FROM 88 TO 9I, THUS PERMITTING IT TO BE MARKETED 
AS 11UNLEADED PREM I UM'' OR II SUPER UNLEADED", THERE WI LL ALSO BE FURTHER 
INCREASES IN CEfviAND RESULTING FROM RECENT EPA LEAD PHASEOOWN REGULATIOOS, 

The most recent EPA lead phasedown regulations would require 20 billion 
gallons of ethanol over the next 8 years based on octane equivalent of 
the displaced lead. Other octane enhancers, such as benzene, xylene and 
toluene will make up much of the octane deficit created by lead 
phasedown. 1-bwever, it is estimated that a new market for at least 1.5 
billion gallons of ethanol per year has been created by EPA lead 
phasedown regulations (Texaco and Herman & Associates) 

THE FEDERAL AND STATE PRICE SUPPORTS IN THE FORM OF GAS TAX EXEMPTIONS 
PROVIDE A PRICE ADVANTAGE FOR ETHANOL OVER COMPETING OCTANE ENHANCERS IN 
THE PRODUCTION OF HIGH OCTANE UNLEADED GASOLINE, Figure III-1 indicates 
how demand for ethanol/gasoline blended fuels has increased in the past 
two years. 

Nationwide ethanol production capacity is approximately 225 million 
gallons per year, with an estimated 557 million gallons of capacity 
currently under construction. Minnesota currently has less than 2.0 
million gallons/year of fuel grade ethanol production capacity with no 
additional plants under construction, although some 54 million 
gallons/per year of capacity is in the planning stage awaiting financing. 

MINNES'.:)TA IS ONE OF THE FEW MAJOR AGRICULTURAL STATES WHICH DOES NOT 
CURRENTLY PROVIDE ANY GASOLINE TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR FUEL GRADE ETHANOL. 
The State previously had a 4i/gallon exemption which was struck down by 
the Supreme Court in 1982, since it restricted the exemption to Minnesota 
produced ethanol. Since most gasoline/ethanol blends are marketed on a 9 
to l ratio of regular unleaded to ethano 1, every le/gal. tax exemption 
for gasoline/ethanol blends (state or federal) provides a 10€/gal. price 
support for ethanol. With the average wholesale market price of ethanol 
at $1.70/gal. and the average wholesale price of regular unleaded 
gasoline at $.90 there currently exists an 80e per gallon price 
differential between ethanol and unleaded aasoline. Since ethanol is 
only 1m of gasoline/ethanol blends, an 80i ethanol gasoline price 
differential results in only an 8e price differential between 
gasoline/ethanol blends and competing premium unleaded without ethanol. 
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A combined state and federal tax exemption for gasoline/ethanol blends 
will make them competitive with premium unleaded without ethanol in the 
short-term while unleaded gasoline is less costly than ethanol. Industry 
experts believe that this differential will disappear as gasoline prices 
rise in the end of the decade and technical advances and adequate grain 
supplies keep ethanol prices constant or declining. This is the reason 
most excise tax exemptions for gasoline/ethanol blends are scheduled to 
be eliminated in the late 1980's or early l990's. By providing these 
price supports, the government is effectively anticipating these gasoline 
price increases and enabling an alternative source of liquid fuels to be 
in place and fully operational. 

A State excise tax exemption is recommended to stimulate the market for 
ethanol in Minnesota. With a 5¢ excise tax exemption provided by the 
federal government, a 4e State excise tax exemption will provide the 
necessary market incentive for ethanol blends in Minnesota. The total of 
9¢ state and federal excise tax exemption will eliminate the &i 
differential, plus provide an additional 1¢ to stimulate and accelerate 
industry growth in Minnesota. 

MILLION GALLONS 

2 3 4 

FIGURE 111-1 
ETHANOL/GASOLINE BLEND SALES 
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Gasoline consumption in Minnesota averages about 2 billion gallons 
annually (State Energy Information Center). Table III-1 indicates the 
potential market penetration of ethanol/regular unleaded blends which 
could be purchased by blenders and refiners for octane enharcement and 
the ethanol production required to meet this market. This growth in 
market share is consistent with ethanol market penetration in states such 
as Iowa, which already support ethanol use. It should be noted that 
demand for ethanol will be further stimulated by an increased phasedown 
of leaded fuel use being mandated by the EPA. 

Year 

1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 

TABLE III-1 

MINNESOTA ETHANOL MARKET SHPRE AND PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS 

Potential Market Shares 
% of All % of 
Gasoline/ Gasoline/ 
Ethanol Ethanol 
Blends Pre Blends Post 
Lead Removal Lead Removal 

10¼ 
2()% 
3m 
35% 
4m 

15% 
25% 
35% 
4()% 
45% 

Ethanol Required 
(Production in 
million gallons) 

20 to 30 
40 to 50 
60 to 70 
70 to 80 
80 to 90 

The other major byproduct of the dry milling process is distillers dried 
grain and solubles (DOGS). This material is considered a medium grade 
protein feed (2t% to 3()% protein - soymeal is 44% protein) for all forms 
of livestock, but is primarily fed to ruminant animals due to its 
relatively high fiber content. It compares favorably with soybean meal 
on a nutritional basis and thus can currently be sold for about 
$150/ton. Regional, national and export markets exist for DOGS. Export 
markets have been particularly favorable in pricing. With the 
Mississippi River and Great Lakes transportation systems available to 
Minnesota, overseas trade for DOGS ranks high. 

A third potential byproduct of the fermentation process is carbon dioxide 
(CO2), which can be marketed as an industrial chemical, beverage 
ingredient, refrigerant, and may have potential as a growth stimulant for 
certain types of greenhouse plants. Raw OJ2 sells for approximately 
$6-10/ton with processed CO2 selling for $45-$100/ton. f-bwever, a 
medium size ethanol plant generally cannot justify installation of CO2 
processing facilities. OJ2 recovery and marketing from medium size 
ethanol plants is very location sensitive, and thus co2 should be 
considered a marginal byproduct. 
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OVERALL, THE MARKET POTENTIAL FOR ETHANOL APPEARS TO BE STRONG, GIVEN 
APPROPRIATE TEMPORARY TAX EXEMPTIONS, THESE If\CENTIVES ARE NEEDED TO 
BOTH ESTABLISH A MARKET FOR FUEL ETHANOL, AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY 
If\CENTIVES FOR POTENTIAL INVESTORS IN ETHANOL PRODUCTION FACILITIES, THE 
FEDERAL EXEMPTION ON AGRICULTURALLY DERIVED ETHANOL HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO 
1992 AND MANY STATE I f\CENTIYES ARE COf\CURRENT WITH THE FEDERAL PROGRAM 
(SEE SECTION IV), ~.Jt-iEN THE TAX If'K:ENTIVES EXPIRE, THE MARKET FOR ETHANOL 
WILL THEN DEPEND ON THE GASOLINE AND RAW MATERIAL PRICES WHICH EXIST AT 
THAT TIME, IN THE INTERIM, THE POTENTIAL EXISTS FOR IMPROVING THE 
EFFICIEr'-K:Y OF THE ETHANOL PROCESS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHEAPER 
FEEDSTOCKS, PRIMARILY CELLULOSE, wHICH COULD ENABLE ETHANOL. TO REMAIN 
COMPETITIVE WITH PETROLEUM BASED FUELS WITHOUT THE TAX If\CE~ITIVES, 

8. FROOUCTION ECONOMICS 

The current primary feedstock for the production of ethanol is corn. The 
production of ethanol from corn is generally achieved via either wet 
milling or dry milling of the grain to separate the fermentable material 
from other byproducts. Wet milling plants tend to be large fully 
integrated plants capable of producing a wide variety of products based 
upon the market potential of each. Such plants tend to be capital 
intensive and highly site sensitive relative to raw materials and 
markets. In general, the economies of scale of wet milling plants 
dictate a minimum annual production capacity of 20 million gallons of 
ethanol per year in order to be competitive. 

Dry corn milling ethanol plants tend to be smaller and less complex than 
wet milling plants, and are not as sensitive to location. Besides 
ethanol, the primary byproducts of dry milling are distillers dried 
grains and solubles (DOGS) and carbon dioxide. These plants generally 
range in production capacity from 4 to 20 million gallons per year. 

Dry milling plants are considered a more likely candidate for development 
in Minnesota due to their greater versatility as to location, feedstock 
flexibility, and potential access to local cash grain markets and other 
lower cost feedstocks. Dry corn milling ethanol plants can vary greatly 
in capital cost according to plant capacity and sophistication. Figure 
III-2 indicates the range of estimated capital cost per annual gallon of 
production capacity as a function of plant size and complexity. In 
general, the complexity of a plant will depend on: 1) how the byproducts 
are to be recovered and marketed; 2) whether or not there are existing 
infrastructures such as grain handling and storage facilities; 3) what 
type of primary fuel is to be used in the plant; 4) materials of 
construction; and 5) type of controls used to operate the plant. 

The lower line in Figure III-2 would be the average cost for a basic 
ethanol plant with carbon steel surfaces, a gas/oil boiler, no solubles 
recovery or drying equipment, and simple controls. The upper line 
indicates the average cost of a sophisticated ethanol plant with 
stainless steel surfaces, a coal boiler, DOGS drying, and solubles 
recovery system. In most cases the sophisticated plants show greater 
profitability in plant sizes above 5 million gallons due to lower 
operating costs and higher byproduct revenues. 
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FIGURE 111-2 

PLANT COST VS. SIZE 

COST ($/ ANNUAL GALLON) 
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Tables III-2 through I II-5 provide cost estimates for "typical 11 5 and 
10 million gallon per year ethanol plants. The capital cost estimates 
were based on equipment and facilities necessary to construct an 
operating ethanol plant capable of producing anhydrous ethanol and 
associated byproducts. The construction cost estimates include both 
the direct and indirect costs associated with project construction. 
Contractors fees, field off ices, mobilization, etc~, are the indirect 
costs incurred during construction. Capital costs for the 5 million 
gallon per year plant are itemized in Table III-2 and are summarized in 
Table III-3. Capital costs for the 10 million gallon plant are 
itemized in Table III-4 and are summarized in Table III-5. 
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TABLE III-2 

EQUIPfvENT INSTALLATION COST Sl.Jv1MARY 
5 MM GALLON PER YEAR FUEL GRADE ETHANOL FACILITY 

(Labor & Materials) 

DESOUPTION (EXAMPLE ONLY) 

Equipment 
• Section 01 - Grain Storage & Handling 

Section 02 - Cooking Process 
Section 03 - Hydrolysis 
Section 04 - Fermentation 
Section 05 & 06 - Binary Distillation 

and Dehydration 
Section 07 - Liquid Solid Separation 
Section 08 - Evaporation 
Section 09 - Drying/Pelletizing 
Section 10 - Denaturant/Ethanol Storage 
Section 11 - DOGS Storage & Handling 
Section 12 - Miscellaneous 
Section 13 - Energy System 

Total Equipment (Inc. Freight) 

Equipment Erection 

Major Foundations & Footings 

Instrumentation 
(Includes Instrument Air Package) 

Piping 

Electrical 

Other Installation Costs 

Fire Protection 

Painting 

TOTAL DIRECT INSTALLATION COSTS 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

COST 

353,400 
100,300 
153,800 

1,065,000 
1,195,700 

392,000 
542,000 
406,100 
132,000 
127,000 
393,000 

12010 2000 

5,870,300 

790,000 

710,000 

920,000 

1,025,000 

725,000 

170,000 

17,000 

$10,227,300 

Source: Standard cost estimating procedures, vendor and contractor 
quotations (January, 1983), Butler Research and Engineering Company. 

Note: Plant costs vary widely according to plant location, trade-offs in 
design, capital cost and plant operating costs, quality of materials, 
etc. This table is only an example to provide an "order of magnitude" 
estimate of project cost. 
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TABLE III-3 

FROJECT COST SLMMARY 
5 MM GALLON PER YEM FUEL GRADE ETHANOL FACILITY 

ITEM (EXPMPLE ONLY) 

Direct Costs 
Site Development (Incl. Wastewater 

Treatment) 
Buildings 
Installed Equipment (from previous page) 
Sales Taxes (6% on 80% of site, buildings 

and equipment) 

Total Direct Costs 

Indirect Costs 
Construction Plant 
Bonds & Insurance 
Contractor's Fee 

Total Indirect Costs 

Engineerirg, Construction 
Management, Start-up, etc. 

Process Warranty Insurance 

Land 

ESTitvi.ATED TOTAL FROJECT COST (April, 1983)* 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

COST 

640,000 
675,000 

10,227,300 

554 2030 

12,096,330 

200,100 
105,000 
360,000 

665,100 

$ 1,500,000 

$ 195,000 

$ 75,000 

$ 14,531,430 

*Does Not Include Construction Interest or Working Capital. 

Source: Standard cost estimating procedures, vendor and contractor 
quotations (January, 1983), Butler Research and Engineering Company. 

Note: Plant costs vary widely according to plant location, trade-offs in 
design, capital cost and plant operating costs, quality of materials, 
etc. This table is only an example to provide an "order of magni tude11 

estimate of project cost. 
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TABLE III-4 

EQUIPM::NT INSTALLATION COST SLMMARY 
10 MM GALLON PER YEAR FUEL GRADE ETHANOL FACILITY 

(Labor & Materials) 

DESCRIPTION (EXAMPLE ONLY) 

Equipment 
Section 01 - Grain Storage & Handling 
Section 02 - Cooking Process 
Section 03 - Hydrolysis 
Section 04 - Fermentation 
Section 05 & 06 - Binary Distillation 

and Dehydration 
Section 07 - Liquid Solid Separation 
Section 08 - Evaporation 
Section 09 - Drying/Pelletizing 
Section 10 - Denaturant/Ethanol Storage 
Section 11 - DOGS Storage & Handling 
Section 12 - Miscellaneous 
Section 13 - Energy System 

Total Equipment (Inc. Freight) 

Equipment Erection 

Major Foundations & Footings 

Instrumentation 
(Includes Instrument Air Package) 

Piping 

Electrical 

Other Installation Costs 

Fire Protection 

Painting 

TOTAL DIRECT INSTALLATION aJSTS 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

COST 

659,645 
144,840 
214,590 

1,614,370 
1,788,450 

763,970 
807,995 
799,760 
224,000 
190,700 
587,900 

12660 2000 

9,456,220 

1,200,000 

1,070,500 

1,315,000 

1,554,000 

1,080,000 

260,000 

25,000 

$15,960,720 

Source: Standard cost estimating procedures, vendor and contractor 
quotations (January, 1983), Butler Research and Engineering Company. 

Note: Plant costs vary widely according to plant location, trade-offs 
in design, capital cost and plant operating costs 1 quality of 
materials, etc. This table is only an example to provide an °order of 
magnitude" estimate of project cost. 
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TABLE III-5 

PROJECT COST SLMMARY 
10 MM GALLON PER YEAR FUEL GRADE ETHANOL FACILITY 

ITEM 

Direct Costs 
Site Development (Incl. Wastewater 

Treatment) 
Buildings 
Installed Equipment (from previous page) 
Sales Tax (6% on 80% of site, buildings, 

and equipment) 

Total Direct Costs 

Indirect Cos ts 
Construction Plant 
Bonds & Insurance 
Contractor's Fee 

Total Indirect Costs 

Engineering, Construction 
Management, Start-up, etc. 

Process Warranty Insurance 

Land 

ESTIMATED TOTAL PROJECT COST (April, 1983)* 

COST 

$ 990,000 
1,022,500 

15,960,720 

862 2 715 

$ 18,835,935 

$ 316,650 
183,500 
710,169 

$ 1,210,319 

$ 2,400,000 

$ 293,125 

$ 100,000 

$22,839,379 

*Does Not Include Construction Interest or Working Capital. 

Source: Standard cost estimating procedures, vendor and contractor 
quotations (January, 1983), Butler Research and Er~ineering Company. 

Note: Plant costs vary widely according to plant location, trade-offs 
in design, capital cost and plant operating costs, quality of 
materials, etc. This table is only an example to provide an "order of 
magnitude" estimate of project cost. 
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8. PROJECT FINMCING AND RETURNS 

Table III-6 is a typical income statement and financial return 
calculation for two dry milling ethanol plants, of 5 and 10 million 
gallon per year capacity. Both plants include drying and solubles 
recovery equipment and coal fired boilers. Note that while both plants 
show comparable operating margins, the 10 million gallon/year plant is 
more profitable due to lower fixed costs per unit of production. 

Both of the plants shown on Table III-6 assume a corn price of 
$2.35/bushel and an ethanol selling price of $1.70/gallon. DOGS price is 
assumed to be $150/ton for both plants. Both plants assume 20% equity 
financing with a 13% interest rate on the debt portion. The capital cost 
estimates include equipment, building, engineering, site development, 
land and interim interest costs. Capital costs utilized in the income 
and expense analysis were obtained from Tables III-3 and III-5. Working 
capital includes cash, receivables, inventory, raw materials, working 
progress and start-up costs. 

It is important to look at financial projections in light of their 
sensitivity to charges in the base case assumptions. One of the chief 
concerns of potential investors in ethanol facilities is the sensitivity 
of returns to such variables as plant capital cost, raw material prices, 
and byproduct selling prices. 

As Figure III-3 indicates, approximately 45-50% of the ultimate sale 
price of the ethanol is taken up by raw material costs (corn and 
chemicals). Thus, return on investment is most sensitive to corn 
prices. One reason dry milling may have an advantage over other 
processes is that the smaller size of dry milling plants should enable 
access to local cash grain markets, thus lower cost raw materials which 
are not as subject to commodity price fluctuations as larger regional 
plants. Dry milling plants also have the advantage of being easily 
convertible to other feedstocks (i.e. other grains or cellulose) which 
may be more economical in the future. 

Return on total investment is also sensitive to plant capital cost and 
byproduct selling price. Clearly, both of these factors must be studied 
and weighed heavily before the decision to proceed with a plant is made. 
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TABLE III-6 [, 

INOJME & EXPENSE STATEfvENT 
FOR TYPICAL DRY MILLING ETHANOL PLANTS [ 

5 MM % 10 MM % 
ITEM gal/yr. of total gal/yr. of total 

Plant Revenue Plant Revenue [ 
(OOO's) (OOO's) 

Revenue [ Alcohol $8,500 74.1% $17,000 74.1% 
DOGS 2,828 24.6% 5,655 24. 6% 
Carbon dioxide 150 1.3% 300 1.3% 

[. TOTAL REYEN.JE $11,478 100.0% $22,955 100.0% 

Cost of Goods Sold 
Corn & chemicals $5,344 46.6% $10,688 46.6% [ Direct labor 340 3.0% 596 2.6% 
Utilities 1,300 11.3% 2,500 10.9% 
Adrnin. & burden 530 4. 6% 985 4.3% [ TOTAL COST OF GOODS $7,514 65.5% $14,769 64.0% 

NET OPERATING MARGIN $3,964 34.5% $ 8,186 36.0% r 
Fixed ExEenses L 

Interest $ 850 $1,354 
Depreciation 12468 22226 [ TOTAL FIXED EXPENSES $2,318 20.0% $3,580 15.5% 

NET PRETAX INOJ~ $ 1,646 14.3% $4,606 20.1% [ 
CAP IT AL OJST r Plant & equipment $14,531 $22,839 L Working capital, 

Construction interest, 
Escrow accounts, [ Financing fees 12200 22200 

TOTAL INVEST~NT $15,731 $25,039 

RETURN ON TOTAL INVESTMENT [ 
Before taxes 10.5% 18.3% 

[ 

[' 
L., 

[ 
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IV. ST A TE OF MINNESOTA 
PARTICIPATION 

In comparirg the fifty states' initiatives on alcohol fuel as of 
January 1983, 32 states have some type of net state tax exemptions for 
ethanol/gasoline blends. The percentages of exemptions vary from state 
to state ( see Table IV-1). Minnesota has legislation pending which 
will allow a 2t per gallon exemption as of July 1, 1983 and a 4e per 
gallon exemption as of July 1, 1985. This legislation is expected to 
be effective until 1992. 

As of August 1980, nine states provided some type of sales tax 
forgiveness for ethanol/gasoline sales. The percentages varied from 
state to state. Minnesota currently has no such laws. 

Nine states provide a state property tax deduction or exemption for 
ethanol plants. One state, Kentucky, allows a local property tax 
deduction. Minnesota currently provides no property tax deduction. 

Four states provide income tax credits. Three states have income tax 
deductions and one state has an income tax reduction. North Carolina 
allows a 20% corporate and personal income tax credit. Minnesota 
Statutes 1978, Section 273.11, Subdivision 6, provided for a 20% income 
tax deduction on the first $10,000 spent by a producer of renewable 
energy (including ethanol, methane and methanol) for on-farm use only. 
However, this exemption expired December 31, 1982. 

The following provides a comparison of states which are similar to 
Minnesota in crops, climate, geography and proximity. 

Colorado 

o 5e per gallon excise tax exemption, expires July 1, 1985. 
o 98% property tax reduction which is temporary and has a 

decreasing scale rate. 
o Alcohol must be produced in Colorado. 

Illinois 

o 3e per gallon decreasing excise tax exemption which will 
expire in 1986. 

Indiana 

Iowa 

o 5e per gallon excise tax exemption. 
o Has an income tax deduction. 

o Has a decreasing excise tax exemption which will expire in 
1987. 
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Kansas 

0 

0 

0 

Kentucky 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Nebraska 

0 

0 

0 

Has a decreasing excise tax exemption which will expire in 
1985 .. 
The alcohol must be produced from grain products grown in 
Kansas. 
Production of alcohol must utilize 10 less energy uni ts than 
would be contained in the converted motor vehicle fuel. 

Has a decreasing excise tax exemption which will expire in 
1987. 
99% state property tax reduction. 
99% local property tax reduction. 
Alcohol plants must burn coal produced in Kentucky or convert 
to such use within 2 years of certificate receipt to qualify 
for the exemptions. 

Se per gallon excise tax exemption. 
Alcohol must be produced in Nebraska. 
Beginning in 1982, the 5e excise tax exemption applies only to 
alcohol produced in a plant under construction or in operation 
by July 1, 1980. 

North Dakota 

Ohio 

0 

0 

0 

Oklahoma 

0 

Oregon 

0 

0 

0 

4e per gallon excise tax exemption. 
3% sales tax exemption which only applies when the gasohol is 
used for agricultural or industrial purposes. 

3.5i per gallon excise tax exemption. 

6.5i per gallon excise tax exemption which expires on October 
1, 1984. 

100% income tax exemption. 
50% investment tax credit, which has a decreasing scale rate 
and expires on January 1, 1985. 
100% property tax reduction, which applies only to commercial 
plants and expires on October 3, 1985. 
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South Dakota 

o 4e per gallon excise tax exemption which expires in June, 1983. 
o 4% sales tax exemption which expires on June 30, 1985; 

legislation pending to extend exemption. 
o 100% property tax credit which has a decreasing scale rate and 

has differing rates for small-scale and large-scale plants. 
o 100% property tax credit which expires on July 1, 1986. 

Wisconsin 

o No excise tax exemption; bill currently pending. 
o Allows alcohol fuel production systems to qualify for 

individual and corporate income tax credits. 
o All State cars must run on fuel containing at least 10% 

ethanol. 

There are four very common trends in state legislation: 

1) Tax rates in most cases are decreasing with expiration dates 
in the mid to late 1980's. 

2) Many states require that the alcohol be produced from products 
grown in that state. 

3) Many states have alcohol promotion councils that promote the 
use of alcohol in the state or have a reciprocity clause with 
other states. 

4) tvbst states have a program of testing alcohol fuels in state 
owned and operated vehicles. 
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TABLE IV-1 C~-f 

I 
NET STATE TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR ETHANOL/GASOLINE BLENDS 

IN THE UNITED STATES [ 
(January 1983) 

t Expressed in cents per gallon 
[ t'· 

t:A 
?' 
t jt.,,< STATE 1982 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 
"$' 

[ ~~; 
~ 

j.' 
~ 
,&,· 

Alabama 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 f·'. 3 3 

Alaska 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 [ 
Arizona 

Arkansas* 6.5 6.5 6 .. 5 6.5 6 .. 5 6.5 6.5 6.5 605 6.5/0 -
[ 

California 4 3 2 1 [ t~ 

Colorado*+ 5 5 5 5 

Connecticut l l l l 1 l l 1 l l l [ 
Delaware 

[ 
Florida 5 5/4 4 4/2 2 2/0 -
Georgia+ [ 
1-awaii* 4 4 4 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4*/0 

Idaho* 4 4 4 4 4/0 - [ 
Illinois+ 3% 3/2% ~ 2/0 

Indiana 4% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 
[ 

Iowa+ 5 5/3 3/2 2/1 1/0 - [ 
Kansas*+ 2 2/1 1/0 -
Kentucky* 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5/0 - [ 
Louisiana*+ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8/0 -

[ 

[<' 

' L 
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TABLE IV-1 (continued) 

NET STATE TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR ETHANOL/GASOLINE BLENDS 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

(January 1983) 
Expressed in cents per gallon 

STATE 1982 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 

Maine+ 

Maryland+ 

Massachusetts+ 

Michigan+* 5 5/4 4 2 l 

Minnesota+ 

Mississippi+ 

Missouri+ 

Montana+ 7 7 7 7/5 5 ·5/3 3 3 

t-Ebraska+ 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Nevada l 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 l l l 

New rampshire*+ 5 5/0 -
New Jersey 

New Mexico* 10 10 10 10 10 10/0 -

New York+ 

North carolina 2 2/1 1/0 -
North Dakota 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Ohio 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 

, l Oklahoma+ 6.5 6.5 6.5/0 

Oregon 

Pennsylvania+ 

Rhode Island 
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TABLE IV-1 (continued) 

NET STATE TAX EXB-1PTIONS FOR ETHANOL/GASOLINE BLENDS 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

( January 1983) 
Expressed in cents per gallon 

STATE 1982 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 

South Carolina+ 7 

South Dakota+ 4 4/0 -
Tennessee* 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Texas* 5 5 5 5 5/4 4/3 3/2 2/1 1 

Utah* 5 5 5 5/0 

Vermont 

Virginia*+ 8 8 8/6 6 6/4 4 4/2 2 2/0 

Washington, DC 

Washington State+ 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 -
West Virginia 

Wisconsin+ 

Wyoming 4 4 4/0 

*Qualifications apply 
+New Legislation Expected in 1983 

Source: Information Resources Incorporated 
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8. OIFFIOJL TIES OF DEYELOA-ENT IN MINNESOTA 

There are many institutional barriers and disincentives to establishing 
new industries in Minnesota. Obviously, Minnesota's state government 
cannot support all of the key ingredients required for a successful 
business; good management judgement, aggressive marketing of products, 
inexpensive processing procedures, protection from changes in the 
market place and consumer preferences, etc. HJwever, the Subcommittee 
has identified certain legislative and administrative difficulties to 
establishing ethanol and other agri-processing facilities within the 
State. The Subcommittee believes that overcoming these project 
development difficulties is as important as providing ircentives. 

The Subcommittee did not attempt to address issues of unemployment, 
income and excise taxes, or workman's compensation costs since it is 
expected that these issues will be addressed in other forums. 

Lack of Ethanol Product Market Development Incentives 

The federal government, to encourage the development of alternative 
energy production facilities, has established a marketing tax ircentive 
for wholesalers/retailers who market ethanol blended fuels. Further, 
as noted in this Report, nearly every major agricultural state, except 
Minnesota, has an additional tax exemption. Minnesota has a population 
of four million people, uses approximately two billion gallons of 
gasoline a year, has a refinery production capacity of l. 2 billion 
gallons per year, yet sold only a very small amount of ethanol/gasoline 
blends in 1982. On the other hand, Iowa, which has a population of 2.9 
million, and has no refinery production, sold 407 million gallons of 
ethanol blended fuel between jinuary and October, 1982. THI s 
REPRESENTS APPROXIMATELY 30 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL MOTOR FUEL CONSUMED IN 
THE STATE OF IOWA, THE ABILITY OF THE ADDITIONAL STATE EXCISE TAX 
EXEMPTION TO STIMULATE ETHAf\OL MARKET! NG IS CLEARLY EVIDENT BY THIS 
COMPARISON. 

Higher Capital Cost 

Construction of a 5 to 10 million gallon per year fermentation ethanol 
plant typically involves a capital investment of between $2. CO and 
$3.00 per annual gallon of production. This amounts to a range of $10 
million to $30 million per project. Minnesota is one of a small group 
of states which charges full sales tax on all major process equipment 
in a commercial facility. Coupled with higher employment taxes and 
sales tax on materials, construction costs are higher in Minnesota. 
THEREFORE, A PLANT BUILT IN MINNESOTA CAN EASILY COST IO% MJRE THAN IN 
THE DAKOTAS OR IOWA, ON A $30 MILLION PROJECT, $3 MILLION IN 
ADDITIONAL COST DOES NOT GO UNf\OTICED BY THE DEVELOPER, 
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Inflexible Environmental Regulation 

STATE ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS NOT ONLY EXCEED THE FEDERAL STANDARDS 
IN tlOST CASES, BUT ALSO ARE REQJIRED TO BE MET PRIOR TO START OF PLANT 
CONSTRUCTION, THIS CAUSES ADDITIONAL COST, AND DELAYS PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT. The Subcommittee is not asking for an across-the-board 
relaxation of environmental regulations for ethanol projects. The 
Subcommittee feels the State would be better served by regulations that 
are administered expeditiously and with some flexibility@ r1:>ST STATES 
HAVE AN EFFECTIVE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AUTI-IORITY WHICH WORKS WITH THE 
ENVIROf'lv1ENTAL REGULATORY AUTHORITY TO BALAl'CE STATE ECOI\OMIC AND 
ENVIRON'-1ENTAL GOALS, 

Lack of Capital Availability 

THERE IS A REAL LACK OF CAP ITAL AVAILABIL ITV FOR PROJECT CONSTRUCTION 
IN MINNESOTA, FEWER THAN A OOZEN BANKS IN MINNESOTA HAVE LEGAL LENDif\G 
LIMITS ALLOWif\G THEM TO MAKE MORTGAGE LOANS LARGE ENOUGH TO QUALIFY FOR 
EVEN THE MANDATORY 5% PORTION OF A $20 MILLION FA~ERS 1-bME 
ADMINISTRATION LOAN GUARANTEE. Furthermore, in the past, most State 
operated pension funds and insurance funds have invested in large 
facilities and companies outside of Minnesota, reducing available 
capital for home grown businesses. Finally, construction loans for 
facilities costing $10 to $30 million can be organized by smaller 
banks, although only a few banks within the State have legal lending 
limits high enough to make these loans. Thus, the State needs to 
examine what it can do to encourage capital to remain invested in 
Minnesota and attract capital from outside the State to construct these 
facilities. 

Lack of Coordinated State Aqency Permit Processes 

MINNESOTA'S ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 00 NOT COMPARE FAVORABLY WITI-1 
THOSE OF OTHER STATES, Since ethanol is a new industry with little 
environmental impact history, the discretionary authority of these 
agencies can either be very supportive or very discouraging .. r1:>ST 
STATES ARE WILLlf\Kj TO WEIGH A LARGE VOLUME OF EVIDE~E, STUDY, AND 
HISTORY OF SIMILAR FACILITIES AND REACT TO A "~ST-LIKELY-TO-OCCUR" 
SCENERIO. MINNESOTA'S POSITION HAS BEEN Of\E OF TAKHG THE 
"WORST-POSSIBLE-OF-ALL -CASES" APPROACH. While permitting officials 
from other states encourage ethanol project development by offering 
various types of assistance, including temporary construction permits, 
Minnesota agency personel have been found to be less helpful. This 
causes three main difficulties; 1) uncertainty as to whether the permit 
will be approved (and final conditions of the approval); 2) delays in 
responses for approval, which increase project costs; and 3) confusion, 
caused by a lack of coordination among the regulators who often require 
plants to meet specifications which are contradictory to manufacturers' 
recommendations or rules from other agencies. 
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As is the case with other industrial development and agri-processing 
projects, a number of permits are typically required prior to 
construction of an ethanol plant. These permits generally include air 
quality, water quality, building and water appropriations permits, 
zoning and land use approvals. A total of 33 different permits with 21 
different state and federal agencies are required for ethanol plants in 
Minnesota. Anything less than the most cooperative and supportive 
agencies results in extreme difficulty in completing the permitting 
process. A case study follows: 

Case Study 

In order to demonstrate the impacts of existing State agency barriers 
to the development of agricultural processing facilities in Minnesota, 
a case study has been prepared to describe the experience of a 
Minnesota developer. Agri-Energy, Inc., a Minnesota corporation, is 
planning an ethanol plant in Crookston, Minnesota, and wishes to build 
other plants in the Red River Valley area. The engineering and 
development work on the Minnesota plant coincided with a similar 
ethanol project in Kansas. A comparison of the level of cooperation 
provided to these projects by the two states, as experienced by the 
Minnesota based project engineer, is provided below: 

Well Water Permit 

Kansas: Orderly procedure of application, 
review, and permit award. 

Total time required - 1 month. 

administrative 

Minnesota: Cumbersome and costly process of application. 

Numerous meetings with agency personnel. 

Requirements of aquifer testing, reports, additional 
information, etc. 

Total time required for 150 gpm well permit on 
under-utilized aquifer - 6 months. 

Total cost of testing, reports, etc. - $5,000. 
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Wastewater Permit 

Kansas: Orderly process of application, design, administrative 
review, revision, public notice and permit award. 

General cooperation from agency. 

Total time required - 3 months. 

Minnesota: Agency ignored sophisticated lab analysis conducted to 
substantiate design of wastewater facility. 

Required overdesign of wastewater facilities based on 
State sewage sludge standards. 

Cost developer extra $20,000 for lab analysis and 
$90,000 for overdesign. 

Permit still pending after l year. 

Air Quality Permit 

Kansas: Orderly permit application, review and permit process. 

Total time required--2 months. 

Minnesota: Refused to accept boiler manufacturer's air quality 
performance guarantees. 

Total time required - 6 months. 

General State Support 

Kansas: Governor Carlin, Senator Dole and more than 30 local 
and State officials at groundbreaking ceremony. 

Helpful advice and support such as contacting federal 
agencies for cleararces, temporary review waivers, and 
federal loan guarantee support. 

Minnesota: No representatives from Energy Division of DEPD or 
former Governor's office at groundbreaking ceremony 
(although several local Minnesota legislators and more 
than 5 North Dakota state officials were present). 

Minnesota DEPD - Energy Division official (untrained in 
investment counseling) advised potential investors that 
ethanol industry is "not a good investment." 

No tax credits, higher workmen 1 s compensation rates, no 
sales tax exemption. 
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After the experience with the first plant in Minnesota, the developer 
selected four new sites for subsequent plants, three of which were in 
North Dakota. 

The Energy Division of the Minnesota Department of Energy, Planning and 
Development (DEFO) -- required that another Minnesota developer (not 
Agri-Energy) undergo a "Certificate of Need" hearing process for its 
proposed ethanol plant, as is required of large electrical generation 
facilities. Certificates of Need are not known to be required for 
ethanol plants in any other state. This process cost the developer 
over $20,000. 

These are just a few examples of events that have occured between 
certain Minnesota agencies and ethanol project developers which have 
made the industry feel less than welcome in Minnesota. 
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is clear to the Subcommittee that the State must focus its 
initiatives in two areas to capture the ethanol opportunities in 
particular, and the agr i-processing opportunities in general. First, 
the State must develop a general multi-program approach· to encourage 
industry retention, expansion and recruitment in Minnesota. Second, 
Mimesota must develop a speci fie incentive program for the ethanol 
industry to match the programs offered by surrounding states. 

A. GENERAL INDUSTRIAL DEv£LOPtv£NT SLPRJRT 

AGRI-PROCESSUll IS PARTICULARLY HARD HIT BY THE LACK OF COWREHENSIVE 
STATE INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT LEGISLATION, In Minnesota, industrial 
development is largely left to the major Metropolitan areas. In fact, 
Minneapolis, St. Paul, wluth, M:3.nkato, and Rochester have 
exceptionally good industrial recruitment programs. 1-bwever, these 
urban sponsored programs do little for industrial development in the 
rural area. Industrial development in rural areas primarily means 
agri-processing. THEREFORE, THE LACK OF A STATEWIDE INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM ARMED WITH THE LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY TO GRANT 
SPECIAL If\CENTIVES FOR SPECIFIC INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS HAS HAD A SEVERE 
IMPACT ON AGRI-PROCESSii\G FACILITIES, 

Historically, the State Department of Economic Development, now part of 
the Department of Energy, Planning and Development, has focused on 
tourism, planning and administerirg federal development programs. An 
enhanced Department of Energy, Planning and Development focusing on 
industrial development would be extremely useful to the ethanol 
industry. The attention of a Statewide industrial development 
authority to the di ff icul ties of industrial development discussed in 
this Report would be an important step in recruiting the ethanol 
industry to Minnesota. 

B. SPECIAL HCENTI v£S FOR ETHANOL PRODUCTION 

The ethanol industry incentives recommended by the Subcommittee fall 
into two categories; 1) Legislative recommendations, and 2) 
Administrative recommendations. 

Legislative Recommendations 

The Subcommittee recomrrends that the Minnesota Legislature pass 
legislation to support the following four needs of the ethanol 
industry: 1) provide excise tax exemption for ethanol/gasoline blends, 
2) establish a loan guarantee program for plants built in the State, 3) 
establish a permit expediting authority (or Ombudsman) to support firms 
planning new facilities in the State, and 4) provide sales tax 
forgiveness for major process equipment installed in the ethanol plant. 
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Excise Tax Exemption 

The Subcommittee recommends the State provide a 4e per gallon State 
excise tax exemption on unleaded gasoline blended in a 9 to l ratio 
with ethanol. The legislation should be patterned after the federal 
exemption and should be legislatively mandated to remain in effect 
until 1992. The excise tax exemption should be phased into effect with 
a 2e per gallon exemption starting as soon as possible and an 
additional 2¢ exemption effective two years later. This phased 
approach is intended to avoid "flooding" of the Minnesota ethanol 
market with product produced outside of Minnesota. THE 4t EXEMPTION 
WILL PROVIDE THE STIMULUS FOR A MARKET DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM AND 
If\FRASTRUCTURE REQUIRED FOR A STATEWIDE INDUSTRY, 

Initially this will benefit ethanol producers outside the State. 
1-bwever, the Sutcommittee believes that the Se to lOe per gallon local 
transportation cost advantage to producers within the State will 
quickly create sufficient incentives for ethanol production in 
Minnesota. This will be particularly true when the tax exemption is 
combined with a State loan guarantee program. The partial excise tax 
exemption would be comparable to the support of surrounding states. 

The four cent per gallon gasoline excise tax exemption is the key to 
marketing ethanol in Minnesota. As the marketing section of this 
Report indicates, a ten cent per gallon support for gasoline blended 
with ethanol will make ethanol competitive with any other octane 
enhancer in the short-run. In the long-run ethanol will be cost 
effective on its own. Therefore, the Subcommittee supports the 1992 
sunset provision. The State's five cents per gallon exemption, plus 
the federal government's five cent per gallon exemption will provide 
the necessary 10¢ support. THE TAX EXEWTION WOULD HAVE NO EFFECT ON 
IBE STATE'S GENERAL FUND SI i'CE ALL HI G,WAY TAX REVENUES ARE DEDICATED 
TO IBE HIGHWAY USER DISTRIBUTION FUND, 

In defining ethanol for this legislation, the law must be careful not 
to specify ethanol as "anhydrous" or 198 to 200 "proof." These terms 
are often used, but are not legally correct. A special fuel grade 
ethanol should be defined according to the proposed new ASTM standards 
for fuel grade ethanol. The standard for fuel grade ethanol should be 
summarized as follows: "Agriculturally derived fermentation ethyl 
alcohol containing not more than 1.25 percent water by weight at point 
of blending with gasoline, nor more than two percent ( 2%) by weight 
heads and fusel oils normally derived during fermentation, nor more 
than the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms required amount 
of denaturant compa table for use in blending with unleaded gasoline. 
Water content shall be determined by method E203 test for water using 
Karl Fisher Reagent as published in The Annual Book of ASTM Standards 
Part 30. 

Loan Guarantee Program 

The Sutcommittee recommends the establishment of a loan guarantee 
program to provide a one time capital formation stimulus to encourage 
development of the first generation of ethanol plants to be located in 
Minnesota. The loan guarantee program will work in conjunction with 
the excise tax exemption to support new plants in the State. 
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OVER $13{) MILLION OF NEW PLANT CONSTRUCTION COULD BE GENERATED BY LESS 
iHAN A $20 MILLION RESERVE FUND (WHICH COLl.D BE RETURNED TO THE STATE) 
USir\G A LOAN GUARANTEE PROGRAM, This can be demonstrated by the 
following program funding description. Of the $130 million in project 
construction, 20% or $26 million would be provided by investors in the 
form of equity. The remaining 80%, or $104 million, would be financed 
as debt. The State could provide loan guarantees for 95% of the debt 
portion or $98.8 million. Sponsoring banks should be required to be at 
risk for the unguaranteed portion of the loan. Since the equity and 
capital purchased under the loan would substantially collateralize the 
loan guarantee, the State would need to maintain a reserve fund for the 
guaranteed portion of the loans of only $19. 76 million (a 5 to l 
leverage). Unless there were major loan defaults, the reserve fund 
would be repaid by the projects and could be retired on a pro-rata 
basis with the retirement of the loans. THROUG-iOUT THE LIFE OF THE 
PROGRAM THE RESERVE FUND WOULD BE SHOWN AS AN ASSET ON TI-lE STATE I S 
ACCOUNTS, RATHER THAN AN EXPENDITURE. THIS EXPLAINS THE POPULARITY OF 
LOAN GUARANTEE PROGRAfv1S WITH THE FEDERAL GOVER~~ENT. This will enable 
the construction of 40 to 50 million gallons per year of ethanol 
production capacity. A loan guarantee fee and a grain check-off of le 
per bushel to be collected by the ethanol plant should be used to cover 
administrative costs of the program. 

Permit Expediting Authority 

Establish Permit Ombudsman office in Governor's office with broad 
authority to expedite permit issues. For example, the legislature 
could establish mandatory review periods which fix the period during 
which a permit application review must be completed. The intent of 
this office is not to provide ethanol projects special exemptions from 
the environmental requirements of similar projects. The intent of this 
office is to accelerate the review process and ameliorate many of the 
bureaucratic barriers facing developers. 

Sales Tax Forgiveness 

The Subcommittee recommends a limited sales tax exemption for main 
process equipment permanently installed in an ethanol plant. This 
would be similar to the current exemption on real estate. Sales tax 
would continue to be paid on construction materials and consumables 
used by the plant. THE SUBC0\4MITTEE DOES NOT RECCTv1MEND PROPERTY TAX 
FffiGIVENESS, SPECIAL ENERGY HNESTMENT CREDITS, ETC, The Subcommittee 
understands that under limited circumstances, potential property tax 
breaks are already available under M.S. 273.86 and M.S. 273.1313 and 
M.S. 273.13, Subdivision 9, clause 4. Various bills have been 
introduced in the legislature in previous y-ears to provide sales tax 
breaks for new or expanding industry, which often do not even receive 
committee hearings. In spite of this history, the Subcommittee 
recommends a partial sales tax forgiveness on main process equipment 
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for ethanol plants as an effective means of encouraging development of 
the industry in Minnesota. It should be noted that a portion of this 
State forgiveness would be offset by other taxes to be paid by the new 
plant. 

Administrative Recommendations 

The Subcommittee has the following recommendations regarding the 
administration of the loan guarantee program and eligibility 
requirements for projects: 

1) A special project review and program oversight committee 
comprised of knowledgeable individuals should be established by 
the Governor. The membership might be as follows: 

a) Member of Governor's staff 
b) Commissioner of Agriculture 
c) Representative of Agri-business 
d) Representative of Technical Fields 
e) Representative of Construction Industry 
f) Representative of Chemical/Energy Industry 
g) Representative from Agriculture 
h) Representative from Banking Industry 

Duties would be to review and approve policies established by 
program administrator and to review and approve projects. 

2) Program should be administered through the State Department of 
Agriculture or directly through the Governor's office with a 
full-time administrator. The cost of funding the 
administration of the program can be handled by a loan fee to 
be charged for each loan guarantee awarded and the grain 
check-off fee for each bushel processed into ethanol. 

3) A simple eligibility criteria document should be published with 
the program announcement. All applications should be due on a 
specified date and reviewed simultaneously. Committee can 
select from the best of the projects. 

4) Overview of Application processing is as follows: 

a) Interested project sponsor obtains eligibility document and 
application and determines if proposed project meets 
criteria. 

b) Project Sponsor completes application and submits to program 
administrator. 

c) Program administrator has a fixed amount of time to verify 
completeness, accuracy and eligibility, and forwards 
application to Review Committee. 

d) Review Committee approves project and issues a Conditional 
Commitment. Commitment should be conditional on securing 
necessary loans, equity and permits. 

e) Review Committee issues final approval. 
f) Construction begins. 
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5) Loan guarantee to cover both construction and permanent loan 
and be effective from first construction drawdown to retirement 
of permanent mortgage. 

6) Loan guarantee to be merchantable in the secondary financial 
market (similar to a, Fanny Mae) 

7) Owner equity should be 20% of project capitalization, 80% 
should be debt. Project capitalization shall include plant and 
equipment, engineering, construction, insurance and bonds, 
construction interest, real estate, working capital, legal and 
accounting, equity syndication and other project development 
costs amortizable as a capital expense under IRS regulations. 

8) Loan guarantee program should guarantee 95% of the 80% debt 
portion of project capitalization. The sponsoring bank should 
be required to have some exposure. This is extremely important 
to maintaining project discipline. 

9) "At risk" equity portion of the project cost should be drawn 
down pro rata with the construction loan funds. 

The Subeommittee also makes the following recommendations relating to 
project eligibility for loan guarantee: 

1) Marketing - Developer should have market commitment, at least 
in the form of a firm letter of intent, from a bona fide 
purchaser /user of plant products for at least 50% of 
anticipated production. A market plan should be presented for 
the remaining portion. 

2) Project Size - The program should be targeted to plants in the 
5 to 10 million gallon per year size. 9naller or larger plants 
are not precluded, but should be discouraged under the loan 
guarantee program. The smaller plant developers must 
demonstrate some clear cost advantages which insure the 
profitability of the project. Under comparable circumstances 
the profitability of plants under 5 million gallons per year 
can become questionable. Larger projects are not precluded, 
but would require a disproportionate share of the funds 
available. The Subcommittee recommends spreading the available 
funds and risk among several projects. 

3) Technology - Eligible plants should use grain dry milling and 
produce anhydrous ethanol using conventional yeast, batch 
fermentation, molecular sieves or azeotrope ethanol 
dehydrators. Allowable plant feedstock ( raw material) should 
only be those usable by commercially proven conventional 
fermentation technologies. This should include use of 
feedstocks such as corn, wheat and barley. Feedstocks 
requiring the exclusive use of commercially unproven 
technologies such as wood chips, cattails, municipal waste, 
Jerusalem artichokes, potatoes, or sugarbeets should be 
ineligible for the loan guarantee. Multiple feedstock projects 
(i.e. combinations of the above) should be considered as long 
as the primary feedstock is grain. 
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4) Energy Systems - Priority should be given to projects that 
utilize fuels other than natural gas or petroleum. The 
Subcommittee encourages alternative fuel systems, such as wood 
or agricultural residues, cogeneration, or solid fuel such as 
coal. 1-bwever, conventional fueled plants will not be 
ineligible if plant economics so dictate. 

5) Construction - Plants in the recommended size range should be 
designed and constructed according to specifications developed 
specifically for the plant. Packaged pre-engineered, 
pre-constructed plants in the over 5 million gallon per year 
size have not proven themselves technically feasible. In 
addition to new construction, plant retrofits, expansions and 
conversions should be eligible for loan guarantee awards. 

6) Project Costs - Project capital costs should fall within the 
range indicated in Figure III-2. Projected Income and Expenses 
for the proposed projects should approximate those shown in 
Figure I II -6. 

7) Equipment - Virtually all of the equipment selected to meet the 
requirements of the State loan guarantee program should be 
selected from existing industrial applications. Nearly every 
piece of equipment should be supplied "off-the-shelf" by long 
established and reputable manufacturers with operating 
histories in other industries. Equipment should be supplied 
complete with full manufacturer's warranties, parts 
inventories, service and maintenance support. The use of plant 
equipment manufactured in Minnesota should be encouraged, 
whenever possible. 

8) Contractor - The project should have a prime contractor for 
all construction functions capable of being bonded for both 
performance and payment for the entire project. Contractor 
insurance coverage must include property coverage for fire, 
vandalism, etc., worker's compensation insurance, liability 
insurance for general liability to cover bodily injury and 
property damage. Contractor should have industrial process 
experience of at least one project within the past 5 years of a 
similar type and of at least 50% of size in terms of dollar 
volume of contract. Contractor should provide a 1 year 
warranty on workmanship. Contractor must build under a firm 
fixed price lump sum contract. Cost plus or flexible pricing 
is not appropriate for ethanol projects with loan guarantees. 
Projects utilizing Minnesota contractors and labor should be 
given priority over projects specifying non-Minnesota 
contractors. However, projects utilizing non-Minnesota 
contractors shall not be ineligible for loan guarantee awards. 
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9) Engineer - Must be able to assign to the project at least one 
Registered Professional in Minnesota for each of the Chemical, 
Mechanical, Electrical, Civil and Structural Engineering 
disciplines. A construction field engineer must be stationed 
on the site. Projects utilizing Minnesota engineers should be 
given priority over projects specifying non-Minnesota 
engineers. 1-bwever, projects utilizing non-Minnesota engineers 
shall not be ineligible for loan guarantee awards. Engineer 
must be able to provide Errors & Omissions Insurance of at 
least a $1 million limit and Process Design and Plant 
Performance Warranty Insurance of at least a $5 million limit. 
Process Warranty Insurance shall guarantee the plant to perfo~ 
at a minimun as follows: 

a) 2. 4 gallons per bushel of corn ( 2. 2 gallons per bushel of 
barley) 

b) 330 days per year of 24 hour per day operation 
c) Quantity of DOGS 
d) Quality of ethanol and DOGS, (i.e. ethanol at 1% moisture 

and DOGS at 10% moisture) 

10) Safety & Codes - All construction design should be required to 
meet or surpass standards of the Minnesota State Building Code 
for General Construction. All appropriate ASTM, ACI, AISC and 
UBC standards must also be met. All roadways, foundations, 
fire protection devices, plumbing, electrical and piping 
installation must meet building code and industry standards. 
The process design, equipment, buildings and facilities 
specified to be utilized in the applicant plant should be 
reviewed by a major industrial insurance underwriter. The 
following are several safety features which should be ircluded 
in the plant design: 

a) Explosion-proof electrical system 
b) Safety shut-off s~itches 
c) OSHA approved guards, ladders, walkways, etc. 
d) Foam fire protection system 
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APPENDIX A - INDUSTRY ISSUES 
The increasing interest in developing ethanol into a major alternative 
energy and chemical source raises a series of important questions. In 
this Appendix, various issues are presented in an effort to fairly 
represent the current status of ethanol production. General issues 
such as food vs. fuel, need for government support, energy production 
or efficiency, status of the technology, plant cost, byproduct price , 
and commodity prices are discussed. 

FOOD VS. FUEL 

One question often asked is; will the production of alcohol from farm 
corrmodities force a choice between food or fuel? In reality, the 
plants are designed to produce both food and fuel and do not force such 
a choice. 

Only the starch (carbohydrate) is removed when grains are processed to 
produce ethanol. Nearly all the protein, vitamins and minerals in the 
original grain are recovered in the byproduct (DOGS). In fact, the 
yeast actually adds protein to the byproduct. This byproduct is equal 
in weight to about one-third of the original grain but has concentrated 
the protein from 6% - 9% to 27% - 30% protein. 

In the 1981-1982 crop year, 6.95 billion bushels of U.S. corn were 
consumed. Of this amount, 4.17 billion bushels were fed to livestock, 
1.96 billion bushels were exported (primarily for use as livestock 
feed), and 811 million bushels (or about 11% of the total) was used for 
food, alcohol and seed purposes. MJch of that used for food went into 
the production of corn fructose (a sugar substitute) in wet milling 
plants. Approximately 6.13 billion bushels, 88% of the total, was fed 
to livestock in the U.S. or overseas. Current surpluses of corn are at 
record levels with supply in excess of demand to the point that a large 
quantity of corn is spoiling, and USDA has provided some of this corn 
to ethanol plants at attractive prices for immediate processing. The 
U.S. Department of Agriculture has also proposed a program called PIK 
to try to reduce this over supply. 

Studies recognize the superior quality of the high protein byproduct 
(DOGS) as a livestock feed. The protein in the byproduct has a high 
"by-pass" value, which allows feed ingested by the animal to be 
converted to meat in a highly efficient manner. DOGS protein is used 
more effectively than when corn is fed directly. This allows much of 
the corn in the ration to be replaced by roughage, such as corn silage. 
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These tests clearly indicate that the starch from the corn can be 
removed for conversion into ethanol with little or no impact on red 
meat production. The meat produced from the feeding of protein 
byproduct and crop residue would be of the leaner variety that is 
increasingly in demand by consumers today. 

NEED FOR GOVERNtvENT SUPFORT 

Regardless of the potential profitability of an industry such as 
ethanol, it would continue to be difficult to obtain capital financing 
for first generation projects. Lack of investor understanding of the 
dimensions of the multi-faceted aspects of this industry has been a 
major impediment to capital acquisition in the ethanol industry. Over 
the recent history of severe capital scarcity in all industries, 
investors have focused on industries they know and understand. Also, 
venture capital is very rarely available for large industrial 
processing facilities, and is usually reserved for high technology 
product development. Historically, U.S. capital markets have left 
capital financing for major industrial projects to the companies within 
that industry. 

However, ethanol does not fit into the main line of business of any 
existing indus_try. It has the components of both the chemical/energy 
and the agn-processing industries. Whereas the chemical/energy 
processing industry is very confident in their ability to produce and 
market ethanol, they have not had a basis for understanding commodity 
markets and price fluctuations. They also have had little experience 
with marketing the significant byproduct, DOGS. In the case of the 
agri-processing industry, which has a wide variety of experience 
dealing with the fluctuations of commodity pricing and marketing of 
DOGS, they have little experience with marketing ethanol. 

As a result, ethanol production became an industry caught between 
chemical/energy production industries and agri-Processing industries. 
Without one of these industries to champion projects and produce 
capital for industrial expansion, it has been inordinately difficult to 
finance the first generation of projects. This, of course, has created 
a significant opportunity to form an entirely new industry, one that 
bridges both agri-processing and the chemical/energy industries. This 
is the reason that several grass-roots developers are successfully 
operating in the ethanol industry. Also, most of the major projects 
operating today are joint ventures of agri-processing and 
chemical/energy companies. 
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Therefore, the government support programs, particularly the loan 
guarantee programs, which provide capital financing, are necessary only 
to build the first generation of projects. After the new businesses 
and the first generation of plants have proven themselves, it is the 
general concensus within the industry that government support for 
capital formation will no longer be necessary. The question, "Why 
should Minnesota develop subsidy and support programs?" is also a fair 
question. The federal programs obviously have been successful in 
stimulating a large amount of growth in this industry as discussed 
earlier in this Report. The need for a Minnesota program is to insure 
that this growth will take place in Minnesota, rather than surrounding 
states. 

PLANT ENERGY EFFICIEl'CIES 

In the early days of the fuel alcohol programs, many detractors claimed 
that production of fuel alcohol from biomass was not energy efficient 
because it "used more energy than it produced". This issue arose when 
initial research indicated large energy consumption in beverage alcohol 
plants built in the early to mid l9OO's. Although the media tends to 
cling to this issue, it is almost universally considered invalid under 
current production strategies and technology. Following excerpts from 
a report by the Energy Systems Division of TRW, Inc. prepared for the 
DOE summarize this issue: 

0 

0 

0 

"By necessity, any energy conversion process - for example, 
generation of electricity from coal or refining of gasoline 
from crude petroleum - reduces the total energy that is 
eventually available to consumers. This phenomenon is 
commonly accepted in transforming a less desirable form of 
energy to a more desirable form. Thus, a coal-fired power 
plant that is only 33 percent efficient is considered 
acceptable because it transforms coal to a more useful form of 
energy, electricity. 

"The essential question that must be asked is, 'Does the 
production of ethanol achieve a net gain in a more desirable 
form of energy?' Put more simply, can the production of 
ethanol and its use as a motor fuel or chemical feedstock 
reduce the need for imported petroleum in this country? Or 
does the production of ethanol create a premium form of energy 
which is more useful to consumers than grains? 

"In this study the investment of energy (in the form of 
premium fuels) in alcohol production includes all investments 
from cultivating, harvesting or gathering the feedstock and 
raw materials, through conversion of the feedstock to alcohol, 
to the delivery to the end-user. 
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"Total net energy gain defined to include all energy inputs 
(low-grade fuels and premium fuels) does not focus attention 
on the advantages that biomass alcohol processes offer in 
using low-utility fuels ( such as coal and solar energy) to 
produce premium transportation fuel. 

"For all the specific processes and options considered, 
ethanol can be produced from biomass with net gains in premium 
fuels. This conclusion holds even when the ethanol production 
processes are treated as being premium fuel (petroleum or 
natural gas) intensive, if the plant utilizes the innovative, 
energy-efficient designs which are currently available." 

STATUS OF THE TECHNOLOGY 

There are two important aspects of plant technology for small and 
medium size plants which are of considerable interest; 1) Fuel alcohol 
as a proven technology and 2) Resistance of plant equipment to 
premature obsolescence. 

Ethanol as a Proven Technology 

Ethanol produced from grain represents the most commercially viable 
technology currently available for the production of alternative liquid 
fuels and chemicals. A well engineered ethanol plant is a balance of 
conventional technology to insure plant reliability and design 
innovation to insure long term competitiveness of the production 
facility. Nearly every piece of equipment specified in the plant will 
be supplied by one or more long established and reputable 
manufacturers. This equipment is widely used in other industries and 
there fore has an established market and resale value. Each piece of 
equipment can be supplied complete with warranties, parts, service and 
maintenance support. Most companies are fortifying this conventional 
technology by utilizing highly specialized knowledge in new control 
systems, energy efficient equipment, modern microbiology and 
biochemistry, and advanced process technology to insure maximum plant 
efficiency. Reputable engineering and contracting firms can offer 
complete surety bonds which guarantee plant performance. 

Resistance of Plant to Premature Obsolescence 

A well designed ethanol plant can benefit from the advantages of the 
use of conventional technology without being susceptible to premature 
obsolescence. The conversion of grain to ethanol involves many 
individual process steps. The equipment required for each process step 
does not represent more than 15% of the total project cost depending on 
plant size. Therefore, if a substantially new development were to 
become commercially available for a particular process step, plant 
management could afford to acquire this technology without major 
capital reinvestment. 
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Similarly, the cost of production represented by each process step 
(excluding grain) is less than 11% of the total cost of production 
(depending on plant size and process technologies). The net effect on 
the total cost per unit of production for the entire operation would be 
negligible even if a major breakthrough were to substantially reduce 
the cost of a particular process. 

This inherent protection from obsolescence and relative flexibility for 
plant modification is important when considering the alternative 
products and f eedstocks that the plant may be required to process in 
the future. The significant breakthrough anticipated in ethanol 
production technology pertains to microbiological developments that 
could be readily applied to plants currently being planned and built. 

PLANT COST 

This variable refers to the capital cost of facilities and equipment 
which is particularly critical with current high interest rates. Plant 
capital costs (not production costs) currently range from $1. 50 to 
$3.50 per annual gallon of production. This relatively wide range 
results from the variability of technical approaches and the many 
options for byproduct production. t-iost plants typically cost in the 
area of $2.50 per annual gallon of production. It is widely recognized 
that overall plant economics plant are impaired above the $3.00 level 
unless the additional capital results in substantial operating cost 
saving or substantial added value in products. 

BYffiOOLCT PRICE 

Byproduct price refers to the price per ton of DOGS. Although this is 
not a true operating cost when considering the costs of ethanol 
production, the revenue from byproduct sales may be credited against 
the cost of production of ethanol. The relationship of byproduct price 
to grain price is an important aspect of plant economics. As discussed 
in the following commodities risk section, byproduct price tends to 
increase with grain prices. Therefore, the sensitivity of byproduct 
prices often works in favor of plant economics. 

GRAIN PRICES AND COMMODITY' RISK 

Ethanol production facilities are faced with price uncertainty for 
inputs as well as finished products. The specific risks center around 
the cost of agricultural commodities used as a feedstock for 
production. Grain, which is the primary feedstock for ethanol plants, 
may comprise up to 40% of the cost of the final product. Therefore, 
operating costs and product prices will be directly linked to the 
variable price levels commonly found in agricultural markets. However, 
these risks are reduced by several influencing market characteristics. 
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While the Chicago cash market price for corn peaked at $3.98 per bushel 
in early 1981, this price includes transportation costs and does not 
indicate the prices paid to farmers at most proposed plant sites. 
Farmers were paid approximately $3.00 per bushel for their corn in May, 
1982, with an annual average of $2. 50 per bushel for 1980. This 
difference between local and Chicago Board prices reflects 
transportation expenses and is often referred to as the "Basisu. The 
Basis at various Minnesota locations has been as high as $. 80 per 
bushel due to increasing transportation costs. The current price for 
corn on the Chicago board is $2.69 per bushel (February 28, 1983). 

The best hedging mechanism is to sell the ethanol and the DOGS at the 
same time the corn is purchased. However, if product sales cannot be 
made immediately, the corn may be hedged on the Chicago Board of 
Trade. Minnsota corn generally sells at a discount to Iowa and 
Illinois corn, due to greater distances from the major markets. Given 
increased demand by Minnesota-based plants, the discount for Minnesota 
corn will be substantially narrowed. This will benefit the Minnesota 
farmer, while not appreciably diminishing the plant's economics. 

Increases in the price of grain will have a much smaller effect on 
overall profit than would generally be expected, since a portion of end 
product prices rise along with the price of inputs. As grain prices 
rise, the market prices for DOGS have historically followed these 
increases. Based on historical trends, DOGS price increases could be 
expected to offset 40 to 60% of the increased costs experienced due to 
grain price ircreases. 

Based solely on the prof it margins of plants currently planned, it is 
estimated corn could rise to $4. 00 per bushel before the plant would 
begin to lose money at current revenues and costs. Considering the 
history of DOGS revenue offset, corn could actually rise 50% higher or 
$6.00 per bushel. These figures are considerably higher than the 
highest historical price paid for corn. These relationships hold true 
for all grains. 

Measures similar to those used by farmers and grain merchants can be 
employed to reduce the risks caused by price instability. Hedging in 
the futures market for grain and grain products can reduce the overall 
impact of markets fluctuations on these facilities. If the proper 
measures are taken, set prices for inputs and associated profit margins 
can be "locked-in". Al thouah there are transaction costs associated 
with hedgirg, this type of price insurance is sometimes extremely 
valuable. A careful review of commodities price and plant economics 
demonstrates that properly designed and managed ethanol plants are not 
as sensitive to input and product price fluctuation as they may appear 
upon first inspection. 
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PLANT SIZE ANO LOCATIONS 

The basic ethanol production technology can be applied to three groups 
of plant sizes which have been adopted by the industry: 

0 

0 

0 

Farm ( small) scale plants. These plants typically use a dry 
milling process to produce between 5,000 and 2 million gallons 
per year of hydrous (160 proof to 190 proof) ethanol primarily 
for direct fuel use in farm equipment. Wet protein feed is 
produced and fed to farm livestock. 

Community (medium) sized plants. These plants typically use a 
dry milling process to produce between 2 and 20 million 
gallons of anhydrous (198+ proof) ethanol for use as direct 
fuel, a fuel additive or octane booster, or as an industrial 
chemical. Dry high protein feed as Distillers Dried Grain and 
Solubles (DOGS) is produced and sold as a livestock feed 
supplement locally, nationally or internationally. Human 
consumable protein can also be produced for sale to national 
or international markets. 

Regional (large) scale grain processinq plants. These plants 
typicaily use wet milling to recover more products from grain 
such as fructose ( corn sugar) , corn oil, corn syrup, germ, 
gluten as well as producing 20 to 100 million gallons per year 
of anhydrous ethanol. 

A comprehensive analysis of raw materials (feedstocks) production 
systems, product markets, technology of production and transportation 
economics of both inputs and end products should be considered when 
making a determination of plant size and location. However, this type 
of decision is primarily determined by the relationship of economies of 
scale in the production process and the economics of transportion of 
raw materials and finished goods. 

The major transportation cost in ethanol production is the cost of 
shipping raw material feedstocks. Feedstock costs increase 
dramatically as the distance over which these inputs must be 
transported grows. Thus, the issue becomes whether to locate the plant 
near its source of feedstocks and transport the finished products to 
market or vice versa. Locating the plants at the feedstock source will 
lower transportation costs if the feedstocks have a higher bulk than 
the finished product. Since feedstocks have a bulk substantially 
higher than ethanol, locating plants at the source of the feedstock 
will greatly reduce transportation cost. Also, the feedstocks for 
ethanol production are dispersed over a wide geographic area. A 
dispersed feedstock source will increase the magnitude of the effects 
of transportation costs. The inherent high transportation costs of 
feedstock of ethanol plants and their rapid escalation as plant size 
increases suggest careful consideration of the size and locational 
relationships in ethanol production is required. 
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The major offsetting factor in considering transportation cost is 
economies of scale in production. Economies of scale refer to the 
concept of increased efficiency and reduced cost of operations per unit 
of production as a plant increases in size. rl.owever, the larger the 
plant, the greater the volume of material and product that must be 
transported to and from the plant site. Therefore, it is the optimal 
balance of transportation cost and economies of scale which determine 
the most desirable plant size and location. 

Detailed capital and operating cost analyses have been conducted on 
plants ranging from 100,000 gpy to 25 mmgpy using a dry milling process 
and from 20 rrmgpy to 50 mmgpy using a wet milling process. The results 
of these analyses have shown that there are substantial economies of 
scale from 100,000 gpy to 5 rrrngpy with conventional technology. As a 
result, the costs per unit of production rise dramatically as plant 
size is reduced below 5 mmgpy. (However, research has shown that 
smaller plants could obtain scale economies by the development of a 
fully integrated, microprocessor controlled small scale production 
technology.) The analysis revealed smaller economies of scale in dry 
milling plants between 5 and 20 mmgpy in size as a result of enlarging 
plants from 5 to 20 mmgpy. Finally, substantial economies of scale 
were identified in all wet milling plant sizes, particularly in the 20 
mmgpy to 50 mmgpy range. 

The conceptual trade-off between feedstock transportation costs and 
economies of scale in production can be demonstrated in the developing 
structure of the industry. For example, a 20 mmgpy dry milling plant 
will be somewhat more efficient in terms of cost of production than a 5 
mmgpy plant. However, the 20 mmgpy plant in most cases will be forced 
to purchase a majority of its grain in the regional comnodities 
market. As discussed in the section on Commodities Risk, the regional 
market price for feedstocks may be considerably higher. Sirce 
feedstock costs represent 40% of the total costs of production, some of 
the efficiencies of the larger plant size are offset by the increased 
feedstock cost. The 5 mmgpy plant can purchase all grain locally to 
partially offset the loss of efficiency from the small plant size. A 
wet milling process, or other method of significantly enhancing the 
value of products, is required to offset the inherent transportation 
cost disadvantage of larger plants 

Three business segments emerge as a result of the analyses. The first 
includes the large regional wet milling grain processing plant which 
produces a multitude of end products. This plant would be in excess of 
20 mmgpy in production and require a very large capital investment. 
However, these plants have sufficient value added due to the many 
products resulting from the wet milling process to offset the feedstock 
price disadvantage resulting from transportation costs. The second 
segment is the community based plant which produces only ethanol and 
DOGS. This plant would be in the 2 to 20 mmgpy size range. These 
plants have the majority of the advantages of scale economies and can 
buy feedstock at substantially reduced prices by buying feedstocks 
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locally. The Subcommittee recommends that the State of Minnesota 
should target its loan guarantee program to the midrange of the second 
segment (i.e., 5 to 10 mmgpy). The third segment is the small farm 
scale system. Although these plants are not as efficient as the large 
plants, the substantial feedstock price advantages could make these 
potential plants cost competitive. However, the small scale technology 
has not yet proven itself. 
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APPENDIX B - PLANT DESCRIPTION 
A. BASIC PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

The design criteria for an ethanol plant is based on site conditions and 
on operating parameters that are dictated by plant size, raw materials, 
and local marketing requirements. However, this Appendix outlines the 
basic ethanol production process. There are essentially seven steps to 
producing ethanol from grain: 1) grain milling, 2) mash preparation, 3) 
fermentation, 4) liquid/solid separation, 5) ethanol recovery, 6) 
ethanol dehydration, and 7) high protein feed processing. (See Figure 
8-1) 

Milling 

In a dry milling process the milling of starch grains is required to 
expose the starchy substrate of the grain to the processing media. 
Grain feedstocks are normally ground to an average particle size of 0.42 
mm. The milled grain is then transferred to surge bins for subsequent 
introduction into the process. 

Mash Preparation 

Preparation of the starch grains for fermentation is the key process in 
an ethanol plant. The first step in this preparation process involves 
the sterilization and gelatinization of the .starch. Sterilization of 
the grains is essential for controlling the microbiological environment 
in ethanol fermentation. Gelatinization of the grain occurs 
simultaneously with sterilization and results in the solubilization of 
the starch substrate. Solubilization of the starch renders the 
substrate vulnerable to enzymatic processing of the starch into simple 
sugar (saccharification) for fermentation. 

Saccharification of the grain starch to fermentable sugar is 
accomplished by utilizing a dual enzyme conversion system. The first 
enzyme acts to break down the large starch polymer ( a large complex 
sugar molecule) into smaller sugar molecules (dextrins). Reaction 
conditions are carefully controlled to provide for optimal activity of 
the enzymatic reaction. 

A second enzyme is added to the media and reacts with the dextrins and 
hydrolyzes the dextrin ( a complex sugar) to produce glucose ( a simple 
sugar). After these enzymatic processing steps, the glucose rich media 
is introduced to the ferrnenters for ethanol production via fermentation. 

The use of sugar based feedstocks, such as sugar cane or sugar beets, 
enables the cooking and hydrolysis to be omitted. The sugar syrup can 
be fermented directly following a preparation and sterilization step. 
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PRIORITY ITEMS FOR VEGETABLE OILS 

1. Work in conjunction with others to eliminate the inequities that 
vegetable oils contend with in the export market. 

Suggested approaches: 

Governor Perpich work with other Governors to urge the Federal 
Government to negotiate changes in GATT. 

Contact U.S. Representatives and U.S. Senators from Minnesota, 
urging them to also work toward this end. 

As an example as to how other countries approach this program, the 
EEC has a 10% tax on incoming vegetable oils while beans and meal 
are duty-free. During the last two or three years, they have made 
repeated efforts to eliminate the duty-free status of meal. 

Brazil has used quotas and taxes to encourage exportation of 
value added products rather than raw soybeans. 

Malaysia also uses taxes to encourage the export of refined instead 
of crude palm oil. 

Spain and Mexico subsidize their processors, and Spain has a quota 
on the amount of soybean oil that may be consumed within the country. 

2. Continue to support the University of Minnesota and all others who are 
working toward higher producing oilseeds. Increased yields per acre 
would make U.S.-produced oilseeds more competitive with other oils, for 
both domestic and export markets. To this end we should enlist the 
support of the Minnesota Soybean Growers, the Sunflower Association, 
University of Minnesota and our Commissioner of Agriculture. 

3. Use of soybean oil as a carrier for chemicals. This requires a good deal 
of expert technical assistance. I suggest that we enlist the support of 
the University of Minnesota, Minnesota Soybean Growers (who have done 
extensive work on this) and major companies who either manufacture or sell 
the chemicals used by oilseed producers. 

4. Re-evaluate the feasibility of the installation of a drumming and canning 
facility for vegetable oils at the Port of Duluth. This study has been 
done before, and due to lack of business volume and high freight rates 
from the Duluth Port, it was considered not feasible. We will ask 
Minnesota oilseed crushers and refiners to re-evaluate. 

5. Monitor possible use of vegetable oil as an extender for diesel fuel. 
At the present time, this does not seem to be economically feasible. The 
American Soybean Association has done extensive studies on this and concurs 
that the economics are not right as of now. 



VEGETABLE OIL IN AGRICULTURAL USE 

Dr. Bob Robinson of the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station is 
father of this whole idea -- the use of vegetable oils to replace 
petrcleum oils as herbicide carriers. Original article is in Soybean 
Digest 30:14-15 1970. 

Bob Robinson and Wally Nelson, Superintendent of the Southwest Experiment 
Station, have a more scientific article in "Economic Botany." 

Petroleum oil and emulsifiers at low concentrations at 1 gal. per acre 
became quite popular for use with atrazine. (These are Crop Oi.ls.) 
Later came vegetable oils or petro. oils, often used at 1 qt.. per 
acre but these contained 17-20% of expensive additives -- emulsifiers 
and surfactants. (These are Crop Oil Concentrates.) 

There is considerable evidence that vegetable oils (soybean, sunflower, 
cotton seed and linseed) could be directly substituted for petroleum 
oils in "Crop Oils" or "Crop Oil Concentrates." Usually vegetable oils 
have been used as "Crop Oil Concentrates" -- combined with additives, 

There is little coubt that soybean oil (or other. vegetable oils) could 
be directly substituted for petroleum oils for use with atrazine. There 
is evidence that there may be somewhat more safety to the crop (corn) 
when using vegetable oils. 

With Eladex (cyanazine) vegetable oils may give slightly better weed 
control and saf2ty to the crop is better with vegetable oils. 

'legetable oil. cou1d substitute for petroleuii.: oil for use wtth B2sagran 
(bentazoil). Perhaps rnore research or a better review of literature 
is reql1ired before I state this strongly. The interest now is directed 
at use of oils with the new postemergence grass herbici2es (Poast and 
Fusilade). These will require oil additives for maximum effectiveness. 

The use of vegetable oils with these products has not been studied in 
detail -- however, John Nalawaga (NDSU) b2lieves from prelimiilary work 
that the substitution could be made in th~st'. c~•ses. 

As to using ultr.::.-low vc.=..uDes and vegetabl_~ .)L. as the only carrier, I 
think n.ore research is required. If the concevc works with petroleum 
oils I see no reason why vegetable oils could not be substituted. 

I have mentioned only herbicides. Vegetable oils could be used, perhaps, 
with insecticides. 

Refer2nces: 

l. Bio-Veg advertisement (includes data) 
2. Strand "Effect of Atrazir:e Additi,1es on Weed CoDtrol in Corn" 

1971 Short Course Proceedings 
3. Robinson & Nelson "Vegetable Oi.l. ::Zeplacements for Petroleum 

Oil Adj uvants in Herbicide jprc.ys :, 197 5 E-:onomic: B:..1tany 
4. Page 5 fro~ 1979 Bulletin ~00 
5. SoyCot11! article from BeJ~wide Cotton r=oduction Mech. Con£. 

1982 



Agrichemical Use of Soy Oil 

Minnesota farmers produce about 170 million bushels of soybeans annually. 
There is the capacity to process over 100 million bushels in Minnesota. There 
is a world wide oversupply of vegetable oils, and increased useage of soy oil 
will result in 18 to 54 million dollars of increased income to Minnesota 
farmers for every one cent/per pound increase in soy oil prices. 

There are three areas where soy oil may be substituted for petroleum based 
oils in agrichemical uses: 

A. As a chemical carrier in the formulation of pesticides at the 
manufacturers. 

8. As a additive when spraying some pesticides with water. 

C. As a carrier when mixed with the chemicals in ultra low volume 
application or water and oil in low volume application of 
pesticides. 

The following is to briefly outline some of the advantages and problems in the 
three uses of soybean oil. 

A. As a chemical carrier in the formulation of pesticides at the 
manufacturers. 

Advantages 

1. Use of renewable resource instead of petroleum resources 
i.e., if the manufacturers of Sutan used soy oil to 
formulate, it would require 43 million pounds of soy oil for 
that product alone. 

2. Use of a product grown in Minnesota. 

3. Soy oil is less expensive than other vegetable oils. 

Problems 

1. Needs EPA approval. This would require a one year test 
period. 

2. May not be enough variety of refined soy oils to fill all the 
needs of different formulations. 

3. Will require pressure on the formulators to switch from 
petroleum based oils. 

8. As a additive when spraying some pesticides with water. 



Agrichemical use of Soy Oil 

Advantages 

Page 2 

1. Already being done to a limited extent i.e., E. v. 
Concentrate. 

2. With some pesticides it increases the effectiveness. 

Problems 

1. Need more research on effects. 

C. As a carrier for ultra low volume and with water in low volume 
application of pesticides. 

1. Possible lower use of chemical for the same results. 

2. Decreased drift of pesticides from target area due to less 
evaporation of droplets. 

3. Much lower volume applied. Increase the efficiency of the 
operator. 

Problems 

JAB/nlb 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Need label changes by manufacturer to allow use. 

Need more research on effectiveness to better determine the 
amount of chemicals to be used under different conditions. 

Requires use of controlled droplet applicators. 
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AGRI CUL TUP_l\L RE SEAR.CH 

-One of the current and potential future strengths of the University of 
Minnesota is the diverse program in agricultural research and -education. 
For research in agriculture and related fields funds have been made avail
eble for :.n2ny ye::;.t"s through special state appropriations (Giw.), and by 

·federal fonnula funds through the United States DepartTI!.ent of Ag:-icultut""e 
(Hatch and McIntire-Stennis), as well as grants and contracts from govern
ment agencies and industry. This public system of research has led to 
the abundant agriculture 0f America which is the envy of the de.re:loping 
-world. 

As the State of Mincesota fac~s critical financial issues over the next 
several years as well as enrbllmc~t declines in secondary and higher 
e<lu1.:aticn institutions, therE= will be temptatio-;:i on the pa:-t of the 
executive P.~d legislative branches uf gover~~ent to ~niformly reduce 
approrpiated progr~m dollars for education and research. A strong 
university affords to its students and the people of the state strong 
coffilllit~ents to graduate education and research~ rhis is true across the 
Unive:-sity but is especially true in the case of rtgr~.culture. 

WitL:i. 40% of Hirmescta' s economy coming from the a.gricultural industry i~ 
is :i_mp0rtant to continue to fund opportunities for aggressive, im.:::;:;i:a.at:i.·,te 
resec.!."ch whicil will assure Minnesota A. continuing st=-ong roie in meeting 
worid food needs. .fittached is information which reinforces the need for 
co~tiDued increased production at a profit level tc ffieet the c=iti~al 
world food :.-ituati.on. (At~achment A) 

Agricultural Resea~ch anJ Technology Transfer 

The f. ... mericc:n public agricultural research establisl1i.Tient has two great 
stren.:::hs, an<.; ~ms grea~ p~oblem. 

One of its great strengths is the interaction it promotes betweec resea=ch 
2nd ex tens :_;)n, and bet~,;een technology-oriented 2.nd sc i~nce-oricri.t r.'r:I. -:-e
search. The syst-~m allows cooperation amn'.;.~ r-i:ientists advanc~.:-'.f :T"""·!

ledg~, scientists in.venting technology, ex: ension sp2ci.s.lists and co~'nt~' 
agents cisseminating, knowledge a.nd technology) and farmers and ag:·::, ousi
aess c:lientele prode,:ing, prcc2ssing, tra.1spor~ing and ::nark2tir,:; :'.::oc-:::. a:.:.d 
fiber. The agr-icultural components of the Uni·versi :y of. :1inn2sot.a 2tnd 
other lc1:1d gr&nt universities 1:avc set an exarn::ile for other seg·:nents of 
th~se universities to follow. 

The other of its great strengths is its decent~alization: through a can
tral State Agricultural Experiment Station and branch staticns within 
each state, a~ well as field locations of the USJA agricultural =esearch 
agf:nd.es. This ciccentralizat:i.on has 1:>enefitec 2ociety through a posit:i,;e 
effect within each state on the productivity of technology-orient~d re
cearch. Further, research conducted in one state i~cr~ases p=oductivity 
in other s tate.s wid: similar soils a.r:.d c lb1ate. 



Agricultural Research 
Page Two 

Its one great_problem, however, is that the benefits of agricultural 
research have been undervalued by American society. Public investments 
in agricultural research re~aiL static, despite a~nual rates of economic 
return to society of 50% and above. Two reasons are given for the 
underinvestment in public agricultural research: 1) the benefits to 
farmers spill over across state lines to those who do not pay for the 
research; and 2) the benefits to consumers a~e partitioned into such 
small amounts that the individual consumer ca1mot feel the connection, 
even though Americans spend a smaller share of their after-tax income for 
food than any other people in the world. 

The public's refusal to expand real investments in agr~cuitural research 
in recent years has created a greac deal of concern within the public 
agricultural research system. The research system faces 1) difficulties 
in convincing public decision-makers of the need for expanded real invest
ments in agricultural research, 2) greater demands for work to be done in 
the face of constant or declining research resourceG, 3) increzsingly 
complex problems requiring increases in real ~ollar support to show pro
gress, 4) less freedom in the management of re.search programs associ.S:ted 
with more eannarking and other constraints, and 5) increased proporti.on 
of time being spent in justifying and defending research programs rather 
than in conducting them. 

The system also is inhibited, at times, by its t~aditions of always pro
viding the results of its research freely to all clientele. It ia 
reluctant to enter into proprietary contracts with individuai firms which 
would provide these firms with exclusive licenses or even patent rights 
to the products or processes resulting from the research. Yet without 
such proprietary arrangements some research results may never be made 
available to benefit the public good, or they be ~a<le available only 
after unnecessary delays. 

Clearly, had the public not decided to invest in agricultural research in 
the past, tr:.2 ~ur::-ent well-being of the United States and Minnesota wou:d 
have been greatl:· de,:reased. Unfortunately, it is not known with c2rtain
ty how much our well-being will be jeopardized in the next decade and be
yond by current underinvestment in agricultural research. 

From what sources should funding for agricultural research come? Though 
the argument can be made for real increases in agricultural research 
funding by the federal government, the likelihood of that happening 
within t'.1.e next t\·:o to five years seems relilote" In fact., the erosion in 
federal funding which began during the previous two administrations has 
accelerated during the current administration. 

The State of Minnesota has invested well in agricultural rese&rch, 
through the Minnesota Agricu:tu=ai Experiment Station of the University 
of Minnesota. rhis was especially true during 1965 to 1980. However, 
th~ growth has slowed dramatically since then and retrenchments in 
appro?~iations for the Universi~y, shared by the Agricult~ral Experiment 
Station, have -::r.ade the situatior, even more critical. 
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Agricultural Research 
rage Three 

The private sector has maintained its investment a~d has even increased 
its efforts significantly in res.l tenns in some areas. It will continue 
to irr7est as long as the expectations of profit cxi~t. So~ever, reducing 
public expenditures in the hope that the private s2~tor will increase 
investment would mEan that the focus of agricultural research ~ould shift 
tow&rd technology that can be sold. As a result basic research, at least 
that porti0n which does not lend itself to a marketable product within a 
reasonable t~nt, would probably be rEducsd. Basic research investments 
toduy bui~d th•;:; base f01. tedrnol.03y t.ra.:c:E,ti~r 1.n the ':ut:ure~ In the past, 
the ae r .. ;_\:: ult ur ':! l re; Sc Et ;:-c.: h c onJu:;.: t eel in ~-1in:ieso ta, ty th-2 1'lirme sot a. 
Ag·ci:::w.li...ur2.l Experiment Station and by the private .:J.gri.cultursl an,:1. f'.)od 
corporations baseJ in Minnesota, has meant substantial benefits to the 
stAte's ~conoruy and hence to its citizens. However: the potcntiai for 
contrioutions to Min~esota's economy is even greater and this potential 
must 02. rf.:alizecl if Hinne:;ota' s economy is going ~o re.:;a1n its strength 
,md vit:.:J.ity. 

Th~re ars also increasing opportunities to Dring private and public secto~ 
research cJoser together. This will assure that f~ont line research can 
~e move into application sooner to t~1e hen8fit of Mincasot~ DTIJ U.S. 
citiH::11.S, This p:-ovides pos~ibility for exc!·LdD,?:e of posi\:i.cns c:.nd work in 

l2.bo;.-ator.i2s between private 3ector and µui)lic sec~.::-r ::=:cie':ltJ_sts. Tr 1 is 
als0 shc:.1.J.d pr:.:nri.de oppo:-tuni::ir?.s for exi,£,r:dcd grad1.:.ate. si.:t:ccnt 12:--:peri-
!'->pr :::..- • '.fhE.:re r1.rs .s2ver2l examples of this, one bein;; tr-1e 

11 Bi,:;;technolc.i;:::;y 
Centet· <'0EC ~Jtn ~"-':1ich is belng discessed ac tr:..,2 Uni·/en:it:v of Hir:;;c~;:;c:i":a, 

an~ otter &ctivi~ies propos2ci by the High Tech~1alogy Cu~ccil an~ othRr 
c.G~-liscry .~r:·~)'u~_;,~ \·\:[1ici1. 

1
~)rinr) }1Ubij~c arid prj_\i&t(:! ,sect,.~rs 1110rr~ C1t)S,2.~)r 

t:0[';·2Ui.-:.:r. _.\;::,..c_chr:12.nt; i:_..; a.c.Ji~icnal :.:-:.:on,ation abouc t;-,1;.~ ·;,~yperiTI:ent 
S:::a.ti1;.,n .::md E~:t2:1sion ~ervice rec.~1...~ests cur-rE::ntly before t:1e }.e;isLs.ture~ 

~:11.e i1T:r~r) -J~t CtT'lC e () :[ t fie ·p,:{ t: \:.~ -~ s ;_on f; c., :~"'/ice •; .. s to .a. s s1_t r8 t 1: at i. 11 f: orma t i()n 

gs:1er.,t:cc t~'.r."O'_;,~~-~ a~ aggc;:::ssivE:. '1:.-•::sea.rc:h prog?~-,~m i::.; ,11Dvee1 i..c the nser 

levr~l us <:,-~•:::i.i:ly -~s r•o2si~le. The rr::;quest: esl::.s fo:..- i~·;.1;1:.·c-::.::.sc! xesourc~~s 

f.8tQu'i.~ei1-1?ci r,7' ... _ .::e-1 s+::i::-0:-·.~t:hening. rhese A.::-e. gr:Jwth c.::rrn::::.t:,,ents for t.'hc: 
fut 1:. r~e, ~1 ~ 1·! '\!f:'"~. ~-.1a(: r1 i.~ I.:._; (-1 t this t i:-11e ~r·i 11 p-G. y· l t3 ~=-g f~ rt i. ,r __ l_cl ~:· r1d s ;;:_ 2 1"1a s l; ec ;1 

exp<~r:~e;.11>~ci in ~he rast with other publ ~-c f:.rnds i.:.wcsced ir: <'lgric1..,;i.ttL:·a~. 
r0 s(~a 1~-~ l~ ~ 

1. The r,-:~.nnesot~-=i leJisl2.t11re. sl1ot1ld 1·esto1·e to c~1e 1~~83--85 bier:rt:i.al 
budg~t t}v=> 2·rosion i.n fttr:<hn:::; for the ;,.1inn2sota Agricu:t:.:1.:.r.01 1 
E:::-)e1_·ii,1(;n~ St;-d::;_::;u ,;.;hic::1 oc,::1:,rred during ths 1.:)81-·b3 bi.enniu"n. 

T~e r8st0rcd tun~ing should not be used to fund long-tenn 
ccyui-m.i~'.":1.SI~ts to p·2:::1anen;: f:iculty positions but :.,:1.1:i1er to Sl!D-;:>o::-i: 

new :.nii'iativ(-•S \Iith pi:r-::~~e~;t £.:::..::ulty and/o·: b>' employing 
ter?o~ary ~~ic~t~~t~. lhi5 shculd b2 rP~c2rc~ desi~ned to 
:::·:.:·1~t:·il..:l.:;:,2 ·;.:~. :.i.·-,, e~:~c:~r1c-::1; __ ;·_ ~~::.~l~~~Of~:?.e:-~t of :1i.:1;:._.r~sr-;-tc; ! s 

Clf!1:ic.1i.l 1~1,#.7>:, :::o:--~~--:-t·::}' 2.:1 . .i rr:.::}2.teC. ina·-~·~"::t.r·i.~~-~ .. ·J!:esF.: i:1it-iati_'\..-es 
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should include developing new cooperative relationships with 
Minnesota's private sector which would lead to potential 
proprietary products and prcesses for those firms to market. 

2. The Minnesota legislature should fund in full the 1983-85 
biennial request of the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment 
Station as all items in the request will contribute to economic 
development and/or reduce other state expenditures. The strong 
research and education programs in agriculture at the University 
of Minnesota should be continued at growth levels not less than 
5% a year over inflation. 

3. The Minnesota legislature should provide state funding, or an 
appropriate matching basis with private sector funding, to 
support the University of Minnesota 1 s Biotechnology Center, on 
the condition that the funding be used to support biotechnology 
research of potential direct benefit to Minnesota-based 
agricultural and food firms as well as other high technology 
industry. 

4. The University of Minnesota, including the Agricultural 
Experiment Station, should be encouraged to develop policies and 
procedures for enhancing cooperative resea.rch between the 
University and Minnesota-based industries to the benefit of 
society. The purpose would be to assist in making the 
cons~derable research resources of the University and the 
results of that research available to the rest of society 
through the private sector for the good 0£ the public and the 
health of Hinnesota's economy, while attracting private sector 
funds to sustain and enhance the University's research re:ated 
to agriculture. 

5. As the University and the Minnesota legislature consider 
retrenchment of the University's state funding a.~d the possihle 
closing of campuses and/or collegiate units in responf;e ,_o 
projected declining enrollm~nts, they should keep in win<l that 
research of the Agricultural Experiment Station and some other 
University units serves a separate mission. As enrollment 
declines, it doei not follow that the agricultural research 
needs of the state will do likewise. In fact, because of state, 
national and world food issues, the needs will 8ost likely 
grow. Almost ever:.1 new improvement in agricultu--~al technoJ.ogy 
requires a larg~r total quantity of resources than the pr2vious 
one. Often what one researcher used to do now takes several 
researchers working as a coordinated team and much more 
sophisticated scientific equipment. Thus, University units 
which conduct o.griculteral research, including branch stations, 
should not be ir .. c luded in any re t renchme;:,.t of state funding 
which directly ~upports their research mission. 
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6. Scholarship programs should be developed to encourage young 
peop·le to come into agriculture. These scholarships should be 
based on scholarship, not need. They should be of sufficient 
stipend that students can finish their work both at the under
graduate and graduate levels in sufficient time to gain good 
experience, but also to become available to the needed work 
force in the agricultural sector. 

7. Appropriations should be given to continue significant upper 
division and graduate course support to assure that high 
technology graduate programs can be strengthened, while at the 
same time the University may be reducing its undergraduate 
enrollments. 
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Attachment A 

THE ECONOMIC URGENCY OF HIGHER YIELDS 

David W. Dibb, Phosphate & Potash Institute 

The urgent need for higher yields is focused on two general areas-
expanding world food needs and the economic necessity for the farmer. 

To help understand expanding world food needs, a recent film, A Gift 
of Harvest (NACA), prop0sed that if world population do~bles in the next 
35 years as expected, we will have to produce as much food in the next 
three decades as has ever been produced. Whether this estimate is 
exactly correct or not, the magnitude of the challenge facing those 
engaged in food production is almost iacomprehensible. 

To put the rapid rate of this demand increase into perspective, I 
would like to share some information: 1 

IN THE LAST 60 SECONDS: 

164 people have been added to the world population. 

About 33 (one-fifth) of these will be fed by the U.S. which has 5% of the 
world Fopulation. 

iN THE LAST 60 SECONDS: 

Annual world demand for agircultural products has increased by: 

l,24C bushels of coarse grnins (as corn) 
690 bushels of wheat 
6~0 ousbels 0 r: rice 
200 bushels of oilseeds (as soybeans) 

4,050 lbs o: bl:!ef (6 steers) 
3,840 lbs of port (23 hogs) 
2, lL1-0 lbs of poultry (765 ~hic-:kens) 
1,150 lbs of cotton (2.4 bales) 

490 lbs of r.iutton/lamb (15 sheep) 

IN THE LAST 60 SECONDS: 

Annual ~orld consumption of fercilizer h2s increased by: 

T 

7.5 short tons of N 
3~6 short tones .j.'. 

0.1. Pz05 
2.4 short tons ,:, f K20 

(3.5 short tons of nutrients 

Hitrogen and Phosphate Surply/Demand, Now .:md in 1985. L.L. Jaquier, 
1981 TFI Annual Me~ti~g, Chicago, lllinois. 
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I. 

Summary of Legislative Requests 
for 1983-85 

Institute of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Home Economics 

Current level 
of state 
support 

Program 1982-83 

College of Agriculture $7,423.551 
College of Forestry 1,211,616 
College of Home Economics 2,144,756 

Agricuitura,I Extension Service 10,240,761 
Agricultural Experiment Station 10,026.350 

International Agricultural Programs 50.000 

Total Program $31,097,034 

Proposed 
2-year 
increase 
1983-85 

(see 
pages 
4-6) 

909.400* 
1,400,000 

275,000 

$2,584,400 

·includes S209,400 on a nonrecurring basis for purchase of microcomputers. 

3 
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General Operations and 
Maintenance Requests 

Tl1e general operations ar;d maintenance 
budget of the University of Minnesota 
includes the basic funding for sa!2ries, 
supplies, and other expenses of teacr1ing in 
most of the colleges of the university, 
including the Colleges of Agriculture, For
estry, and Home Economics. The university 
has decided not to seek funding for new 
teaching positions in these three colleges in 
the 1983-85 biennium. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

The College of Agriculture, historically 
one of the finest in the nation, has served 
the people of Minnesota throughout its his
tory in the spirit of the land-grant tradition, 
closely linking its educational programs to 
the needs of the food and agricultural 
ind us try of the state. T~e college provides 
the state's only comprehensive educational 
program leading to the degrees of Bachelor 
of Science, Master of Science, Master of 
Aoriculture, and Doctor of Philosophy in 
agricultural and closely related fields. 

The challenges and opportunities facing 
Minnesota's agricultural and food industry 
in the .S0s have never been greater or more 
exciting. This industry is vital to the econ
omy of the state, providing more than 30 
percent of its jobs. It will continue to be so, 
just as it wili continue to be crucially impor
tant in providing food for a hungry world. Its 
continued vitality wiil depend upon its abil
ity to meet the techno!ogic. economic, and 
social challenges that directly relate to the 
production, processing, transport, and mar
keting of Minnesota's agricultural commod
ities, locally, nationally, and internationally. 
Success in meeting these challenges and in 
taking advantage of new opportunitie.s sure 
to come along will depend on the continued 
avaiiabi!ity of people who are well educated 
in the agricultural arts and scicmces - tai-

4 

ented, motivated, and committed people 
who teach and conduct research. There is a 
direct link between the vitality of Minneso
ta's food and agricultural industry and the 
educational programs of the College of 
Agriculture. 

The college faces its own challenges and 
opportunities as it responds to the needs of 
the industry in the 80s. Maintaining the his
torically high quality of its programs has 
been and continues to be a major challenge 
for the college. There is a critical and imme
diate need for increased support for under
graduate programs in the plant, soil, animal, 
food, and social sciences. In response to 
the challenges of the 80s, new interdiscipli
nary programs are emerging in integrated 
pest management, resource and commun
ity development, agricultural communica
tions, farm management systems, and exten
sion education. Adequate funding is criti
cally important for these programs 

Undergraduate enroilments are stabiliz
ing at a time when the demand for agricultur
al college graduates continues to increase. 
There are shortages in certain fields now, 
and these shortages will grow. Graduate 
enrollments are increasing but are not great 
enough to meet the demand, and the short
age of teachers, researchers, and extension_ 
specialists will grow in the coming years. 
The situation has created a need for special 
programs in career development to bring a 
new awareness of opportunities in agricul
ture and to encourage people to enter the 
College of Agricuiture, successfully com
plete their studies and, when appropriate, 
enter graduate school. 

Both the faculty and the ad ministration of 
the college see the direct relationship 
between program quality and the vitality of 
the food and agricultural industry of Minne
sota. Both the university and the state are 



responsible to the agric~itural sector to 
provide educa:ional pro9;ams of the high
est qL1ality to ensure eno,Jgh graduates to 
meet the derr.and. 

Education is an investmE< ... !t in human cap
ital - capital that is shared by the society as 
a whole. The :esponsibi!it/ for makinQ that 
investment v,isely has r.s-~1er been more 
crucial. The challenges for agriculture arn 
there. Sufficient resources are essential to 
make sure those challenges become work
ing opportunities. 

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 

The College of Forestry. one of the lead
ing forestry schools in the country, offers 
the only undergraduate ar.d graduate pro
fessional forestry and forest products edu
cational programs in Minr;esota. 

More than one-third of ~liinnesota's land 
is tn forests. There is a growing emphasis on 
the iong-term importance of forests as a 
resource for meeting our material, aesthetic, 
and environmental needs. It is important 
that the college's ability to provide educa
tion for the de,.1elopment of forestry profes
sionals and scientists and to carry out 
research and service m1ssions be main
tained and strengthened 2s the pressures 
grow on a iim:ted forest resource base. 

The College of Forestry has served the 
people of Minnesota for 79 years through 
education and research. Graduates hold 
important staff and ad;'Tlir:istrative posts in 
schools a:--id colleges of fcrestry around the 
country, in feceral and s:a~e agencies, and 
in the private forest sec~c:- here and else
'Nhere. Research and ext~rision programs 
have served to strengthen -:'orestry contribu
tions m the state. 

The college has attern~ted to meet its 
educational goals despite ceclining funding 
for its programs. Some internal adjustments 
have been rnace by redue:ng support serv
ices and usirig temporary funds. This has 
permitted strer:gthenir,g of the graduate 

program and development of course offer
ings that recognize the increased complexi
ties in resources management and utiliza
tion. The coi!ege continues to emphasize 
specific curricula and specializations. When 
support can be found, there are important 
unmet needs we are prepared to address. 

The space available for the forestry edu
cation program requires major improve
ment. There is also a need to update and 
increase space for forestry research and 
extension. The university is requesting cap
ital improvement funds for working draw
ings for an addition to and remodeling of 
Green Hall. This request is critical to the 
college's ability to adapt to the changing 
requirements in forestry research, exten
sion, and teaching. 

COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS 

The College of Home Economics, through 
its teaching, research, and outreach activi
ties, is concerned with the f unct1oning of 
individuals within family and other units and 
with policies and programs related to 
design, food and nutrition, textiles and cioth
ing, housing, and human relationships 
involving people of aH ages. 

The college offers courses of study for 
undergraduate, graduate, and nondegree 
students_ Its teaching programs draw upon 
the broad resources of the university and 
the metrnpolitan and statewide communi
ties. The instructional programs reflect the 
college's commitment to experiential learn
ing and problem-solving. They are designed 
to prepare students as skilled and knowl
edgeable professionals as \1✓ ell as to con
tribute to their personal growth and aoility 
to participate as responsible members of 
society. 

Research efforts in the college seek to 
identify and illuminate better 'Nays to 
address the diverse. inteconnected prob
iems and opportunities confronting indi
viduals and families. Faculty members wcrk 
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closely v.ttth others who have common 
interests Ci,.;t perhaps differing points of 
view, beth within the college and through
out the uni,,ersity. 

Through its relationships with the Agri
cultural Experiment Station and the Agri
cultural Extension Service, the college 
serves statewide, national, and international 
audiences. 

Although home economics has al·Nays 
recognized the importance of strengthen
ing the family and maintaining a positive 
home environment, today it also reaches 
out to industry and business, government 
agencies, and other units of society dealing 
with nutrition, housing, clothing, and the 
aesthetics of the environment. 

Agricultural Extension 
Special Appropriation 

The mission of the Agricultural Extension 
Service is to develop and implement educa
tional programs to meet the needs of Min
nesotans in agriculture, animal health, for
estry, home economics and family living, 
4-H youth. and community resource devel
opment. In doing this it drav✓s on the k.now
ledge base of the University of Minnesota, 
with particular attention to the results of 
new resea:-ch in the Agricultural Experi
ment Station. 

The special appropriation for the Ag ricul
tural Extension Service is its major support 
from the s:2te of Minnesota. This support, 
combined with county contributions and 
federal appropriations, makes possible a 
program that involves hundreds of thou
sands of people in every county of the state. 

The 1983-85 legislative req ucst has two 
major purposes: 

• to continue to implement R statewide 
computer-assisted communication sys
tem, and 

• to strengthen educational efforts in the 
area of economic development. 

Funds are requested to continue the 
developme:1t of a system for distributing 
cornpu!er-b.ased information and communi
cation throughout the state. The system 
begun in i981, EXTE~✓ O. features intelli
gent terminals (microcomputers) in county 
extension offices Hnked to the university 
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host computers. The request provides for 
the purchase and installation of intelligent 
terminals in 15 additional counties, 3 area 
offices, and 5 campus units. It also provides 
for staff and educational materials to 
develop additional software for use in edu
cational programs. 

The economic development component 
of the request includes: 

• reinstatement of 8 county extension posi
tions which were eliminated or reduced 
in the recent retrenchment; 

0 f acuity positions to work in the value
added area of commercial horticulture 
and forest products to create more 
employment in Minnesota by processing 
vegetables and under-utilized tree spe
cies (joint requests with the Agricultural 
Experi rnent Station); 

• a marketing position to help the Minne-~ 
sota agriculture and forestry industries 
market processed products; 

• a continuing education program for 
foresters: 

• a faculty position to he! p youth increase 
employability skills (joint request with 
the Agricultural Experiment Station): 

• an area extension agent position to viork 
in small business development in north
eastern Minnesota; and 

• a position tor a half-time extension spe
cialist in swine health. 
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Agrfcuftural Extension Service 
Requested Biennial Increase 

Computer-assisted communication system 
County extension agent positions 
Economic development 

A. Value-added 
Horticulture: S.E. and S.C. Minnesota** 
Forestry: utilization*" 
Marketing 

B. Forest management 
C. Youth employability skilis** 

4-H/Center for Youth Development 
and Research 

D. Northeastern Minnesota small 
business development 

E. Swine health 
F. Helping .Minnesota families live 

resourcefully 

Year 1 
1983-84 

$204,700* 

80,000 

20,000 

Total S304,700 

Year 2 
1984-85 

S204.700" 

80,000 

30,000 
30.000 
60,000 

60,000 

30,000 

40,000 

30.000 

40,000 

$604,700 

"Includes $104,700 each year of the biennium on a nonrecurring basis for purchase of 
microcomputers. 

*"Joint request with Agricultural Experiment Statlon. 

Total Funding 1982-83 

S10,240,761 

1983-84 1984-85 

$10,545,461 S10,845.461 

7 
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General Agricultural Research 
Special Appropriation 

The Minnesota Agricultural Experiment 
Station organizes 2nd supports basic and 
applied research in agricu:ture, forestry, 
home economics, veterinary medicine, and 
related areas. This research has resulted in 
substantial benefit to the economy and the 
people of the _state. 

A major area of research is the produc
tion, processing, marketing, and distribu
tion of food and other agricultural products. 
Research is also directed at examining and 
improving public policies, at forests and 
forest products, other natural resources, 
human nutrition, family life, rural develop
ment, recreation and tourism, and overall 
environmental quality. 

The program of the station is c!~se!y 
integrated with that of the Agricui~ural 
Extension Service, with the latter serving as 
a primary disseminator to the pub!ic of ap
plied research results. Included in this legis
lative request are three faculty positions 
and accompanying support that are being 
requested jointly with extension: that is, a 
share of each position and support is in 
each request. 

A portion of the request ($105.000 in 
1983-84 and S305,000 in 1984-85) will be 
used to match private gifts and endowments. 

Fur.ds for 1983-85 are requested to sup
port new initiatives in the following areas.: 

1. Animal health research - One of the 
most effective ways of improving the effi
ciency of animal production is by improv
ing the health of livestock and poultry. 
The funds requested will support the first 
phase of a long-range research program 
addressing the health needs of Minneso
ta·s animal agriculture. 

2. Molecular biology of plants - The tech
nology exists to isolate and purify indi
vidual genes from crop plants, thus 
allowing scientists to improve crops by 
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molecular means in the laboratory in 
addition to sexual crossing methods in 
the field. An interdisciplinary team of five 
faculty members is developing a research 
program in molecular biology of eco
nomic plants which will coordinate the 
talents of molecular biologists, geneti
cists, biochemists, cell biologists, cytoge
neticists, plant physiologists, and plant 
breeders. Gene transfer by molecular 
means is not provided for in the current 
program; therefore a faculty position and 
support in cell transformation is re
quested. 

3. Value-added: vegetables and forest pro
ducts - The state's economy can be 
greatly enhanced by increasing the pro
duction of vegetable crops and forest 
products and by processing more of 
these products within Minnesota rather 
than sending tl1em elsewhere for pro
cessing. The requested funds will sup
port research in developing the produc
tion and processing of 11egetables and in 
developing industrial uses for paper birch 
(the most under-utilized timber resource 
in the state) and other forest species. 
This research wiil lead to more jobs and 
new businesses, more value added to the 
land, and an increase in local and state 
tax revenues. 

4. Research projects for endowed faculty 
chairs - The university l,as received pri
vate endowments that will provide all of 
the salary and fringe benefits on a con
tinuing basis for two faculty chairs in 
agriculture: several other endowments 
are under development. Funds are 
requested to support research for three 
endowed positions, one in the College of 
Veterinary Medicine and tvvo in the Col
lege of Agriculture. Such support will 
help attract top-quality scientists and wiil 
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assist the station in attracting additional 
private funds. 

5. Increased 2.gricuiturai arid forestry pro
ductivity and profitac1lity - Funds 
requested will supper: research in sev
eral different subject-matter areas. ail 

aimed at improving productivity and pro
fitability: computer programs in agricul
tural economics and plant pathc:ogy/in
tegrated pest management; agricultural 
and forest weed control; poultry research; 
and soil fertility and plant nutrition. 

Agricultural Experiment Station 
Requested Biennial f ncrease 

Year 1 Year 2 
1983-84 1984-85 

Animal health research $100,000 $200,000 
Additional animal health research if Coliege 
of Veterinary Medicine generates private sec-
tor matching 200.000 
Molecular biology of economic plants 
directed toward applications in agriculture 85,000 85,000 
Value-added 

A. Horticulture: SE. and S.C. 
Minnesotay 60.000 60,000 

8. Horticulture: N.C. Minnesota 25,000 

C. Forestry: utilization· 50,COO 
Matching funds for endowed 
faculty chairs 105,000 ~ 05,000 

Increased ag ricu!tu ral and natural 
resource productivity and 
profitability 

A. Computer applications 50,000 50,000 

8. Agronomic weed control 60.000 

C. Farm animal attendant/poultry 20.000 

D. Soil chemistry plant nutrition 73.000 

E. Forestry herbicides specialist 29,500 

Youth Research: 4-H. Center for Youth 
Development and Pesearch· 42,500 

Total $400,000 S 1,000,000 

* Joint request with Agricultural Extension Service. 

Total Funding 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 
S10.026,350 S 10,426,350 S 11,026,350 
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6. Research for youth de-.elopment - The 
universitYs Center for Youth Develop
ment and Research in co:iaboration with 
4-H hopes to develop 4-H programs that 
will :-each new, hard-to-reach popula
tions and enhance yoL:th development 
tov:ards productive ac L.:lthood and em
ployability. Model projects need to be 
established and testec !Jy the station 
before new techniques can be incorpo
rated in the regular 4-H program, much 

as demonstration plots are used to test 
and validate agricultural innovations. The 
aim is to help 4-H fulfill its youth devel
opment mission as efficiently and effec
tively as possible. 

These ne1.v research projects will reauire 
a total of 16.85 nevv academic positions· and 
17.5 new civil service positions for the bien
nium; during the first year the number of 
new positions requested totals 5.1 academic 
and 9.0 civil service. 

International 
Agricultural Programs 

Agriculture is an international science 
and industry. One of the greatest chal
ienges now and in the future is to produce, 
process, and transport enough food to feed 
exploding world populat;ons. Minn~sota 
agriculture has played a critically impo:tant 
: ole in meeting this need; in 1981, the state 
exported more than $2.3,biliion in agricultu
ral commodities. International transfer of 
technology and agricultural trade are major 
and growing sources of Minnesota's wealth. 

f'v1innesota agriculture·s ability to deal 
with the challenges of interrational agricul
ture needs strengthening. The mission of 
the College of Agriculture includes teach
ing, research, and extension in the i nterna
tional dimensions of agriculture to the 
benefit of V.innesota farmers and citizens. 
Because the College of Agriculture inter
acts with programs in the Colleges of For
estry and Home Economics. international 
concerns are shared with tr,ese units. There 
is a critical need to strengn-ien the interna
tionat abilities of students. :acuity, and staff 
of these colleges. 

The college has generated more than $5 
million in federal funds eac:-i /ear for inter
national projects of benef1! to the state. In 
7981-83. for the first time. the state legisla
ture earmarked funds for international agri-

t O 

cultural programs. The report of the Presi
dential Commisssion on Wor!d Hunger 
recommends increased federal, state, and 
university funding for internationaliy 
oriented research on food and nutrition and 
a major effort to educate the American pub
lic about international food, hunger, and 
agricuitural production. Farmers, agricultur
al and food suppport organizations, farmer 
cooperatives, and the agribusiness com
munity in Minnesota have urged the college 
to strengthen its activities in international 
agriculture. 

In response to this, the College of ~.gri
cuiture is requesting an increase of S125.000 
in the first year of the biennium and S 150,000 
in the second to: 

• conduct educational programs related to __ _ 
the international dimensions of agricul
ture and v1orld food, with particuiar 
emphasis on undergraduate education, 
i nlcudi ng nonagricultural students; 

0 develop international dimensions of agri
cultural r-esearch to enhance the devel
opment of technology for the benefit of 
Minnesota farmers and consumers; and 

5 develop extension, community outreach, 
and support programs to educate farm
ers, farm famiries, and other consumers, 
and the general public on world aspects 
of food, nutrition, and agriculture. 



~ .... 0 Un,;1::rs1::,' -::: '.~11~n-:::sJ,a. ,nci~c:ng :he Institute of 
A;r:·:ur:.~.-'.:-. ;:::;r-=:-~,r; ar,d Horrn~ Ecor,orrncs. iS com
,., :!s·::: :c :-.e ;:,- , ,e, / 1 hJt ;:;ii perso:1s sn a ii tlc:·.-e equal 
acc,?~s :~ ,:s ;:·ogrums f&,:,111,,::-s :in<J employment 
v11i:1:-~r :-::12.:·-: -'J race .:r(·C:0. c.:!0r. sex. n2.tionr11 
onr_;.r,. ']'. -;.:.~-~c.1·c..:i.~. 
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TO: Roy L. Thompson 

FROM: Luther Waters 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 

Departrnent of Horticultural Science 
Alderman Hail 
1970 Folwell Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

SUBJ: The Governors Council on Agri-Processing 

DATE: February 7, 1983 

Jerusalem Artichokes. 

Jerusalem artichokes have been promoted in the State of Minnesota and 
much of the rest of the United States actively for the past one and one-half 
years more or less. The company doing most of the promotion ~s America 
Energy Farming Systems in M2rshall, Minnesota. To date as nearly as I can 
tell there is somewhere in the neighborhood of 2,000 acres of Jerusalem 
artichokes planted in Minnesota 2lone 2nd an additional 3,000 to 4,000 
planted in states outside of Minnesota all in connection with the company 
in Marshall. Their stated goals some 6 months ago was for 30,000,000 ~cres 
in the United States. Thei1~ stated ~ntentions were that these acreages h2 
devoted to the producti c:. o ~ a; coho 1 . ·fructose, various food produc~s, and 
livestock forage. I am att2ching a copy of a lotter I sent to our county 
agents in Minnesota approximately one year ago that describes sor.ie of the 
cultural practices th2t ~ight be used and the current state of our 
knowlP.dge regcrding these cultura1 practices. I arr: c,iso attaching a ccpy 
of a summary re;Jort of s.Jme Jer'us2tlan artichoke trials which were conducted 
by mys e lf , Dave D a· 1 i s , a r~ ci Me 1 ~·1 e 1 n s at St a o 1 es i n 19 81. I s ho u 1 d poi n t 
out that the trials conducted in 1981, despite the fact that they were 
conduc-Lt"~d in ·chr:2e locations, :v::verthe!2ss represent one year!s catu and 
should be viewed in that light. 

Iri addition to the disease and insect proble~s list:d in my letter to 
the co u n t y agents , there a re so rn e 5 :) r 6 :::id di ti c n a 1 di ~-: 0: s 2 s ~ .. , j i c ii ca , 1 be 
expected to be problems should ~arge acreages develop. Tnese :n:lGd2: 
ru:::t, powdery mildev-1, southern sL::n bl·ight, Pseudomonos sp. as w21l as 
the traditional soil borne disoas~s fusariurn anci verticillJm. Insects 
have also been repo~ted to me hy sever2l growers. ~hese included both 
tuber boring 2nd stem corinq insects \,~·rnch were no~ identified as to the 
genus and soecies. 



Roy L. Thompson 
February 7, 1983 
Page 2 

One additional point should be made regarding the ma~urity of this 
crop. Most of the varieties currently being used do not flower until 
near mid-September. Tubers do not begin to enlarge rapidly unt11 about 
this time, consequently if we were to encounter a severe freeze in mid
September or shortly thereafter, the crop would be in serious jeapordy 
since the translocation of carbohydrates from the shoots to the tubers 
doing this period is probably the major source of tuber enlargement. 
Anything that would disrupt the translocation of these sugars wouid 
also disrupt tuber fill and enlargement. 

Vegetables. 

Vegetab 1 es in light of the comments of the council on agri -processing 
probably falls under the category of unconventional crops. We are ctirr~ntly 
working with three crops which have demonstrated potential value to th~ 
state both to the farmers, to the processors in the fresh market sector, 
and va 1 ue in keeping the Minnesota do 11 a r in Mi nn2s ota. The consumpti en 
of asparagus, broccoli and c&uliflower continues to increase across the 
nation as well as in Minnesota. An export market expecia11y to Canada &lso 
exists. Evi de nee of the great need of at ·:east asµa ragus in Cana(la ~ s 
demonstrated by the fact that Canadian government h&s ~uthorized the 
payment of $500.00 per acre to grower who are willing ~o ~stablish asparagus 
plantings in Canada, notably in British Columbia and the Ontario provinces. 

The conditions for production of these three crops in Minnesota is 
excellent and reseach at the University of M~nnesot~ over ti-,e las,:-. 3 to 4 
years has demonstrated both productivity and the potential for a high 
quality product in most of our farming communities. 

i:Je also have a reaso.;2b _., tiigh level of grow2r interest in these crops. 
Ir. 1982 we conducted 2 gr0·:JE. •• i :Jur· to the orcducing areas in Cal ifotni a and 
27 people participated in this tour. A similar tour is being conducted in 
1983 in February and 50 peopie \-Jill be pari:icipdting in this tour. 

The concerns of those interested in these crops in the growing sector 
are twofold: 1. the cost of establishment of asparagus plant~ngs and 
the production costs involved in broccoli and :auliflm·1er. The mark2ts 
exist, however, His necessary to ha'/2 either processing facilities to 
utilize the product or packing ~ouses to prepare the fresh product for 
market in a competitive manner. Both of these require capital which growers 
and processors are not readilv able to obta~n at this ooint. The availability 
of low interest capital 2nd t~x incentives would go~ lonq wey in encouraging 
processing plants which need renovation. To be renovated and maintained in 
Minnesota, the establishment of processing pla~ts which do not exist for 
commodities for v;hi ch thete is a cur--r-2nt d2ma:~d Z;nd the cs tab,-; shment of 
fresh market packing houses \1/hich enJbl2 j .::;rge numbers of grovters to r::xcess 
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Roy L. Thompson 
February 7, 1983 
Page 3 

the very large fresh markets of the Twin Cities, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas 
City, New York etc. A third area of major concern is the existence of 
available technology in the state that would be supportive of these 
developing industries. Currently, Minnesota is far behind her competitors 
to the east namely Wisconsin, Michigan, New York etc. in the number of people 
in the state who are able to assist in production, handling, research, and. 
marketing of processed and fresh vegetable crops. 

Other vegetable crops besides asparagus, broccoli, and cauliflower also 
have potential for growth in the state. These include a number of the root 
crops, the leaf crops and legumes. The same concerns exist for those crops 
as was described above for asparagus, broccoli and cauliflower. 

mp 
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AGRICUL TUR.AL EXTENSION SERVICE 

15n UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

April 22, 1982 

Department of Horticultural Science 
Alderman Ha!I 
1970 Folwell Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

TO: County Extensicn Directors 
Area Extension Agents 

FROM: Luther Waters 
Extension Vegetable 

SUBJECT: Jerusalem Artichoke 

Over appi"CXimately the last 6 months, I have received numerous calls 
regarding Jerusalem artichoke production in Minnesota. More specifically 
the ca 11 s re 1 ate to contracts being offered to 9rowers to pre.duce the 
crop and use the tubers and tops for alcohol production. The traditional 
use of the crop {tubers} is as a gourmet vegetable. lt is high 1n sugars 
and quite sweet. 

Realistic tuber yields are approximately ·15 tons per acre. Y'ields 
for tops depends on when they are cut and the v~ri ety. Tl";2re are 2 var
ieties currently available - French Marrrnoth Hh~te: J.nd Oregon \!!·lite. A 
new variety from Canada) 'Columbia 1

, \</ill be ava"ilc-ble someti:i:1~ in the 
future. The Canadian variety is a shorter plant a11d flm,,ers earlier. 

Production Prob1ems 

PlantiG9 Tuber ~ieces of 25-50 gms per piece are plinteJ ir 
rows similar to pot,:1toes. Sp;Jci ng i r. the row is 
12-24 inches and 30-36 bet\1een ro\·ts. The l itr~ra
ture indicates tha.t it is oossib1e to nl«nt in the 
fall before the grounC: frAexes or in the early 
s pr i n g . A fa 1i pi a n ti n g at the St a p 1 es l r ~ ; g a ·t i or 1 

Center in 1980 wa.s almost completely killca over 
the winter. 

Fertility We know v2,·:- little about crop 1·e sponse to rert i1 -
i ze; -; . ~1i nnesott but it should respond in a man
ner s1milar to sunflowers since it is a relative. 

Weed Cont.ro1 Jerusalem artichokes are extremely vigorous plants 
and wil 1 compete -sti"ong1 y with weeds. One or 2 
cultivations when ;)lctnts are sm=.11 shouid suppr-es$ 
most weeds b1.1t expct some pro bl ems. 

Insects Insects are not normB 11 y serious problems but 
~hould large acredges developp insect problems can 
a1so be expected. 
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Diseases 

Maturity 

Harvesting 

Storaae ~, 

Markets 

Other Problems 
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There is one serious problem - Sc 1 erot i ni a. They 
are very susceptible and it is probably the same 
organism that infects sunflowers and beans. There 
is no cleared chemical control to my knowh:dge. 
Some other disease prob 1 ems can be expected with 
large acreage deve'Jopment. 

The two curren~ varieties in use flower quite late 
(late August-September). Consequently, there is 
some risk associated with early severe freezing 
temperatures. 

l~e tuber crop is harvested in a manner similar to 
potatoes with scme exceptions. The tubers are 
sma ·11 er than potatoes and are more strongly a. t
tached to the roots. They can al so be expected to 
be in a large clump under the plant and sometimes 
not easily separated. The tops are massive and 
may constitute a major problem in the harvesting 
operation if not managed properly. 

Stor aoe can be a oro bl em. The tubers s hou ·1 d be 
!(ept Just above freezing in a very high humidity. 
Di ~ea[ed tubers may rot in storage. The most com
mon stol'age :::ethods is in poiyethyler,e ba9s ~t 
33-34c.F. 

The only stab 1 e market is a 1 ·imi ted one for the 
tuber~•, as a gourmet vegetable. Tne forage va i ue 
of tre tops is very limited compared to other 
crops avai 1 abl c. For alcohol production, tubers, 
and possibly tops, may have value but to my !(nm·,
leage th8re ar-e no existing processing plants and 
I ~m not aware of concrete plr.ns to build any in 
Mi nne~;ota. Currently, the biggest current market 
is for seed tubers required for sxpanding 
production. 

If a grower decides to stop producing Jerusalem artichokes) they may 
be a weed prob1e:ii for one :easor:. If s:::1e;·otini2. is encour.terr~d 
during production~ the disease may be expected to btd l d up. 

As yot! encounter ques~·; on:. e:.bout Jerusalem 
hope these crmnents wi11 be helpful to you. 
research will be a·1Jilable soon, :>l!t the) 
possible problem you may encounter. 

art·ichok~ production, I 
The results of our 1981 

do not deal with every 
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February 8, 1983 

Dr. Richard J. Sauer 

DepartmE",nt of Agronomy and Plant Genetics 
Agronomy Building 
1509 Gortnar Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

(612) 373-0855 

Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station 
Coffey Hall 
St. Paul Campus 

Dear Dr. Sauer: 

r· am responding to your letter of February 2. The Advisory Commission On 
Agriprocessing does not necessarily have to restrict crop production to 
Minnesota because unconventional crops are often grown elsewhere and proc
essed hera. When I worked on the pyrethrum crop, McLaughlin Gormley King 
Coe of Minneapolis was the world's largest manufacturer of pyrethrtlm insec
ticide but obtained all of their raw product from Kenya, Africa. Likewise 
until we released Mingren sunflower, ~he Fisher Nut company of St. Paul 
relied entirely on other states and countries for their nutso (Manager 'Gou 
Smerling told me about 25 years ago that Georgia was their nearest nut 
supplie~.) 

Producers cf field crops in Minnesota are informed and flexible and their 
choice cf crops each year is determined by expected return ~hich is based on 
production costs, e~pected market demand, and yovern~ent progra~s. Conse
quently, ther1~ is no problem in getting farmers to produ,:::e unconventior1al 
crops if the production appears econo:nically pYact2.cal.. UncQnv,~::--tt5.oral 

crops are unconventional because there is_ something wrong ~i th th2D2... Bu.t 
new varieties, new cultural practices, new pest~cides, new far~ machi~e~y, 
or new markets have made production of some previously unsat.isfacto:.:-y crops 
,?ractical in Minnesota. And this continual evolution will continue.. ?or 
~x~~mple, sunflower researc!1 started in 1948 :nd sunflower was tcisted in 
comparison to other oilseed crops such &s sor~~-~- fl1x, rape, acd safflow
er. At the same time w2 r~cognized that th~ :y use of sunflower in 
Mi.n~esota was in the form of '.-:)irdfeed L,,ported irot• Cu.lif ornia. Cor.sequent
ly, we started a program to work. on bot:h varieties for birdfead ~.nd to 
increase the oil percentage for a potential oil!;eed crop.. l\ birdfeed \".J.ri
ety was release~ in 1953. Minnesota s~nflower acreage increassd from 300 
acres to nearly 30,000 acres by 1963, We also noted that all of the in
shell confection sunflowers being sold in Minnesota were being imported from 
other states, mainly California. Ccnse~uently, research was start~d to 
develop a v3.r:.e ty that ·..;as large seedeC: and could be dehulled ,·1 i th an oat 
dehuller.. This 12d to the release of Mingren in 1963 •...1hich was grown on 
more than 100,000 acres in Nor.th America by 1970. Research to dcve_op a 
high oilseed variety progressed to where by 1960 lines that were 36% cil 
were developed. But in 1961, after many years of trying, we obtained some 
Rt:i.ssian material from the ·JsDA and f:corr. Hest.ern Europe. Our 1951 data 
:;nowed that Rt1.ssi;:.~ v.:::ricties :?icldcc1. sa::.::.sfact~r.:i.ly he::-e anc. had eve!~ C)% 
oil. Our 1951 daca ~era ~ub:ished, given nationwide ~istribution, a~d these 
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were the first data in the United States showing that high oil Russian 
varieties were truly high oil and would produce satisfactorily here. This 
led to the start of the oilseed industry in 1966 in the United States whi.ch 
initially was started by Cargill in Minnesota. 

Field crops that produce the greatest yield of product per acre have the 
greatest potential because the product can often be modified by processing 
to various desired characteristics. Some categories of unconventional field 
crops for Minnesota follow: 

1. Fiber, Pulp, and Phytomass Crops - Our research in cooperation with a 
Minnesota company in hemp almost led to contract production in the 
1960 1s but the marijuana controversy stopped it. Kenaf was also prom
ising but, in contrast to hemp, seed would have to be imported every 
year. Pulp sorghums of various species are productive but with sur
pluses of aspen, etc. there is no need for it. For phytomass (incor
rectly called biomass) or gasohol, sweet sorghums offer tl-.1.e greatest 
possibility. Research on sunchokes in the 1960's and Jerusalem arti
cho}:e in the early 1970's was not continued because it appeared that 
other crops had higher priority on my time. The wod~ was not renewed 
because Horticulture started research on Jerusalem artichoke. 

2. Carbohydrate feed grain crops - Grain sorghum is second to corn in 
procluctivity in southern Minnesota, but it will take some change to 
expa!1d a No. 2a However, grain sorghum would be a good feed grain crop 
for northern Minnesota except for the sterility problem cau~ed by cool 

_August nigh~~: We plan to test some new cool-set varieties il'l 1983. 

3. Bir.dfeed crops - Visits with birdfeed dealers in the mid-19.S0's 1-~d to 
extens~ve wcrk with millets, sorghum, canarygrass, rapes, hemp~ N~ge~
ian thistle, • pigeonpea, vetch, buckwheat, and numerous other sp.::d.,~s to 
determine if a more complete line of birdfeed crops could be grown in 
~innesota. Minnesota became the leading state in bird[eed cGnd~tioning 
(processing). Some movement of Minnesota birdfeed plants to North and 
South Dakota have recently occurred but Minnesota is still near or at 
the top. 

4. Oilseed crops - Sunflower has the potential of p;._-oc~ 11c_ :g mc•.r.e oil per 
acre than any other· crop in M~ncesoca. Another idea 1~ t~~ed it for 
high protein and low oil to imp:..ov-~ riutri tionz..l ;t1a:.:. :L.-. .i.~ nas not 
been attempted although I have suggested it to some ~o.1~ercial ~orapany 
breeders. Research I have done on nutritional qua:ity of sunflower 
indicates that it can be used as a staple food cro? and consequently 
breeding for high protein would make it a superior cr~p for ·chis pur
pose. Safflower could be a good c:;:op for Minnesota if ths steril.i ty 
problem was solved. It has some agronomic and quality adv2ntag~s over 
sunflower .. Rapes, crambe, and other oilseed crops can be grown here 
but price and markets are not enticing. 

5. Pulse or protein concentra~e crops - Research on pulse crops was start
ed in 1948 with fieldpea and in 1953 with fieldhean. The fielabean 
industry has grown from 1 plant in Oslo started in 1963 to pr0LubJy 
over ten plants in rural Minnesota. Each plant provides year round 
employment for severa:.. eraployees. The owner 0£ :.:-.he la:..::gcst pla.!.t. 
came here from Michigan about 12 years as·o, and in n2gotla ting wi .:.h 
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state business and area development officials as to where to locate his 
first plant he stated that experiment station agronomic research publi-

• cations are what broug!"lt Minnesota to his attention and influenced him 
to locate here. '11he potential for increased pulse crop production in 
Minnesota is good because I think that our production costs are lower 
than for some other areas where the crop is produced. However, pulse 
crops are in surplus and unless export markets are opened up or unless 
the Amarican diet is altLred there is little room for expansion. Gov
ernment policies could help; for example, replacement of some food 
stamp and welfare cash payments with commodities such as dry beans, dry 
peas, etc. These unprocessed com modi ties are very cheap and can be 
stored without great expense. Consequently, many of our food reserves 
would be better in the form of pulse crops than in the form of grain 
com modi ties. Fieldpea acreage has not increased like that of field
bean. Nonetheless, fieldpea has nutritional advantages over fieldbean. 
There is no flatulence problem with the crop, but despite these advan
tages there is little hope for Minnesota to develop a large industry in 
fieldpea because there is little market demand for more than is being 
produced alreadyo .Aside from their use for human food, pulse crops can 
replace the processed oilmeals and urea that Minnesota livestock farm
ers buy for protein concentrate. Fieldpea, fababean, a~d lupine have 
potential but yields of fababean and lupin need to be increased and a 
serious disease problem in lupine must be solved. Fieldpea yields are 
low, but it is interesting that fieldpea is an important food and feed 
crop on expe~sive farm land in Holland. 

6 .. Condiment crops - Mustard of various kinds can be grown here and condi-
·-tionj_ng industry has been established in Minnesota! but most of the 

acreage and industry has slipped ov2r into North Dakota. The export 
m2.rket i.s large and is being filled by Canada. Coriander is adapted 
here., 

7. Export crops - Most of the cro.t->s in this report are export crops but 
buckwhe2. t,. ani.1ual canarygrass, a::1d adzuki are especiaily dependent on 
exp0rt. A few ye~rs ago it became possible to economically export 
buck•.1hea t to .Japan and we were ready with the varieties and techniques 
to supply this market. However, there has been no improvement in 
b1. '.k·..-;nea.t varieties. The only thing that changed was the potential for 
expo :.ir.J -..:o ,."Iap':in and this narket is f'Jtentially :.1.uch grea. te.,,.. ;_._~1,ual 
C< .a:·ygz·ass is :1 successful new crop and the USA (Minne:so'i.:a, Nc::-th 
Dakota) is a major exporter whereas 25 years ago the USA was importing 
20 million pounds/year. Great expansion is not likely because its only 
use is bird.f 2ed but j_ t cou].d be used for human l:ood anci that develop
ment w0uld baa great boost for the crop. We started research on 
adzuki in the early 1960's. It has great potential from a ma~ket 
st-3.ndpoint bu~ a disease i::; causing sc m'J.ch trouble that large expan
sion in Minnesota look:: risky. Again the market is based on the poten
tial for export to Japan b(!c:ause the USA markE:".t is not large. The 
development of these and .:>ther uncon~,entional crops depends a great 
deal upon government polic~es that are not part of agriculture. Sever
al unconv-3ation2.l crops cou2..d expand greatly in Minnesota :.f the United 
StatE:s dollar anc1. foreign policy encouraged exports. It is unlikely 
that thi.s wi 11 occ1ir :)ecause t::->.ions and other nona0ricul tur::al interests 
will not per'"'.!it u.:.1rc>st:::icted entry of manu:::2.ctured goods that: will 
allr.J\'l the other cmmt:::y ·.:o smrchase Mir!nesota farm proc.ucts. 
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8. soil cover crops - Research on crown vetch started in 1955 and in the 
late 1960's Minnesota led the USA in certified seed production but 

. apparently market demand did not materialize. Nonetheless, this cover 
crop could be more extensively used on sloping areas for permanent soil 
cover. 

9. Industrial crops - Species of interest to industry are generally unsat
isfactory agronomically. 

10. Naked-seeded pumpkin is a promising snack and potential dual purpose 
crop, but commercial exploitation is dependent upon plant breecing~ It 
is•a good food crop for home production and consumption now. 

Cordially yours, 

Robert G. Robinson 
Professor 

RGR/gl 

cc: Dr. Roy ~hompson 
Dr. H. w. Johnson 
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Ai\.1ERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR 
THE ADVASCE1\IEi'iT OF SCIENCE 

Science serves its readers as a forum for the presenta
tion and discus5ion of important issues related to the 
advancement of science. including the presentation of 
minority or conrliccing points of view. rather than t:y 
publishing only material on which a consensus has been 
reached. Accordingly, all articles published in Sci
enct'-including editorials. news and comment. and 
book reviews-are signed and reflect the individu<1! 
views of the authors and not official points of view 
adopted by the AAAS or the institutions with wt".ich the 
authors are affiliated. 
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Perspective on Agricultural Research 

Recent commentators on the status of agricultural research have ex
pressed concerns about long-range program priorities. resource aiiocations. 
and the capacity of the system to provide leadership in fundamental aspects 
of the agricultural sciences. The discussions have involved primarily the 
programs of the federally and state-supported research and education 
systerr.. Some critics contend that the system is giving insufficient attention 
to basic research. Others argue that the system has demonstrated its 
cap?..city to adjust and accommodate to new scientific and technological 
developments. Finding a consensus is a priority concern of the Department 
of Agriculture's Science and Education agencies and our partners-the 
state-based institutions. the Agricultural Experiment Stations, and the 
Coop~rative Extension Service. 

Over the next 12 months, our agencies will be taking a new !ook at 
research priorities and directions. An assessmt!nt \viii be made of the long
term food, fiber, and forest products needs for the 21st century a'1d the role 
of science and education in meeting those needs .. A 5-year p!an will then be 
prepared for research, higher education. and extension programs. including 
an examination of (he roles of federal. state, anJ private agencies. 

The Agricultural Research Service has already prepar~d a long-range 
strategic national research plan. Through its Office of Education. it is 
examini:ag the supply-demand picture for agricultural expertise. The Forest 
Service, in ..:ooperation \vith forestry s-.:hoo!s, recently completed a 10-year 
national program of research on forests and associated nngeland,. The 
Cooperative St.He Research Service is looking to n.:vv approaches for 
identifying res1,;arch priorities. The Extensicn s~rvice is compkting a 
comprehensive swdy of its rrogram designed to d1.:veiop guidek1es for its 
activities in the 1980' s and beyond. A common dcnomin~itor 111 ail of these 
studies is a reevaluation of the role of research and development in relation 
to expanding opportunities for in-;titutional-industry interacti,in-; that can 
strengthen our national research and education capaci~y in agriculture. 

This is a time to inknsify the use of the scientific ,~:-,d c::duc.1tioi1al 
resources of the &gricullural community and to fi::d ans\ver:s to critical 
questions. Will it be possible to reduce severe soii erosion and incre:::ise the 
water use efficiency of crops? Will new developments in mcl 1.:cular biology 
provide a much better understanding of genetic linkages to oasic oh:, siologi
cal functions'? \~'hat ne'.v scientific developmenb can be emftO} ed w 
expand the use oi agricultural products and develop new m,,rket s •1 Fi naliy. 
what programs can be instituted to encourage rnorc high-potenti'.d students 
to prepare for c:1reers in the agri,:ultur2.! sciences? Alr, .,c;,. nt\.., Jeveiop
ments ir: plant and animal genetics and in the: fielc of bi,·l·.:g::!~ttiun ~;r--=-r;;i..;c: 
tc increase yields of major food and fiber crops a:id impr-cv..:: the efficien,..:y 
of animal production. Nutrition r,2:;carch mus~ address the -~pt:.:cia! dit:tary 
problems of the more \'U!nerable segments of the population. including 
children and the elderly. Research nwst also be carrieLi out en the effects 
new production practices might have oo the composition of t~e fr,od we eat. 
Other areas needing attention concern the impact of technology on the 
cnvironP.1ent ar.d the effects of ch,rng:ing: social. political. and eccnomie 
conditions oa the qu~1 1ity of family life. especially in n2ra! America. 

Today's budgetary realities may slow a.d;ustments, but \Ve mu<;t prepare 
to seize promising scientific deveiop;11enb in the year:'> ahead and <1pp!y 
them tc our food and fiber production syster.:.. Scientists and insli(utions 
invo!vec.! in agricultural sci~nce and education an.: not on!:. receptive to n~w 
ide2.s. b:.it anxious to 2.dot.1t approaches that s,viii bring stronger rrni:!:-;ui1s. 

The foundation for scien,,:;e J.nd education is strnng within ::he ,i;;ricultt,ral 
scie:1ce,: and has demonstrateJ a caracity for c11ang1.: and prog1,:·--:. Arr·r.: 1•1-

cr,i"1 .:i~ri,:ultt:re is al .. 1 cros:sro,'.J:;; of 1sicnificant proportions. and :tll tr.u-.,,.: 
invol'~·..?C. must re-:x.amine \Va-,> of co!!aboratin~ and mar"h,: ! !inf f''.:,,t~u,c(·-; 

for the '.·ui.Uir::.-r::~v,LLE G.· BENTLE·:·. A..,sistc,lll Secrcwry . .\°( i:·!1cr' und 
Educatiun. Department o(,.c,griculrure. V\l(;:,!zington, D.C. ]0_

75~J. 
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High-Technology Jobs 

Unemployment was a dominant issue in many states in the last election, 
and it could remain so for some years. The oider industries such as steel and 
autos may eventually partially recover. but they face great international 
competition. Governors of states are under pressure to do something that 
promises to lead to more jobs. Many governors are pinning their hopes on 
high-technology industries. \vhich have grown while other industries have 
been stagnant or decaying. The National Governors' Asso(:iation has 
sponsored meetings and committee work on the topic. About half of the 
governors are fostering some kind of activity, such as the formation of an 
advisory council on high technology. in their own states. 

Representing the National Governors· Association, Charles S. Robb of 
• Virginia stated in testimony before a congn~ssional subcommittee* that ·'the 
industrialized world stands on the threshold of a technologicai revolution 
that will change the American way of life and the composition of the 
nation·s work force as much as the industrial revolution did a ct!ntury 
ago .... Our ability to lead this technological revolution. as indeed the 
United States led the industrial revolution a century or so ago, \vill bear 
directly on our share of world markets-2. share th,.t will continue co erode 
unless we act promptly and wisely." Governor Robb also touched on the 
importance of interactions between universities and industries in fostering 
iflnovation in high technology . 

At a juncture at which governors are under pressure to ir.c:-rnsejobs, [hey 
find themselves with limited resources. At !h~ same time, outlays for 
education are large. They are a\.vare cf ac~ivities a.round Routt; 128 in 
Massachusetts nnd near Palo Alto in CJifor:1ia. They have to ask them
selves whether their ,tare universities can do wbt St:1:1fo,·d c.nd the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology have done for their regions. Jf the 
recession continues, other universities can expect incre:1sing pres~iure and 
questions from governors anJ legislators . 

There is a large gap betv,:ecn a bdated recognition ,:,f the importance of 
high technology anJ ;,ichieving something in the way 0fj0b~. TJ;e tramL:nion 
of research into substantive applications usually Lakes a d~cade or more. 
The transformation of small innovati··...-e compani,.:s into g:,,nts ::i.kes time. 
Governors may be we!l ad\·ised and have great plans. but their tenure is 
limited. Many were S\Vept out of offke in the last electi-Jn. Their successors 
will wish to formulate their own progrnms. 

For Rlert states there n'~':•· : ,~ 2 partial solution for some economic 
problems. \ 1lcrny of the high-tecm1c gy (Oi,;pa;;:,..:s c 1.2rrently centered on 
Route 128 or in Silicon Va;L._ d., ~ 100:-~ing el:,cwh-::;-e for expansion ;:,s costs 
of labor. housing, and land have become excessive. A ::.:ongn::s-,ionai staff 
studyt describes responses of 671 companies to a questionnaire concerning 
factors that influence their decisions to locate facilities. 

The high-technology companies are science-based. R(:se:1rch and devel
opment outputs are more importZint to them than to other rnanufactering 
industries. ;'l.{ajor determinants ::1 their decisions to locate facilities include 
availability of skilled lab0r, labor costs. and state and local t:Jxes. Other 
factors include community attitudes, costs of r,roperty and construction. 
transportation systems. avaibble area Cor expansion. goocl schools, and 
proximity to recre:.itionai and culturnl cesouf'\::es. The study illdicates that 
high-technology companits plar. to expand at highest rntes :n the :Vt id'.vest. 
Southeast, Southwest. and l\lour.tain and ?iains states. Where they ,vill 
actually locate may \veil depcr..d on local initiatives. Michigan. North 
Carolina, and Arizona havi:' been es:)eci::ii!y ~·,ctivc in s,..:eking to foster high 
technology and an.: mee[ir.g with .some ~-uc,...::.:ss. In the ma_jority uf states 
there has been more talk than actic.,.-l'l-rn.tl' I-:. :.\,B:.:L~ON 

*Testimon•: before th.: Suhcomrnn'.ee ,'P Sc:,::nce. Re~;,,·;tri..:h :,::J T·~,:h,,li!or.v. Cl1mmitt:::c on 
Science ~nd Tec:nnc,I,:.:~' L'.:~. Hnu,.: or f\cr;-,~_,,;n::,ti'.(~. 29 .--'.;:-,rd )li~~ ;"':· 1_.u...:ati,,11 or high 
t~chnulu::•,· finns Zti:._i 1~t..:ion~:! t:•..:on,·rnl...: ·(...:\ei,)~n1t:r:t." ~·.;rf -.;r 11i\\' :;i·,·~-:u·· 1 ft>!" c:1e S11~..:L,n11nit
tec on ~fl1netaty anJ Fi~~cal r'oti.;\·. Join, E:coP•'n1'C (",)r,,.i11ttc~. l le, .. ~ L:·:::. 
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E:I OTECHNOI_OGY' RESEARCH CE.NTER 

1. Objectives: 

The basic goal of the Biotechnology Research Center is 
to bring together the academic and private sectors~ with the 
suppm-t of state gover-nment, to bui 1 d the research and 
educ c:.-:i. t i on 2. l pr o gr· ams th c1. t i,..1 i 1 l cont r- i but e to t he e can om i c 
gr-owth of Mi nnesot~:-_ ·i:hr·ough the devel opmE•nt of new 
biotechnology-based industry. We intend to 

Optimize the utilization of scarce resources of tra.ined 
people and facilities through cooper~tive research 
p1-ogr arns; 

Build on existing nodes of excellence in order to achieve 
the critical mass necess3ry for state-of-the-art 
resec:1rch; 

Facilitate collaboration between university and 
industrial researchers; 

Educate people to understand and p2rticipate productively 
in new developments in biotechnology. 

The Bi~technology Center will include researchers an~ 
associated facilities in b2sic biology, engineering~ 
.:HJ r i cu J t u r e ~ on d the he 2. l th s c i enc es . Em p has i s ;:Ji 1 1 be on 
oasic r~se2rch and education that will lead to the 
scientific 2~d manpower b~se required for the develooment of 
n E+, b i c, -t e ch n D l o c;; y i n dust r y . Potent i a 1 a r- e 2. s of de v e 1 op r:-1 E.· n t 
ir.clu.de 

;·101 ecul r.: .. r Mpproaches to pl .::•.r-,t and -::.'.n i mal br-eed i rig 

Micrcbial and biochemical 2ngineering 
Human and ~eterinary pharmaceuticals 
8 i on,-:: d i c ,::d d e vi c es 
Ne~-.J cl in ·i cal di 2gnost i c appr-oaches 
Microbial approaches to pollution control 

The Uni \/Ei-si ty of Minnesota, h2•.s an e>~tremel y broad 
r an g e o -f h i g h q u a. l i t y r- e ==· e c.:.. r c :-i p r c:, ~v-- E\ ms i n b i u c h er: i i s ·c r y ~ 

genetics~ microbiology~ chemical, me~hanical, 2nd el~ctrical 
en g i nee r~ i n g , a gr on o rn y and p 1 an t g en et i cs ~ v 1::d: .. f~ r j_ n 2 r y 
biology, immunology, laboratory medicine; surgery~ 2nd 
pharm.~col ogy. Tht=·se are cor1-:pl E·mented D)' major state 2nd 
r8gional cGmpanies involved in the development, manufacture~ 
and sale of agricultural commcdities, foodstuffs, 
ph~rmaceuticals, ~edical products, and biomedical devices. 
In addition, numer·ous sm-31121- ·.'-·i.ni-iS are spr-inging up that 
2re attempting to commerci~li2E new development~ 1n 
t- E c om b i n an t D N f'.."'-l t c:.- c ;·1 n o }_ o g y ,: i !Ti ,11 u n o ! o ,;_i y , c, n d c l i n i c a l 
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f o 1 1 o ~" i n g a r- e c.i s : 

Microbial transformations 
F'J. ant mol ecul a,- biology 
F'h2trm21col ogy 
Animal breeding 
Biomass conversion 
Biomedical devices and biomaterials 
Clinical di ar:.FiDst i cs 
Immunology and monoclonal antibodies 

4. Other biotechnology centers 

Recent e:< c i tement about the sci. E•n:.:. if i c and econor.~i c 
potential of recombinant DNA technology has led to the 
estd.bl i shnient of a number of i ndustry--uni vErsi ty progr3ms. 
The Monsanto programs at Harvard and Washington University, 
the Whitehead Institute at MIT, and the Center for 
Biotechnology Research at Stanford and the University of 
Cc:diforni-:3., E1erkeley!'I sponsored by Engenics, h2,ve drai.....in the 
mcst attention. Lehigh University has established a 
Bi ob.=:·•chnol ogy F~esearch Center f ocusE=d on industrial 
rri c:r·obi ol ogy~ <?.nd the University of M2r":,l 2nd E:a.l ti mor-e 
C ou n t: y h c:'- :..:: d:? v 2 l oped a. n un c 2 !~gr 2. du 2. t e p ,- o c~w am i n 2. pp 1 i e d 
mc!ecular bi □ lQgy. A substantial nunbcr of academic 
re=· e c:U' c he,,.. s , not 3. tJ 1 y 2 t Ha. r var d , 
and Wisconsin, have participated 
aenetic engi~eering companies. 

MIT, Stanford, California, 
in the establishment of 

H m~H::- v t::T , t o th e b est: a f o Lu- kn at•J l c, d c: G ~ o :1 1 ~1 /'-1 o ,- t h 
C '='· r o 1 i n c\ !-1 ~\ s pr- op o s e d a un i v er s i t y- i n cu st r y-g over-nm en t 
co)l?~ □ration of the scope envisioned ~2re. Like cur 
efforts, it is new and still on a small sc2le; but it is 
~ctivated by the same perception that concerted effort can 
have a majc,r i 1np2.ct on the state econorny. This E?mph,:?-.si s on 
arr· ,'=1 n g 2 m 2 n t s th at ~...., i 1 l h ave b r o ad b 2 !7 e f i t s , r -=\ t :-i er t h an 
being adv2ntageous only to a single company or 2 small group 
Df r-esear-cher 3, seems both nO\.!el and p 2,rt i cul a.r ~- v 
~pp:- op r i ate to the soc i a J. and po 1 i t i r. a l v ?. l u e ~- of ih 1 111 (;;;:sot a . 

Qua=:::.l i ty of the '_Jni versi ty of Minnesota: The nei.&J resDur-ces 
will enhance already strong programs and enable so~e 
t y f-H? s of t- es e €1 r ch th 2-. t c an not no ~·J be done because of 
l&ck of 2ppropriate facilities or suf~icient 
personnel. The coordinating activities of the Center 
i,.,1ill ca.taly;:e collc\bor-at.ions 2.nd a.ssure e-i-fjcient use 
of r- es cur c es . I n creased i n t er 2. ct. i on s ~•Ji th i n du=: tr ':I 
~.aJ i l 1 1 e 2 d to n e y.J i de as and E> :-~ c: h ::, n g e of per son n ci l ,?t n d 
facilities. The existence of the Center will bring 
favorable publicity to the University, enhancing our 
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ability to attract outstanding faculty and students 
and to garner external support. 

Jobs: The new research ideas and trained personnel will 
lead to many new jobs~ if past experjence with high 
technology is any indication. As new companies are 
formed and existing ones·expand~ employment 
opportunities ar2 created not just for scientists and 
managers, but also for people involved in production, 
marketing, clPrical and accounting work, maintenance, 
and constr·uct ion .. 

Business: Continued economic heal th~ f 01·- Minnesota and 
for the United States~ depends on the commercial 
development of new =-cientif1c and t2chnical idec1s. 
Traditionally, business has depe0ded on the 
u n i. \,'er s i t i es f or new i d ea s and tr a i n e d p E-:? op 1 e . Tod a y 
these needs have become even more urgent. In 
biotechnology, ideas are emerging so rapidly that more 
efficient commun i c 2 i:: ion beb-;een uni v2rsi t. ';/ and 
industria.l labo,-atories. is impet-ative. In r-ecombinant 
DNA technolor3y and ·fermentation engi;-,eering, the 
shortage of quali-:ied scientis.ts is severr-:-ly hamperinq 
industrial growth. The new educational and 
co,nmL,nicaticr1s pr-oc_:;rams~ and the e>:changes bet~-..;e<2r, 
unive~sity and industrial researchers that the CEnter 
~·1 i l "L d e \/ e l op , sh o u 1 d p r- o v i d e t 1-1 e c o l l 2. t. c r c_( t i v c' C:\ n d 
consult. 2, t 1 ve 2.rr- 2.ng ernent s that b usi rie :5-s needs -;- oi-

con ti rL.:ed gi--m-.ith .. 

Prestige: Biotechnology is one of 
devel opme·nt;:; of recent ti mes. 
revolutionize many industrial~ 

the most exciting 
It s2:?rT1s likely to 

agr j cultural~ 2nd 
medical processes. Those states that are leaders in 
□ iotechnology wi!l achieve not only economic power~ 
but 2.1 so th,"? stature that comes wi t'.1 rr:.:coc;;ni zeJ 
accomplishment by industry, university, and governffient 
working together in setting a model for others. 
Succ~,s<:::;fu.1 imp!e:nentation of the Bi.ot,::::,,=hi,ology Cent2r 
wi 11 mai nt2' __ :_ :-·: c:-1:,j 2,-ii,2.nce t·ii nnesot.6 •• s a.~ recid'/ fine 
i-·C?putc:,tion foi- .1:--1tallectual~ p-::;l~.t::::.al~ i:H1d ·soci.;d 
innovc-..i:ion. 

6. Pl~ns o+ the Bio~echnology Center 

F..:esee.rch and ec!uc at i or·: Ne1°" r esee.r ch f 2c i lit i es, 
r- e ;-:i l a c .•:::i m 2 :1 t of ob so 1 es c r2 n t e q u i p rn en t !' r en o \/ 2,.. t i on o ·i 
s p ace ~ 2. no seed mo n e '/ f o t- n e t·J r e ~ E· 2. r ch vent u r es 2. I"- e 
i"- e qui r e d to conduct modern res ea,- ch i n b i o t e c 11 no l o g Y 
at the U of M. Sophi sti cc=-.ted ec;u:i. i:mer:t:. t';li 11 be 
available to industrial as well as ~cacEm1c 
researchers in cooperative venturesa Increased 
fellowship support~ and some new laboratory and degree 



programs, are need2d to train young scientists for 
work in biotechnologyv 

*Pilot plant sc:ale fermentation facilities 
*Research equipment 
*Remodelling of laboratory space 
*Competitive grants program 
*Predoctoral and postdoctoral fellowships 
*Equipment for recombinant DNA lab instruction 
*InstrGction2l program in fermentation engineering 

Uni versi t·,'-i ndustry coll abrn-z:;ti on: New cooperative 
.educational ventures between university and industry 
will be developed. A program of Corporate Fellowships 
will bring industrial scientists into university 
l abor-atori es to learn ne~AJ research nethods and i deas!I 
while university f c<.cul ty may al so ta.ke sabbatical 
leaves in industrial laboratories. The UNITE system 
t-'J i 1 1 be e >~ pan ci e d to i n c l u de the St . Pa u i c c:-. mp us and 
the Health Sciences, and biotechnology industry. Joint 
university-industry conferences and lectures will be 
developed. A cataloging of biotechnology research 
activity in Minnesot.2. will be begun~ to enhance 
communication among research~rsw 

* I n dust r y / u n i vet- s i t y s 2 b b c"1 t i ca 1 e ~< ch an g e programs 
*Corporate fellowshi~s 
*Ccope~ative work-study progr~ms 
*Extend UNITE system 
*S:1onsor con-ferences on biotechnology topics 
* I n dust,~ /- u n i v e-- s j t y j o i 11 t sponsor sh i p of 1 e ct u r es 
%Development of regional biotechnology data base 

Topic ai~eas;; 

earlier. 
The 

They 
major scientific 
include 

areas nave b2en 1 i st ed 

:tf"iol ecul c,r 
*Microbial 
*Hum-::,n and 

appro2ches to plant and animal 
and biochemical engineering 
veterinary pharmaceuticals 

*Bi o 1,H.? d i c a i de vi ct:? s 
#New clinical diagnostic approaches 
*Microbial approaches ~o pollutioG c □ntral 

breed j_ ng 

These 2re 311 areas of current strength, but ones 
\.-'J her 2 n e w res our c es an ci e ;-i ha n c e d c o 1 ] =, b or at i on v~ OIJ 1 d 
produce r~al 0xcellence. 

7. Management of the Center 

The cvE:ral l super-vision of the Bi ot2chnol ogy Center 
v,1i 11 be the r 2spon'=:=, i bi lit y of 2.n Advisory Coun c i 1 5 

consisting o~ the dsans of the involved colleges of the 
Uni \/ersi ty, r epresent.Bti ves of biotechnology-related 
i n,justry ~ 2.nd the p• ... tb 1 :i. c ~ The D1 rector of the Cent er 1,~.1i 11 be 
a faculty ~ember ~f t~e University, appointed by the 



.;_,.·_',·_•·; ;f:; 

· . ...,,. 

F' res i den t . 1 he Adv i so r y Co u n c 1 l ~ or an E >: e cut i v e Comm i t tee 
the:reuf, sh2.l 1 in consultation 1.;.ri th the Direct or appoint 
such committees or task fol""'ces as are necessary to carry out 
tt1e vmrk of the Center.. The rnan.3gement structure must be 
approved by the Board of Regents. 

8. Growth plan and budget 

We shall begin by emphasizing the research 
collaboration and educati □n8l aspects cf the program, that 
can be accomp 1 :i :5hed v-Ji th out large investment, and by 
2cqui ring ~-ome neces.sary f aci l i ti es and equipment. As 
match i n g c on tr i but i on s grow !I ~•J e !,..,, i 1 l 2. t t empt to bu i 1 d an 
encio~·unent for· t\•JO pr·of essori al chai t--s. in fields rel a.ted to 
biotechnology, to attract internationally prominent 
s c i ~· n t :i. =· t s t o the Un i v er s i t y i-\1 ho ~"" i l l serve as f o c i f or the 
program. With the exception of these two positions, we will 
r Io t seek to add mo r e f 2 cul t y th r o ugh t h i s pro g r am !I b Ll t 
rather to maximize the effectiveness of existing academic 
E, n d i r.., du :::: tr i . .=\ l s c i en t i st s . Th i s ~·, i J. l be 8 cc om D 1 i shed by 
fostering communication and collaboration, by providing 
research s~p~ort through ·fellowships and a competitive 
grants program, by devising ~ew educational programs, and by 
s pc, n s c !' • i n g i n dust r y-u n i v er s i t y e ;.: ch ~sl g es . 



CBS FACULTY MEETING 
239 Gertner 

Friday, February 11, 1983 
3:30 p.m. 

f-ubject: The Development of ..7ermentation Biology and Technology 
at the University of Ninnesota 

For the past two or three years, in concert with college long-ranGe 
plans, CBS faculty □embers have been involved in numerous discussions 
with their colleagues in other colleges relating to the development of 
biotechnology at ti1e University. In a vari2.ty of formal &nd informal 
meetings these discussions have also been extended to involve many 
members of the local industrial corr .. munity. They resulted 1n the devel
opment of a Biotechnology Research Center at the University which is 
chaired by Dr. V. Bloowfield. 

In the past week the Minnesota High Technology Council, a lobbying 
support group for the University which consist: of rcprGsentatives from 
many major Minnesota corporations, urged the \7ice President to give his 
approval for their lobbying at the legislature in behalf of funding for 
biotechnology. The Vice President ag~eed, under circumstances which I 
shall relay to you at the fac~lty meeting. Subsequently, a few faculty 
ne::aoers we.re called together to detennine wr,at i:i.itial inforiJ1ation could 
'be provided to the High ·.r2chr..olo~y Co;1.71c:i.l t:o r;1al:.8 thei:r efforts m1?.a12-
ingful. The attached three page3 vere develcp~d in an area which voulcl 
invclve faculty members from many different colleJes. 

The purpose o=~ the faculty meet:ir:g :f_s to discuss the ::ole CBS 
shculd pJ.ay in this r:.ew opport.uniry. ::?aculr.y 1:::e::':iers from or:ber in
terested colleges will 21s0 be p:esent. 



Develop~ent of Fermentation Technology at the University of Minnesota 

1. To establish as rapidly as possible a training program in 
Biot8chno1ogy using newly hired Core personnel and faculty 
from cooperating departments. 

2. To develop a high ;Jal~ty research program which will serve 
as a resource for fostering new industrial development in 
Minnesota as we~l as training technical personnel. 

Fermentation Technology - The Core 

Computer contro11ed fermentation facility 
Centrifuges 
Ultra filtration unit 
ChPmica·1 e)(traction and recovery equipment 
Cell dryers and freeze dryers 
Preparation room and equipment 
Culture culti 1.'ation room and equipment 
Steri ~ i ze;--·s 
~ashers and dryers 
Dev21opm2nt of laboratory space 

Immob"il i zed enzymes in cells 
St-eptomyces microbiologist 
Mycologist 
Ferme~~a~io~ microbiologist 
Tissue Culture specialist - Plant 
Tissue Culture specialist - Animal 
Product Recovery expert 

Tech~ici~ns to serve f2cility (2) 
Grad Student st~ pends {12) 
Post Docs (6) 
Secr'-)ta d a 1 ( 2) 

$1)000,000 
35,000 
25,000 

100,000 
100,000 

50,000 
20~000 
G0,000 

100,000 
500)000 

Sa1ary and 
Fringe Benefits 

$ 7~:~000 1~ 

40,000 
40,000 
40,0QO 
40,000 
40,000 
40,000 

$ ~rn, ooo 
90,000 

120~000 
30,000 

$1-;990,000 

$ 280,000 

$2,582,000 

*·;he $72,000 i tern is to cover the sa 1 a ry of a Di rec tor. Depending on 
the disciplinary area of the Director! the sum could b2 ~ttached to 
any one of the other specialists Viat are identifh:d. 
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KEEPING THE PRODUCER IN BUSINESS 
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GOVERNOR'S ADVISORY COMMISSION ON AGRIPROCESSING 

KEEPING THE PRODUCER IN BUSINESS TASK FORCE 

Minnesota Commoditv Exports 

Instate Tanning of Beef Hides 

Beef leather has survived the competition of 
plastics. Beef hides processing tanning and 
manufacturing of all leather goods increase in value 
and provide jobs in Minnesota. Japan representatives 
stopped at the plant in North Redwood and by looking 
at a sample of hide were able to tell geographically 
where it was from and also the sex, age and breed of 
the animal. 

Instate tanneries would stop related jobs and 
transportation of three car loads of hides from one 
plant per week to Germany and Japan. 

Pollution Control Agency would have to find a way to 
accept tanneries in the state. 

Air Freight Quality Processed Beef 

Pas. 

Neg. 

Out-of-state locker plants process fresh quality 
identified boxed meat. Ship by truck on schedule to 
Minneapolis/St. Paul air freight port--fly to new 
pilot project distributing markets worldwide. 

Young bull beef may be in demand over steers in 
certain markets. 

Trade barriers on beef in foreign countries. Horses 
slaughtered at Blaine, Minnesota -- 40i ® lb. live 
weight boxed fresh horse meat shipped to O'Hare 
Airport by truck -- 40e@ lb. air freight to France 
and fresh horse meat consumed in France within seven 
days of slaughter. 

Catfish air freight daily to Texas from Iceland. 
Shrimp and Lobster air freight daily from Gulf to 
North Dakota. Fresh turkey meat air freight from 
Willmar to East Coast. 



3. 

4. 

5 . 

6. 

Grain Pipe Line 

Pas. Certain areas utilize movement of grain through 
pipelines. Provide jobs to build lines, as in 
Denmark. New service to isolated transportation 
areas. Save Minnesota roads. 

Neg. Pipeline would compete with truck and rail 
transportation. 

Sell Minnesota Agriculture Products on Direct Basis to 
Foreign Countires 

Pas. Cattle, hogs, sheep, turkeys and specialty crops 
sell direct. 

Neg. Transportation -- difficulty in finding and 
establishing markets. 

Councils and Commodity Associations 

Pas. Keep Governor's office informed of all trade groups 
and their schedules coming to Minnesota. 

Neg. Governor would be unable to meet with all of them. 

Sheep Industry -- Feed and Sell Buck Lambs 

Pas. Buck Lambs more muscle -- less fat. Consumers like 
them better. Potential use of pelts for leather. 

Neg. Difficulty to establish a wide demand and change 
habits of the trade. 

Watertown, South Dakota, is building new sheep 
slaughter plant. 

7. Sunflower Seed Oil as Fuel 

Pas. 12 acres of sunflower oil provides fuel for 320-acre 
farm from on-farm crusher. 

Neg. Cost of crusher hard to amortize. 

-2-
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9. 

10. 

Governor Host Importing Embassy Representatives 

Pas. Personally invite foreign importing countries, Show 
them what we have to sell in Minnesota, ask them what 
they can use and in what form and type of 
transportation. Offer to barter to open some doors. 

Neg. Big load for the Governor to carry and time consuming. 

Rabbit Industry 

Pas. Building a processing plant in Goodhue. There is a 
commercial operation by Bird Island. It is the 
fastest growing 4-H project. Rex rabbits are used for 
fur and white rabbits are used for meat. 600 rabbits 
can provide a family living and cost about $10.00 a 
piece to start. It would create jobs for processing 
and feed industry. 

Neg. Establishing wide use and acceptability. 

Encourage Corn Processing Plants at Marshall and Mankato 

2/9/83 
0334j 
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An additional recommendation of the Keeping the Producer 
in Business Task Force was the adoption of the Minimum 
Price Commodity Bill. While the Commission feels that 
the discussion of this issue has been very valuable in 
drawing attention to the farmers plight, the individual 
members have not had time as yet to fully read and 
understand the bill and its ramifications. A copy of the 
proposed bill is attached. 
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PRELll-IDD\RY DRAFT 1/28/83 

A bill for an act 

relating to agriculture; providing for the prevention 
of econcrni.c waste in the rre.rketing of certain agri
cultural crops produced in Minnesota by establishing 
minirm:rn prices; providing for supply managerent and. 
orderly marketing, administration, and enforc:aremt: 
irrposing a penalty; proposing ne.-1 law coded in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 17. 

BE IT EN.nCrED F3Y THE LEGISI.ATURE OF ;L'HE S'rNI'E OF MINNEsorA: 

Section 1. (m:;ISIATIVE IlmNr.) 

Sections 2 to 7 are enacted in the exercise of the p::wer of the state 

to protect and further the public heal th and welfare. It is declared that 

Minnesota agriculture is affected with a public interest in that: 

(a} The production, processing, and distribution of agricultural products 

cx:mstitute a paranount industry of this state which provides substantial 

required revenues for the state and its political sul:xlivisions, provides 

anployrrent and. a ireans of livelihood for a substantial i:ortion of the p:,pu

lation of Minnesota, and furnishes essential fcx:ds that are vital to the 

public health and welfare; 

(b) D.lring t.irres when the state's producers have received parity prices 

for their ccmrcdities, the econany of the entire state has prospered. Parit-.1 

prices prcrrote balanced econanic grcwth because the inccrre earned fran agri

cultural production has a multiplier effect in the state econa:ny by creating 

rrore jobs and tax revenue as rcn-1 o::::nm::::dities are rrarketed, processed, and 

dis tril,J ted. 

(c) 'The stabilization, m3intcnance, and expansion of r-tinnesota agriculture 

and darestic and foreign rra.rkets for its products are necessary to assure 

the cx:msuming public an adequate supply of fcx::ds which are indispensable in 

a proper human diet,, to protect for the state and its political sul:xUvisions 

1 



a necessary source of tax revenue, to provide and maintain an adequate 

starrlard of living for a large segment of Minnesota's population, to 

maintain proper incane levels for those engaged in agrkulture, and to 

maintain existing Efl1PlO'_t'ITent; and 

{d) The inability of individual prod.ucers to secure a reasonable return 

and parity for i•ii.nnesota grown agricultural prod.ucts prevents prod.ucers fron 

maintaining a reasonable standard of living, increases econanic insecurity 

due to unarploynent, and is a rratter of general interest and roncem 

requiring appropriate action by the state to reduce unerrployroont, financial 

depression, and eroncmic instability. The depressed ina:ne of agricultural 

prod.ucers has resulted in a rrarke:1 decrease in the number of prooucers and 

is a deterrent to young persons engaging in agriculture. 

An arergency nON exists resulting fron the depressed condition of agri

culture in this state and particularly the loss of ino:::r.e to those engaged 

in t.~e pro:J.uction of agricultural prod.ucts. As a result, the progra"ll estab-

lished in sections 2 to 7 ~ with. all delibera~speed, with 
\ ~-~~r 'ro-C:-

the inter1t of providing prcduce.cs-th~hanalt:o earn 100 .e::-rcent of parity in 

the marketplace. 

Sec. 2. (17.703) (DEFINITICNS.) 

Subdivision 1. (SCOPE.) For the pur?Qses of sec--...ions 2 to 7, the te.nns 

defined in this section have the meanings given t.11em. 

Sub:1. 2. (AGRIQJLTURl\L CO:·tDDITY.) "Agricultural carm:dity" ~ans milk, 

rom, soybeans, wheat, oats, rye, barley, buckwheat, flaxseed, sunflcwers, 

sorghum, peas, beans, or any ot.1.er ccmro::li ty as determined 'ey the ccr:mi.ssioner. 

Suro. 3. (srATEWIDE AVERl\GE O:Un'Y I.(lAN RATE.) "Stater.cide average a:,unty 

loan rate" imans the average of all rounty loan rates in the state. 

Su.1::d. 4. (canISSIO:IBR.) "Carr.tissioner" maans the carr:tissioner of 

agriculture. 

Suro. 5. (COlNfY I.OJ\:'-i PJ\TE.) "Count-.1 loan rate" r.eans the arrount of r.oney 

the United States der-,artment of agriculture will loan per bushel on an agri

cultural a::rrr.o:lity in each county of the state. 

Suro. 6. (PERSCN.) "Person" means an L-tdividual, coq::oration, partnership._ 

trust, association, O:::O[)""Jative asscciation, or other business unit or [ 

organization. 

2 
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Sub:l. 7. (PJO:ESSOR.) "Processor" rrean.s a person \o,tx, buys or takes 

title to or i:ossession of an agricultural a:mrc:xlity identified in sub:livision 

2 for the purp:,se of processing or manufacturing it, or selling,· reselling, 

or redeliverinJ it in its original or processe.1 form, including a fe.t'SOO or 

exchange that conducts such a business and a person or exchange that buys 

the cx::rrm:xlity frcm the prcxlucer for the :p.irp:,se of reselling it to a person 

or exchange that a:mducts such a business. 

sutd. 8. (Pror:o:::ER.) "Prc:x:rucer" rreans any person who is engaged in the 

hlsiness of grc,...,ing or producing any agricultural o:nm::xli ties within the 

state or arr/ sharemlder of the o:rrm:xllties. 

Sub:i. 9. {NJR!.D O\RRYGVER sn:x:KS.) ''N::lrld carryover stocks" rreans the 

total quantity of 'NOrld stocks of any agricultural a:mrodity in excess of 

o::msurption or utilization on an annual basis. 

Su.bi. 10. {l'l)RID USE.) "N:,rld use" rreans total w':>rld consumption or 

utilization of any agricultural ccrnrodity on an annual basis. 

Sec. 3. (17. 704) (MINJ.HtM PRICE.) 

Sul::division 1. (ALmIORITY OF Cl'.l'MISSIONER.) The ccmni.ssioner shall J( 

establish the min.irnum price of any agricultural o:::nm::xlity listed in section 2, 

sub:livision 2 acrording to the provisions of this section. The minimum 

price established by the a:::rnnissioner shall apply to all grades and types 

of the o:rnn:::xlity produced, bought, or sold in the state subject to nonral 

price differentials reflecting grades and quality. 

Subd. 2. (MINr•1lr-i PRICE TRIGGER.) The minimum price of an agricultural 

a::mn::xlity listed in section 2, sul:::d.ivision 2 shall be effective when at lea.st 

60 percent of the previous year's United States production of the a:rnrodity, 

including the volurre oft.he o:::rrm:xlit:f produced in the state, is subject to 

a mi.ni.rnurn price equal't.o the miniroun price established in the state under 

section 3, sub:iivision 1. 

Subd. 3. t~IMUM PRICE LIMITS.) The min.iroum price established by 

the cormissioner for an agricultural o:nm::x:lity, except sunflcwers, shall 

not be less than 80 percent of parity nor greater than 100 percent of parity 

as defined by Unitro States Code, title 7, section 1301, as in effect on 

the date of enact:rrent of this act. The rni.nirnurn price established by the 

3 



a::mnissioner for sunfla,.,,ers shall not be less than 80 percent of parity nor 

greater than 100 percent of parity as determined by the carrn.issioner. 

Sul::d. 4. (COtJNIY MINnffl PRICES.) The m.i.nirnun price established by 

the o::rnnissioner for an agricultural o::nm::xlity for a county shall not be 

less than the .Proo~ of t.1.e state m.i.nirm.:.m price for that cx::nm:xlity divided 
'rt,....-f--.f<.-, .£4~,.; S-D -C,.,, L ~ <..~ '1 

by the statewide average rounty loan rate, rrn.tl.tiplied by the county loan 

rate of the county in question. For rou.,ties in which oo councy loan rates ? 

are available, the o::mnissioner shall determine transportation adjustments 

based on norrral price differentials. 

Sul::d. 5. (MTE FOR DETEFMINATICN OF MIN1M.M PRICE.) The o::rnnissioner 

shall establish the mi.nirrn..:im price within ten days after the effective date 

of this act, base:i on the parity price, as defined in section 3, subdivision 

3, in effect on or before February 1 of the year of enactrrent and on or 

before February 1 of each year thereafter. 

_ Suro. 6. (r (IN]}ffl PRICE NOI'IFICATICN AND PEI'ITICN.) The cornnissioner 

shall J?l-lblish notice of the establishrre.nt of a:ey rnin.im.lrn price in the 

state register. Minimum prices established by the o::mnissioner arrl the 

procedures established by the o:mnissioner for payrrent of the checkoff fees, 

as authorized urrler section_, sul:x:livision 2, shall oot be subject to 

the provisions of the administrative procedures act, Minn. Stat.§ 14.01, 

et seg: (1982). The ccnmissioner, h:::wever, shall IT'a.Ultain all data utilized 

in determining eac.l-i minimum price arrl cher-..koff procedure. Any person 

aggrieved by such price or procedure as determined by the a:rnnissioner may, 

within 30 days of the publication of t.,at price or procedure, petition the 

district court for judicial revie.v thereof. Upon notice of the petition, 

the c:.:mnissioner shall file with the district court a copy of all data 

utilized, which data shall constitute the record for review by the district 

court. 

Sec. 4. (17.705) (SUPPLY l·~\lAQ::-1.uIT A.'l\10 ORDERLY MARKETING.) 

Sutdivision 1. (TRIGGER.) For any cx:mn:xlity listed in section 2, 

sub:li.vision 5, if world carryover stocks as a percent of total world use for 

that o:rarodity exceed by 25 percent the previous 20-year average of \-iOrld can 

over stocks as a percentage of total w:,rld use of the c:x::nm::x:li ty, tJ1e 

carr.ti.ssioner shall irrplerrent supply managarent or orderly !11clrl<eting procedure,L1 

as provided in sul:division 3, within 24 rronths. 

4 
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Surxi. 2. (ALTERNATE TRIGGER.) Notwithstarding subdivision 1, the 

c:x::mnissioner shall i.rrplarent supply managarent or orderly marketing procedures, 

M provided in sub:iivision 3, if the a:mnissioner determines that the volurre 

of production of a o::.rmcdity listed in section 2, sul:division 5 threatens, or 

is likely to threaten, the productivity of the state's agricultural land 

and is disrupting, or is likely to disrupt, normal marketing patterns. 

Sub:i. 3. (SUPPLY MANAGE1-1ENI' AND MARKE.TIN:; PPJ:X:'.E[;(JRES.) The o::mni.ssioner, 

after consultation with the state's agricultural producers and their repre

sentatives, shall adopt supply manage-rent or orderly marketing procedures 

which establish the production history of each far::m producing the o:::rmodity 

involved. such proce:lures shall rot be subject to the provisions of the 

administrative procedures act, Minn. Stat.§ 14.01 et. seq. (1982). Arty 

adjustrrent of product:ion or rrarket shares shall be on a pro rata basis arrong 

all producers of the ccrnn:xlity invoived. '111e rragnitude of the pro rata 

adjust:rrent shall be sufficient to protect the productivity of the state's 

agricultural land arrl prevent the disruption of ronna.l marketing patterns. 

Suro. 4 • (VEro BY LEGISL?filJRE OR ProDOCERS.) '111e supply rranaganent or 

orderly marketing :rules auth:>rizerl in sul::division 3 shall beo::xre effective 

30 days after being adopted by the ccmnissioner unless, within the 30-day 

pe.ricd (a) b::>th houses of the Legislature, in regular or special session, 

accpt, 'uf an affi.z:n,.tive vote of a rrajority of those present and voting in 

each oouse, a resolution stating in substance that the t...u rouses do not 

favor the rules, in which case the rules shall be withdrawn by the ccmnissioner, 

or (b) 25 p:rrcent of the state's r:,rcducers of the ccrrr:n:lity involved petition 

the carmissioner for a referendum on the rules. 

Not later than 30 days after receipt and validation of a petition under 

clause (b} , the c:xmnissioner shall autJ10rize a referendum to be conducted 

'of secret ballot. Any state prcducer of the o:::r.mxlity involve:!. is eligible 

to vote in the referendum. If a rrajority of the producers voting in the 

referendum vote against the rules, they shall be withdra-wn by the o:::.wri.ssioner 

arrl the mi.n.imJm price for the mrrm::x:lity involved, as authorized in section 2, 

sul:xlivision 5, shall not be applicable for the year during which the rules 

wUUld have been in force. 

5 



Sul::x:1. 5. ( RErATirn 'IO PIANI'JNG PERIOCS.) The supply rnanagerrent or 

orderly mrrketing rules auth::>rized in sul:xilvision 3 shall beo:xne effective 

not less than 180 days before the beginning of the planting pericd for 

the o::mn:xlity involve::i, or not less than 180 days before the beginning of 

the calendar year, whichever is appropriate, if the ccmni.ssioner determines 

that the irplarentation of the rules is likely to have no o::rnparative 

disadvantage for st.ate prod.uce.rs of the a::r.rrodity involve::i. 

Sec. 5. (17. 706) (~1FOFCEJ·lElll'.} 

Sub:i.i.vision 1. (RES'I'RA1:'lD1G ORDER.) 'nie o::.unissioner shall rronitor 

cairro:lity transactions. Upon reasonable cause to believe that an ongoing 

violation of sections 2 to 7 is cccurring or that a violation nay oo:ur, 

and up:m notification to the P3,Ity involved, the o::mnissioner shall issue 

an order to restrain the violation, which shall remain in effect for ten 

,..orking days during which tirre the carmissio:1er will seek a permanent 

restraining order in a o::iurt of proper jurisdiction. 

Within 60 days of a rep::,rted violation of sections 2 to 7, the a:::r.mi.ssion
1
U 

shall initiate proceedings to detenn.ine if a violation has occurred. If a 

violation has occurred, the a::mnissioner rra.y negotiate a settlement with. tl1e 

offending party, including payrre..'1t of a fine or penalty in an arrount not 

less than the difference bet:we=>-.-n the lc,.,;er price and the established m.in.i.mum 

price for the carncdi.ty involved. If a settlement cannot be reached within 

60 days, the attorney general shall take other appropriate legal action. 

Sec. 6. (17. 707) (Em1P'I' TP-]\NSACTICT-1S.) 

., ' Sections 2 to 7 do not apply to a prcducer who sells a a:mrod.ity directly 

Jrfr to a consurer or processor outside of tr.e state, or to a person who sell/ 

,J_..l ~l:'J for use as seeds. L---- . !['sec. 7. (17. 708) (PENALTIES.) 

X J" \t-A p:rrson rray not sell to arotl-P..x and a person rray not purchase f.rcrn anotl 

j' ~ an agricultural c:,cra,oiity listed :in section 2, subdivision 5 for less than 

\../ minimum price rrost recently set by the o:::mnissioner. A violation of sections 

2 to 7 is a gross r.usdar,p__anor. 

6 
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Sec. _ (FEES 'IO DEFPAY ACMINISTPATIVE ccsrs.) 

Sul:xlivision 1. (cmx:::::KOFF FEES.) For the purp::,se of providing funds to 

defray the expenses incurred. by the ccrrmi.ssioner in administering the pro

visions of this act, the a:::nmissioner shall establish a checkoff fee in an 

arrount equal to one-tenth of one percent of the local market value at the 

first p:,int of sale of the prcx:3.uction of each agricultural a:rrm:xlity for which 

a mi:nirtu.nl price is in effect. 

SUl:d. 2. (PAYMENr.) The o:mnissioner shall establish the procedure for 

the tinely paym:mt of the checkoff fee by the prcx:3.ucer and publish legal notice 

of such procedure rot later than 90 days after enactrrent of this act. The 

procedure shall also be clearly outlined in the ootice of the establishrrent 

of aey rninimun price published. by the o:r.m.i.ssioner urrler the provisions of 

section 3, subdivision 6. The procedure must be fair, reasonable and. the 

checkoff fee shall be deducted by the first purchaser at the time of sale. 

The first p.irchaser sr.all sul:mit to the cx:rnnissioner any checkoff fees so 

de::iucted once every 30 days in aco:,rdance with the procedure established by the 

o:mnissioner. 

Sul::d. 3. (MINIMI.M PRICE Fl.ND.) All rronies collected as fees shall be 

paid into the state treasury and then credited to the rnini.rnurn price fund of 

the a::mnissioner, 'Which fund is hereby created and annually appropriated to 

ca.r:ry out the pur:coses of this act. Interest, if any, received on de?=)sits 

of these rronies shall be credited to the fund, and there shall be paid into 

this fund any sum provided by the Legislature for the purpose of carrying out 

the provisions of this act. 

Suro. 4. (i'1JNIMLN PRICE FIY.-ID LIMITS.) In any year during which rronies 

credited to the minimum !?rice fu.'1d exceed projected administrative msts by 

$2 million, the o::rnnissioner shall dismntinue checkoff fees the following 

year and thereafter until t.11e rronies credited to the m.i.nimur:t price fund fall 

belo..,. $500,000, at whic, t.:i.rre t:J1e o:ran.issioner shall give notice that the 

checkoff fees shall be re-established the follc:Mi.ng year. 

Sec. _. (APPFOPP.D'\TICN. ) 

Subdivision l. (APPROPRIATICN .) There is hereby a!?propriated out of any 

rronies in the general fund of the state treasury, not otherwise appropriated, 

7 



the sum of $100,000 or so iruch thereof as may be necessary, to the camti.ssionJ 

for the purpose of administering this act, for the peric:d ceginning on the 

when the ntinimum price of an agricultural camcdity beo:::Ires effective uroer 

section 3, subdivision 2 and ending on June 30, 1985. The funds ai:propriated 

pursuant to this section shall be re.i.rrbursed to the general furrl with interest 

at the legal rate no later than July 1, 1985. 

Sec. _ (Ef'F'D:TIVE DATE. ) 

This act is effective the day follc,,,nng fi..,al enactrrent. 

8 
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VII. 

STATE SUPPORT OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION 
RE AGRICULTURE, INTERNATIONAL TRADE, ETC. 

TASK FORCE REPORT 
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Recommendations of the Governor's Advisory Commission on Agriprocessing 

State Action on Federal Agricultural Policy 

I. Introduction 

Providing long-term growth opportunities for farm income and agricultural jobs 

will require the cooperative efforts of Minnesota's government officials, produ

cers, and agri-business people. Together, these groups could take effective 

action on the multitude of Federal issues that arise each year affecting farm 

income and agricultural jobs. 

Recognizing the immense potential impact of the Federal government on Minnesota 

Agriculture, the State, in cooperation with the private sector, can take the 

lead in formulating and implementing new strategies for growth by providing a 

procedure for developing positions on federal issues, and programs to success

fully advocate those positions in Washington, D. C. 

To have maximum impact on Federal policy makers, Minnesota Agriculture positions 

must be: specific; well thought out and well researched; broadly supported 

within the State's agriculture community; and prioritized (to insure maximum 

return on invested time and funds). 

To increase the probability that Minnesota Agriculture positions will be adopted 

at the Federal level requires establishing a concerted, on-going program of 

aggressive advocacy. 
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At present, the absence of a program for identifying--and more importantly, 

prioritizing--issues on which Minnesota Agriculture can agree makes concerted 

government-producer-business action very difficult. At present, there is no 

procedure for coordinating Federal activity by individuals, associations, or 

firms concerned about Minnesota Agriculture. 

The discussion and recommendations that fol low suggest one way for Minnesota 

Agriculture to develop and advocate positions at the Federal level. 

11. Identifying and Prioritizing Issues 

A. The State Legislative Concur rent Resolution 

A powerful, bu-t underutilized, tool exists for formalizing 11 Minnesota 

Positions" on agricultural issues: the Legislative Concurrent Resolution. 

The Concurrent Resolution is a vehicle whereby the State Legislature for-

mally advises the President, a Federal Agency, and/or the Congress on Federal 

policy questions. 

Embodying Minnesota Agriculture positions in a Concurrent Resolution would be 

an excel lent means of insuring that those positions were: broadly supported 

and well thought out and researched (committee hearings provide the forum for 

debate of the pros and cons); and, specific and prioritized (as refined in 

hearings). 

Nevertheless, there are several factors which limit the usefulness of the 

concurrent resolution process: I) It is unavailable when the State 
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Legislature is not in session; 2) It appears to have had minimal impact on 

pol icy decisions in Washington, D. C.; 3. As a practical matter, legislators 

an_d their staff may not have adequate time or expertise. to develop the 

research so necessary to setting priorities among positions. 

B. Governor's Agriculture Policy Advisory Commission. 

The establishment of a Governor's Agriculture Policy Advisory Commission 

(hereinafter "Commission") is recommended to address the shortcomings of the 

Concurrent Resolution: limited availability; limited impact on Washington; 

and, limited Legislative resources. 

Commission membership would represent a broad cross-section of participants 

in Minnesota's agricultural economy: producers; cg-transport; ag-processors; 

ag-financers; State executive and legislative personnel. 

The Commission would be responsible for providing the Legislature with a draft 

Concurrent Resolution (say in late January of each year, and from time-to

time thereafter as necessary) that: 

I. ldent'ified specific Federal legislative or regulatory proposals which have 

a proportionately greater impact (positive or negative) on Minnesota's 

economy than on other states (reactive); 

2. Identified specific proposals for Federal pol icy initiatives ( legislative 

or regulatory) which would positively impact Minnesota's economy; and, 
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3. Prioritized all identified proposals for action. 

In effect, the Commission would provide legislators a document that seeks to 

sort out the relative priorities among the multitude of agriculture issues 

appropriate for consideration at the Federal level. 

For example, while vve might all agree that Federal policy affecting soil 

conservation; production levels; government commodity procurement; raw com

modity and value added exports, are important to Minnesota Agriculture, we 

don't have a good sense for priorities among these broad topics. Nor, for 

that matter, do we have good reason for recommending that any of these 

topics be afforded a higher priority than, say, the topic of agricultural 

transportation. The likelihood of Federal action on any specific proposal 

under one of these braod topics, the costs and benefits of specific propo-

sals, are both factors that ought to carry the most weight in the prioritiza

tion process. 

A Commission would provide the sort of issue identification, specification 

and prioritization, on an on-going basis, that current legislative and execu

tive branch budget constraints may well preclude. 

111. Advocacy of Minnesota Agriculture Positions 

Translation of "Minnesota Agriculture Positions" into Federal policy requires 

more activity than mere transmission of a Concur rent Resolution to Congress, 

occasional testimony before Congressional committees or Federal agencies. A 

or 
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broad-based, well directed, continuing advocacy is called for, but does not 

currently exis,t. 

A. State Public Sector Leadership 

Minnesota's elected and appointed leadership should provide visible evidence 

of their commitment to the agriculture economy by setting as their objective 

the attainment of leadership positions on national or multi-state 

agricultural-related associations. 

Active participation by Minnesotans on such groups: increases the audience 

that is sensitized to our concerns; increases the likelihood of gaining addi

tional allies for "Minnesota Positions"; and provides a valuable source of 

intelligence for Commission priority setting. 

Specifically: 

I. Service on, with the objective of chairing, the Agriculture Committee o_f 

the National Governors Assn. would be useful and highly visible evidence 

of commitment from Governor Perpich. Minnesota has gone unrepresented on 

this Committee for too long. 

2. Similar opportunities ought to be exploited by Commissioner Nichols, 

Senate and House Leadership, and Senate and House Agriculture Committee 

chairmen with the Counci I of State Governments, National Conference of 

State Legislatures, regional state consortiums, and other relevant organi-

zations. 
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B. Use of Existing Pr iv ate Sector Communication Networks 

The effectiveness of grass-roots communications to Congress has been amply 

demonstrated. The State ( through the Commission) should provide com

munication request/alerts, and status reports on "Minnesota Agriculture 

Positions" to the agri-business and producer communities. In return, par

ticipating businesses and associations would forward the information and/or 

request to resident members of their existing grass-roots networks, and for

ward an appropriate request for assistance to their Washington offices. 

C. Washington Off ice 

It has been years since the State of Minnesota employed a lobbyist in 

Washington. Many Minnesota corporations and trade associations have long 

recognized the need for full-time representation in Washington on issues of 

critical importance. The cost/effectiveness of a Washington office should be 

seriously reconsidered--especially in light of the favorable determination 

made by 35 other states who employ a Washington representative. 

D. Making Better Use of the Minnesota Congressional Delegation 

Minnesota's existing resources in Washington--our Congressmen and 

Senators--can be more effectively utilized on behalf of "Minnesota 

Agriculture Positions". Heightened recognition of the importance of the 

agricultural economy in all 8 Congressional Districts should increase the 

priority afforded "Minnesota Agriculture Positions" by Congressmen. 
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Additionally, the ability to determine quickly and accurately the 

"iV\innesota Agriculture Position" should improve the efficiency of 

Congressional advocacy of those positions. 

Specifically: 

I . To emphasize both the importance and content of "Minnesota Agriculture 

Positions" the Governor should host--at least semi-annually--an agri

culture retreat for the entire Minnesota delegation. 

2. Ir respective of Congressional committee assignment, the commitment of 

each Congressman and Senator to actively assist in the implementation 

of "Minnesota Agriculture Positions" should be obtained by the 

Governor. 

E. Insuring Continuous Advocacy 

As noted ear lier, Federal issues of import to Minnesota's agriculture eco

nomy can be expected to arise when the State Legislature is recessed. 

In order to insure a capability to respond to Federal issues year-round, 

the Commission should be given two additional responsibilities: 

I. Identification and direct communication to Federal personnel of policy 

positions on behalf of Minnesota Agriculture when necessary because the 

State Legislature is not in session. 

2. General direction and coordination of the Federal advocacy program 

outlined above. 
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VIII. 

DAIRY PROCESSING AND RESEARCH 

TASK FORCE REPORT 
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GOVERNOR'S ADVISORY COMMISSION ON AGRI-PROCESSING 

DAIRY PROCESSING AND RESEARCH TASK FORCE 

Casein Conversion - If the federal government would support a 

program to convert existing government-owned inventories of 

nonfat dry milk to casein, the state could provide low-cost 

loans and tax incentives to organizations to build facilities 

and equipment with appropriate conversion equipment. 

Ultra-Filtration/Reverse Osmosis - The hauling costs of milk 

being used for manufacturing could be reduced substantially 

with a respective improvement in farmers' revenues through the 

use of new technology which would eliminate a significant 

portion of the water in milk at the farm level. This 

technology, known as membrane technology, uses specialized 

membranes to separate the water from the valuable milk solids 

that are in milk. The reduced cost of hauling or transporting 

these concentrated solids to the milk manufacturing plants 

would provide an economic benefit to the dairy industry and 

particularly the dairy farmer. 

Whey Proteins - Whey proteins are a relatively low-valued and 

priced component of milk and result as a by-product of basic 

cheese production. Research into the utilization of whey 

proteins as a base in flavored or recreational drinks would 

substantially increase the value of the whey protein and 

provide a significant nutritional benefit to those that would 

be normally drinking soda-types of soft drinks. 



4. Dairy-related Research Projects/University of Minnesota -

a. Developing and/or evaluating genetic engineering technology 

directed at increasing milk production, increasing the more 

valuable milk components, and improving culturing of 

commercial milk products such as cheese, yogurt and so 

forth. 

b. Economic research and computer modeling for hauling systems 

related to picking up milk on farms and delivering it to 

production or milk-utilization facilities. 

mb 
1401P 
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RAILROAD BONDING REPORT 
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RAILROAD BONDING 

MN/DOT has drafted a Bill (copy attached) for introduction into 
the upcoming session of the Minnesota Legislature which, if 
passed, would provide the next step in making bonds available for 
rail service improvement now that Constitutional Amendment No. 4 
has been adopted. The Bill essentially broadens the purposes to 
which existing funding authorization can be put and amends 
existing law to facilitate the use of funds by regional rail 
authorities. 

The first section of the Bill expands the uses to which State rail 
rehabilitation funds can be used. It specifically permits the use 
of State rehabilitation funds to pay a portion of the cost of 
acquiring a rail line by a regional rail authority. Because many 
rehabilitation projects involve abandoned lines or lines to be 
abandoned which must first be acquired before rehabilitation can 
begin, the ability to use State funds for acquisition costs 
becomes very important. Under current law, State funding 
assistance is not available for acquisitions by regional rail 
authorities. 

Sections 3 through 6 amend existing laws relating to regional rail 
authorities. The Bill would permit any municipality, rather than 
only counties, to form a regional rail authority. This provision 
is responsive to the desires of several municipalities for the 
establishment of regional rail authorities, but who have been 
unable to convince their counties to do so. 

Section 7 of the Bill is perhaps the most important. In 1980 the 
Legislature authorized the sale of $13.5 Million of bonds for 
acquisitions by the State rail bank. The Bill expands this 
language and provides that bonding money may also be available for 
rail rehabilitation purposes. The Bill does not request 
additional funds nor does it request additional bonding authority. 

0319j 
2/9/83 
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A bill for an act 

relating to transportation; authorizing the 
commissioner to expend money for railroad acquisition 
by a regional railroad authority; modifying the 
regional railroad authority act to allow 
municipalities to form regional railroad authorities; 
allowing the expenditure of certain state funds for 
railroad improvement and acquisition; providing an 
aircraft base price for taxation purposes; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1982, sections 222.50, subdivision 
7; 360.531, subdivision 4; 398A.02; 398A.03; 398A.04, 
subdi~1isions 8 and 9; and Laws 1980, chapter 610, 
section 1, as amended. 

15 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

16 Section l. Minnesota Statutes 1982, section 222.50, 

17 subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

18 Subd. 7. The commissioner may expend money from the rail 

19 service improvement account for the following purposes: 

20 (a) To pay interest adjustments on loans guaranteed under 

21 the state rail user loan guarantee program; 

22 (b} To pay a portion of the costs of capital improvement 

23 projects designed to improve rail service including construction 

24 or improvement of short segments of rail line such as side 

25 track, team track and connections between existing lines, and 

26 construction and improvement of loading, unloading, storage and 

27 transfer facilities of a rail user; 

28 (c) To acquire, maintain, manage and dispose of railroad 

29 ~ight-of-way pursuant to subdivision 8 and the state rail bank 
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program; 

(d) To provide for aerial photography survey of proposed 

and abandoned railroad tracks for the purpose of recording and 

reestablishing by analytical triangulation the existing 

alignment of the inplace track; 

(e} To pay a portion of the costs of acquiring a rail line 

by a regional railroad authority established pursuant to chapter 

398A. 

All money derived by the commissioner from the disposition 

of railroad right-of-way or of any other property acquired 

pursuant to sections 222.46 to 222.62 shall be deposited in the 

s~a~e rail ~aak service improvement account. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1982, section 360.531, 

subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [BASE PRICE FOR TAXATION.] For the purpose of 

fixing a base price for taxation from which depreciation in 

value at a fixed percent per annum can be counted, such price is 

defined as follows: 

(1)' The base price for taxation of an aircra.ft e~ wa!:ea a 

f3+ The commissioner shall have authority to fix the base 

value for taxation purposes of any aircraft of which no such 

similar or corresponding model has been manufactured ~~aee a 

aircraft, any aircraft on which a record of the list price is 

not available~~ ft!:~ eii~ee, or any military aircraft converted 

for civilian use, using as a basis for such valuation the list 

price ea s~ea A~f!Jli~~: of aircraft with comparable perfot1nance 

characteristics, and taking into consideration the age and 

2 
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l condition of the aircraft. 

2 Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1982, section 398A.02, is 

3 amended to read: 

4 398A.02 (PURPOSE.] 

S The purpose of the regional railroad authorities act is to 

6 provide a means whereby ee~ft~~ee one or more municipalities, 

7 with state and federal aids as may be available, may provide for 

8 the preservation and improvement of local rail service for 

9 agriculture, industry, or passenger ~raffic when determined to 

10 be practicable and necessary for the public welfare, 

11 particularly in the case of abandonment of local rail lines. 

12 Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1982, section 398A.03, is 

13 a.mended to read: 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

398A.03 (ORGANIZATION OF AUTHORITY.] 

Subdivision l. [ORGANIZATION RESOLUTION.] A regional 

railroad authority may be organized by resolution or joint 

resolution adopted by the governing body or bodies of one or 

more ee~ft~ies municipalities, providing and stating: 

19 (a) That the authority is organized under the regional 

20 railroad authorities act as a political subdivision and local 

21 government unit of Minnesota, to exercise thereunder part of the 

22 sovereign power of the state; 

23 

24 

25 

26 

(b) The name of the authority, including the words 

"regional railroad authority"; 

(c) The ee~a~y e~ ee~a~~es municipality or municipalities 

adopting the organization resolution; 

27 (d) The number of commissioners of the authority, not less 

28 t.~an five; the number to be appointed by the governing body of 

29 each ee~ft~Y municipality; and the names and addresses of the 

30 first board of commissioners; 

31 (e} The M~ftiei~ai~~y city and county in which the 

32 registered office of the authority is to be situated; 

33 (f) That neither the state of Minnesota, the ee~a~y e~ 

34 ee~a~ie~ municipality or municipalities, nor any other political 

35 subdivision is liable for obligations of the authority; and 

36 (g) Any other provision for =egulating the business of the 

3 
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l authority determined by the governing body or bodies adopting 

2 the resolution. 

3 Subd. 2. [HEARING. I Before final adoption of an 

4 organization resolution, the governing body of each ee~~~y 

5 municipality named in it shall provide for a public hearing upon 

6 notice published in e~e e£€~e~a¼ ee~a~y a newspaper of general 

7 circulation in the municipality or municipalities and mailed to 

8 the governing body of each ~~a~e~~a~~~y city or town in the 

9 county named in the resolution, at least 30 days before the 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

10 hearing. The hearing may be adjourned from time to time, to a 

11 time and place publicly announced at the hearing, or to a time 

and place fixed by notice published in e~e eii~e~a¼ ee~~~Y a 

newspaper of general circulation in the municipality or 

municipalities at least ten days before the adjourned session. 

Joint hearing sessions may be held by the governing bodies of 

all ee~~~~e~ municipalities named, at any convenient public 

17 

18 

19 

place within any of the ee~R~~es municipalities. The resolution 

may be amended by the governing body or bodies at or after any 

hearing session at which the amended resolution is proposed and 

20 made available to interested citizens. It shall not become 

21 effective until adopted in identical form by the governing 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

bodies of all ee~a~ies municipalities named in the resolution. 

Subd. 3. [CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION.} A copy of the 

organization resolution, certified by the recording officer of 

each ee~a~y municipality adopting it, shall be filed wit..~ the 

secretary of state, who shall issue a ~ertificate of 

incorporation if the resolution conforms to the requirements of 

this section, stating in the certificate the name of the 

authority and the date of its incorporation, which shall ~e the 

date of acceptance for filing. The certificate of incorporation 

shall be conclusive evidence of the valid organization and 

existence of the authority. 

Subd. 4:. (AMENDMENT. J The organization resolution may be 

amended by resolution or joint resolution of the governing 

bodies of all ee~a~~es municipalities named in the resolution 

36 prior to amendment and the governing body of any additional 

4 
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1 ee~~~y municipality named in the amendment. Each amendment 

2 shall be adopted at or after hearing upon notice as required for 

3 the organization resolution. No amendment releasing a ee~a~y 

4 

s 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

municipality from its obligations as a party named in the 

resolution shall be effective unless all covenants, agreements, 

mortgage liens, and other security given for bonds of the 

authority have been discharged and satisfie~ by payment or 

otherwise in accordance with their terms. All other amendments 

shall take effect upon filing ~ith the secretary of ~tate and 

issuance of an amended certificate of incorporation in the same 

manner as provided for the organization resolution. 

Subd .. 5. [BO.~ OF COMMISSIONERS. l All powers granted to 

an authority shall be exercised by its board of commissioners. 

Commissioners shall be appointed and vacancies in their office 

shall be filled by the governing body of each ee~a--~ 

municipality named in the organization resolution, in accordance 

with the provisions of that resolution. The term of each 

commissioner shall be one year, or the remainder of the one year 

term for which a vacancy is filled, and until a successor is 

appointed. Commissioners shall receive no compensation for 

services but shall be reimbursed for necessary expenses incurred 

22 in the performance of their duties. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

Subd. 6. [MEE':'INGS AND ACTIONS.] The board of 

commissioners shall by resolution establish the time and place 

or places of its regular meetings and the method and notice 

required for calling special meetings, all of which shall be 

open to the public. A majority of the commissioners being 

present at a meeting, any action may be taken by resolution or 

motion adopted by recorded vote of a majority of those present, 

unless a larger majority is required by bylaws adopted by the 

board. 

Subd. 7. (O~FICERS AND EMPLOYEES.] The board of 

commissioners shall appoint a chairman, vice chairman, 

secretary, and treasurer from its members, each to serve for a 

term of one year and until a successor is appointed. The 

offices of secretary and treasurer may be combined, and deputies 

5 
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1 or assistants may be appointed for either office or the combined 

2 office, from membet's of the board or otherwise. The powers and 

3 duties of each office shall be determined by the board, which 

4 shall require and pay for a surety bond for each officer 

5 handling funds. The board shall provide for the keeping of a 

6 full and accurate record of all proceedings and of resolutions, 

7 regulations, and orders issued or adopted; the state auditor 

8 shall, as time and resources permit, annually audit the books of 

9 said regional railroad authority. The board may appoint an 

10 executive director and other officers, fix their compensation, 

11 and delegate to them the powers and duties, as it may 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16_ 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

determine. It may also employ, or authorize the executive 

director to employ, all other employees, consultants, and agents 

needed to perform its duties and exercise its powers. Chapter 

353 shall apply to all salaried employees. 

Sec. S. Minnesota Statutes 1982, section 398A.04, 

subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. (TAXATION. J Before deciding to exercise the power 

to tax, the authority shall give six weeks published notice in 

all ee~a~~es municipalities in the region. If a number of 

--~-----------voters in the region equal to five percent of those who voted 

for candidates for governor at the last gubernatorial election 

present a petition within nine weeks of the first published 

notice to the secretary of state requesting that the matter be 

submitted to popular vote, it shall be submitted at the next 

general election. The question prepared shall be: 

"Shall the regional rail authority have the power to impose 

a property tax? 

Yes ...... . 

:t-lo ........ " 

If a majority of those voting on the question approve or if 

32 no petition is presented within the prescribed time the 

33 authority may thereafter levy a tax at any annual rate not 

34 exceeding four mills on the assessed valuation of all taxable 

35 property situated within the ee~a~y e~ ee~a~~es municipality or 

----------------36 municipalities named in its organization resolution. Its 

6 
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recording officer shall file in the office of the county auditor 

or city or town assessor of each ee~a~y municipality a certified 

copy of the board of commissioners' resolution 1e,1ying the tax, 

and each county auditor or city or town assessor shall assess 

and extend upon the tax rolls the portion of the tax that bears 

the same ratio to the whole amount that the assessed valuation 

of taxable property in that ee~ft~Y municipality bears to the 

assessed value of taxable property in all ee~ft~ies 

municipalities named in the organization resolution. 

Collections of the tax shall be remitted by eaea ee~n~y the 

treasurer of each municipality to the treasurer of the authority. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1982, section 398A.04, 

subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [MUNICIPAL AGREEMENTS.] The authority may enter 

into agreements with the ee~~~y e~ ee~a~~ee municipality or 

municipalities named in the organization agreement, or with 

other municipalities situated in the counties named in the 

resolution, respecting the matters referred to in section 

398A.06. 

Sec. 7. Laws 1980, chapter 610, section l, as amended by 

taws 1981, chapter 338, section 8, is amended to read: 

Section 1. (RAILROAD ASSISTANCE; APPROPRIATION. 

The sum of $13,500,000 is appropriated from the state 

transportation fund to t..~e rail service improvement account in 

the special revenue fund to be expended by the commissioner of 

ift ~e ~aafte~ afta fe~ ~Ae purposes specified in Minnesota 

222. 49 to 222 .,63. 

Sec. 8. (EFFECTIVE DATE. I 

Sections 1 to 7 are effective the day following final 

enactment. 
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